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ABSTRACT

This thesis considers the challenge of autonomous robot navigation. Effective self-guiding robots are a tool applicable to many important and critical tasks, such as fire-fighting, transporting dangerous materials, even bomb disposal. In many cases the robots are even more useful
if their method of guidance is passive and utilises common technology such as CCD cameras.
Using biological models to inspire the design of such robots is an exhilarating approach to the
problem and provides sensible and novel solutions.
The method of determining distance to objects using the optical flow from sequences of
camera images is well-known and many techniques for estimating optical flow have been proposed. This thesis explores those differential optical flow techniques which solve the aperture
problem by using a window of pixels and a model of the structure of the optical flow within
that window. It shows that a number of these methods can be incorporated into a general
framework utilising a sum of basis functions over the window. A more or less complicated
structure for the optical flow can be achieved by selecting a greater or fewer number of these
basis functions. Certain choices of basis function correspond to published models, such as
those of Lucas and Kanade (1981), Campani and Verri (1992), Schalkoff and McVey (1982),
Nagle and Srinivasan (1996), and Waxman and Wohn (1985). A number of these models were
compared over different image sequences, both real and synthetic, and the errors in each case
quantified. This comparison shows that the best choice of model is dictated both by the size of
the pixel window and also by the surface being viewed. A set of basis functions will cause a
bias in the optical flow estimates if the surface structure is more complex than the model can
fit. This causes errors in the location of the focus of expansion.
A new method, only recently proposed for robot navigation, is known as volumetric stereo
or voxel colouring. Most of the work performed in this area uses the method for computer
graphics purposes, to produce photo-realistic scenes or images. It can also be used to produce
accurate and detailed depth maps of a scene. Rather than using multiple pixels from a single
camera, as optical flow does, it relies upon multiple camera observations of a single point. The
camera observations of points in space are compared and those where the cameras agree are
deemed to be surface points. The concepts behind this approach are explained, including a
number of ways this method can reconstruct partially occluded objects. The emphasis then
shifts to specific implementations for robot navigation. These include assumptions about camera motion and methods to speed up the calculation procedure. Results for real and synthetic
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sequences are shown and comparison is performed with optical flow, showing the volumetric
technique is greatly supellor in a number of important respects, not the least of which is accuracy. Finally, some important extensions to the algOllthm are discussed. These extensions make
it robust to three problems often ignored in computer vision: inaccurate calibration, variable
lighting, and specular surfaces. The first of these is overcome by showing that the algorithm is
capable of self-calibration, allowing it to substantially improve depth estimates in the case of
inaccurate camera positions or rotations. By using a lighting-invariant colour model, the algorithm can successfully reconstruct depth, even when the sequence lighting is altered. Finally,
the algorithm successfully reconstructs specularities in images at the same time as reconstructing the Lambertian regions. This is done by observing the pattern of intensity variation in the
camera observations. Results for these situations are shown for real images sequences and the
improvements are demonstrated quantitatively.

PREFACE

The work described in this thesis is some of the research I performed at Canterbury University
between 1997 and 2001. Most of the work was done in conjunction with my supervisor, Dr
Richard Lane, my unofficial co-supervisor, Dr Andrew Bainbridge-Smith, and other students,
James Preddey, David George, and Chris Fome.
A large portion of my first year was spent on modelling atmospheric turbulence with Dr
Rachel Johnston. Although this work was very productive, producing an interesting article for
Applied Optics, it did not relate to my main area of research, that of robot navigation using
cameras.
My first piece of work in this area involved calibrating our only (low-quality) camera and
the rather primitive optical table on which it was mounted. Although fairly tedious, as many
calibration tasks are, it was necessary to work out some of the system parameters as well as
being a good introduction to cameras. This became my first conference paper, for DICTA'97.
At the time I fondly assumed it would constitute a chapter in my thesis, but since then it has
been relegated to an appendix, to avoid putting my handful of readers to sleep too soon.
After this I began work on optical flow issues. Some of the early work, never developed
past initial stages, was the investigation of confidence measures for optical flow estimates and a
framework for time-evolving optical flow using Kalman filters. Later work considered the flow
fields introduced by different observed surfaces. This led into the idea of modelling optical flow
using basis functions and the end result was Chapter 3. This original work allows a number of
published algorithms to be seen within one overall framework.
However, at the same time I discovered the more fruitful area of volumetric stereo. The
early work I did on this was based upon James Preddey's master's thesis [98]. The research was
also affected greatly by our discovery of a conference paper by Seitz and Dyer [106] towards
the end of my study. Their paper described a method for photo-realistic reconstruction which
was extremely similar to ours. The development of these ideas into a general and flexible
framework for robot navigation eventually produced the results given in Chapters 4, 5, and
6. Chapter 4 describes the general category of techniques and reviews the field, however the
algOlithm and analysis described in Chapter 5 and the extensions to it in Chapter 6 are entirely
original work. I found this research very stimulating and there is plenty more to be done.
The sequences used in this thesis are all described in Appendix D. Most of the real sequences were captured with the cameras and optical table described in Appendix B. The source
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code used throughout the thesis was written almost exclusively in MATLAB [120],
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

For centuries people have been inspired to build machines which are like humans, robots which
can see, hear, speak, and perhaps even think like we do. Most people expect that a robot should
be something like the 'Terminator' [22]: a humanoid robot with an imaging system capable
of self-navigation and object identification. These expectations have led engineers to attempt
to mimic these apparently basic human abilities, since humans are walking proof that such
mechanisms are possible.
In humans, vision is arguably the most flexible and useful of our senses [37, 70]. This
is partly because it is a passive sense, as opposed to the more active mechanism of touch.
Active senses are those which have the capacity to interfere with their surroundings by physical

contact or by transmitting signals. By contrast, passive senses simply measure some existing
characteristic of the environment, such as radiation. Passive processes do not interact with
the surroundings, protecting both the user and the surroundings from potential damage. This
means that multiple passive systems can operate in the same environment without obstructing
each other, being completely self-contained. Moreover, vision is capable of identifying distant
objects, in contrast to touch, which is limited to "arms length". It is also remarkable for the
large quantity of information it is capable of providing, since the wayan object looks allows
us to deduce many of its attributes. For example, colour may indicate temperature or toxicity
while texture may indicate composition. Shading and changes in pattern can give clues to an
object's shape [38].
The human eye, in concert with the human brain, can recognise objects it has not seen
before but has only had described. We can see a range of intensities greater than 1 000 000: 1
[38, p. 40] and can accurately determine the distance to objects (although we cannot necessarily
quantify them in numerical terms). Humans instinctively learn to interpret what their eyes see
and our vision system is remarkably robust and reliable. For example, the iris automatically
opens and closes to adjust the amount of light falling upon the retina. Attempts to duplicate the
senses and abilities we take for granted have shown that this is more difficult than it appeared
to be at first. This is because our senses are complex mechanisms with poorly understood
processes. This is particularly true of vision, but our own visual systems are so effective that
we often do not recognise the difficulties; our own abilities make the lack of them in artificial
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Any sense may be separated into three logical parts. Additionally the brain considers information from other senses and from any prior knowledge of the situation. Feedback from later stages
may also affect the operations of earlier stages as part of an iterative process.

Figure 1.1
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vision seem somewhat surprising. It is important to persevere with artificial vision, however,
since the basic senses are the building blocks of any sort of artificial reasoning ability; without
interpretation of raw input data a robot cannot make decisions.
One possible model for the visual system, or indeed any sense, divides the process into
three stages, Fig. 1.1. The first is the mechanism for collecting the data, the eye itself. The
second is the operations and filtering performed on that data to obtain primitive, low-level information. In the final stage the brain interprets the results of this to understand what it sees and
to make decisions based upon it. So, after the mechanics of data collection, the interpretation
may be logically separated into two parts. Broadly speaking, each of these inspires a different
approach to machine vision. The first part is a basic low-level processing ability which can
group regions of an image together, distinguish one from another, determine what is near and
far, etc. It is this portion of the process which a fly's visual system relies upon the most, allowing it to locate and avoid a fly swat in midair, without needing to identify it [115, p.7]. This
part of our vision works very fast and allows for instinctive responses to potentially dangerous
situations [109, p.114]. Conversely, the second part is a high-level approach which attempts to
apply knowledge of the world to make sense of the information from the previous stage. This
tends to be slower but more accurate in its assessment of visual data. An example would be the
use of shape databases to recognise objects [4]. Of course in a complex visual system, such as
that of a human, the parts are not neatly divided and the brain and the retina each assist in both
tasks.
One of the reasons humans have such an effective visual system is that the retina is a
direct outgrowth of the brain, so that how we think is intimately related to what we see. Humans devote a significant portion of their 1012 neurons to the visual task [55]. However, the
visual systems of creatures with very much smaller brains can be equally effective in many
respects and still far exceed the capabilities of machine vision, as may be seen by comparing
the navigational abilities of a fly to those of current robots. Creatures having a smaller brain
often compensate by means of a more complex eye [130, p. 5], putting more emphasis on steps
one and two in

1.1. If we accept that our computers do not yet rival our brains, then

it seems sensible to emphasise these same processes in the search for viable artificial vision
systems [15].
The data capture process, step one in Fig. 1.1, can be achieved by active or passive means.
Active techniques include laser range finding, where a laser beam is used to determine distance
to objects, ultrasonics, where sound is used in the same way, and tactile exploration using
pressure (i.e., touch) to detect objects [17,27,99]. The use of structured lighting [27, p.125]
is also an active technique since it involves shining some sort of light source onto objects
while taking pictures of them, rather than relying on the light inherent in a scene. The main
technique in the passive category is the use of camera images. These simply measure light
already present, either in the visible, UV, or infrared spectrums. This thesis focuses on passive
techniques since these allow navigation to be achieved without detection and without intruding
on or interfering with the surrounding environment. While many of the same approaches could,
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in theory, be applied to other forms of radiation such as infrared light or x-rays, visible light is
used because cameras are cheap, readily available, and simple. The information conveyed by
cameras is also easily interpreted by the human brain because it cOlTesponds to the information
available to our visual system [101].
The aim of machine vision is to allow machines to make valid decisions based on image
data. The techniques considered in this thesis perlorm the second step shown in Fig. 1.1, that
of robustly extracting simple quantitative information from the raw input data. It is envisaged
that successful mechanisms for achieving this should provide input to an artificial intelligence
system and should improve and speed up the results obtained by the artificial intelligence step.
This thesis does not consider using artificial intelligence to improve primitive estimation, concentrating instead on the best that may be achieved without this information. Although the
interaction of the brain and the retina in the human visual process is still a matter of research,
for an artificial system it is appropriate to divide the task as described, since it is important to
ascertain how much can be achieved before applying artificial intelligence.
In order to be effective, a self-navigating robot needs to perlorm a number of tasks, including determining the depth to objects, recognising hazards, and planning avoidance strategies.
Of these, determining depth can be recognised as the most basic, as it can be approached without applying 'higher intelligence' from a purely algorithmic level, after a few assumptions
have been made. This is the aim of this thesis: to develop algorithms allowing a mobile robot to determine depth in an unknown environment. This is a well-defined task, with clear
succeed/fail criteria and may be tackled without considering the difficulties introduced by the
need for artificial intelligence. The task forms a first stage in the objective of producing robots
able to navigate in real-time, a very useful tool for applications as diverse as bomb disposal or
mowing the lawn. Despite real-time considerations, this thesis focuses on determining algorithms which give good results, rather than the difficult task of making them sufficiently fast. It
is hoped that the necessary speed improvement can be obtained from dedicated hardware and
careful programming once a working algorithm is found.

1.1

THESIS STRUCTURE

The next chapter discusses some of the background issues relating to later work and introduces
the concepts of volumetric matching and optical flow. These are both techniques applicable
to depth estimation by camera-carrying robots. Chapter 3 considers a class of gradient-based
optical flow techniques and shows that they can be described by the same overall framework.
This framework describes the optical flow in terms of basis flows. The relationship between the
number of basis flows (i.e., model complexity) and window

is also discussed. Chapter 4

explains the principle of volumetric matching methods. These use multiple images of a scene
to reconstruct the scene depth and structure. The framework is described in general terms
and a review of methods different authors use to resolve occlusions is given. The subsequent
chapter, Chapter 5, describes a specific implementation of this framework, with assumptions
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and applications appropriate to robot navigation. An analysis of the resolution limits for two
typical situations is undertaken. Results are given showing the supedority of this approach
over that of optical flow, as well as exploring the effects of shorter sequences and enors in
the camera positions. The final chapter, Chapter 6, discusses important extensions to the basic
algorithm, allowing it to deal with a number of issues normally ignored in machine vision
discussions. In particular, the algorithm is modified to deal with specular smfaces, sequences
with variable lighting, and self-calibration of camera positions.
A modification of an existing camera calibration technique was needed to calibrate the
equipment used to capture the image sequences in this thesis. The first appendix explains
the basis of camera calibration and how the equipment was calibrated, while the second gives
the specifications and details of this equipment. Appendix C gives the detail of some of the
derivations of reconstruction limits for the technique of Chapter 5. The last appendix tabulates
and describes all the image sequences employed in this thesis, both real and synthetic.

BACKGROUND

2.1

IMAGING SYSTEMS
Sensors

The ability of humans, animals, and even insects to interpret images usually exceeds what can
be achieved by artificial vision. Because eyes work so well, it is reasonable to use biological
vision as the inspiration for machine vision. The formation of an image is one of the many
elements common to both biological and artificial vision systems.
The simplest possible camera consists of a pinhole, Figure (2.1). A theoretical pinhole
allows only a single ray of light from each scene point to pass through it. A clear image
can be obtained at any distance from the pinhole since there there is no requirement to focus
multiple rays at the same point. The problem with a small pinhole is that very little light passes
through it so the observed object must be brightly lit. This is the basis of the camera obscura
effect [38, p.34] and is the mechanism behind the eye of an aquatic mollusc, the Nautilus [38].
In practice it is necessary to use a larger aperture to gather more light. With a greater
aperture a lens is required to ensure that light emanating from a point on the object is collected

r-----------------z;
r-----------;..z~

~--------~~----~z:

z

Object

2.1 Ideal pinhole camera operation. An object located at Z can be imaged at any distance from
thc pinhole lens, with different distances, Zi, Z~, and Z~, giving different magnifications.
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Rod
-fH-I--- Cone

Retina
Intermediate layer
Fovea

Corne?

~\""';-.-.-

Ganglion cells

Optic nerve
Aqueous humour

(a) Human eye.

(b) Retina.

Figure 2.2 Human visual data collection. (a) The human eye, in common with a camera, consists of an
adaptive system designed to focus light onto a receptive screen at the back. Various aspects of its design
ensure that it performs very much better than does a camera. (b) The layers in the retina consist of the
light sensitive rods and cones, the ganglion cells which transmit to the brain and, between these, a layer
of connections which filter the signals. Redrawn from [55].

at a single point in the image plane. The lenses used by human eyes and cameras have a number
of similarities. The purpose of the front part of the eye is to focus light onto the retina. Most of
the refraction of light into the eye is achieved by the refractive index change between air and
the cornea, Fig. 2.2. Some further bending occurs at the lens after the light passes through the
aqueous humour. The lens of a camera performs the same function, focusing incoming rays
upon the sensor elements using the difference in refractive index between the lens and airl .
Objects come into focus at different image distances, Z', depending upon their distance, Z,
from the camera, see Fig. 2.3. The relationship is described by the thin lens formula [137, p.31],
(2.1)

where

f

is known as the focal length of the lens. Closer objects focus farther away, whereas

objects at infinity focus at the focal length of the lens. Because objects at different depths, Z,
are focused at different locations, ZI, a sensor can only exactly image a single depth at a time.
However, a sufficiently accurate focus may be obtained for a range of depths, known as the
depth offield, over which objects are almost focused. In a camera, an object A is brought into
focus by varying the distance between the lens and the image until the image is at point A',
Fig. 2.3. Instead the human eye focuses by changing the shape of the lens and thus its focusing
power. Interestingly in fish eyes, accommodation is achieved by moving the lens backwards
and forwards [109]. Both cameras and eyes adjust the brightness of the image by adjusting the
radius of an aperture to alter the amount of light striking the lens.
Ideally the resolution of the image would be high everywhere, ensuring that nothing imlOr in the case of a compound lens, between one lens layer and the next.
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Figure 2.3 Focusing through a lens. Unlike a pinhole camera, objects viewed through a lens focus at a
distance dependent on Z. Objects at infinity, I, focus at f, the focal length of the camera, while closer
objects, such as A, focus farther away. The image plane of a real camera can only be at one location so
it can only image one depth exactly.

portant is overlooked. However, the large quantity of data produced is a handicap, due to the
amount of processing it requires. An alternative is to have low resolution over most of the
image and high resolution only in regions of importance. The difficulty is, of course, knowing
which regions are those 'of importance', [115, p.5]. A camera image is typically formed on
a grid of evenly spaced sensors which measure the proportion of light they see. This ensures
that no important detail is missed and is also the simplest way to manufacture the camera. By
contrast, the sensors of the retina, known as rods and cones, are not evenly spaced at alL In
the fovea, the central part of the retina with the highest detail perception, we have only densely
packed cones2 . The rods are spread around the rest of the retina. They work in dim light
and are far more numerous than cones. This means that, unlike a camera where all regions
of the image are sampled evenly, the eye has a high detail central region and low detail surrounding regions. Our brain fixates our foveas with whichever part of the image is deemed to
be of most interest. This emphasis on the detail perception of the fovea is maintained at the
next layer, the interconnections to the brain. These interconnections consist of several layers
acting like filters, combining and weighting the signals from the rods and cones and passing
them to the ganglion cells,

2.2(b). In the central fovea region the signals pass from the

rods to the ganglion cells in a 1:1 ratio. Elsewhere on the retina there are many more rods
and cones to each ganglion celL The coarse to fine methods of machine vision [11, 133] are
an algorithmic approach to duplicating the variable spacing and resolution of the human eye.
The discussion so far has been about the contrast between eyes and traditional CCD cameras.
However some biologically-inspired CCDs, consisting of concentric rings of pixels, have been
developed [115, p.5]. These have a higher resolution central region and a number of other
2The spacing of cones in the fovea is twice the diffraction limit of the pupil diameter, matching the Nyquist
rate [56, p.617].
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advantages.
A similar tradeoff occurs in the choice between colour and black and white. Although
colour provides more information it also requires more processing. Once again the human eye
solves this problem by providing colour information primarily in one region, that of the fovea
and very little elsewhere. Many other creatures, particularly nocturnal ones, see only limited
colour or black and white [109]. Cameras are instead constrained by manufacturing to be all
or nothing in the colour information they collect, although it may, of course, be discarded once
collected.
Another way to reduce the quantity of data gathered, but maintain information content,
is to collect only data meeting certain criteria. For example, biological evidence for edgedetecting filters is strong, particularly in the case of a moving edge. In work by Hubel [54] it
was found that single neurons in a eat's brain respond to particular directions of motion. The
direction of motion affects the level of response, showing that the visual system is tuned only
to information deemed to be of interest. This is also striking in the work by Lettvin et al [71]
where they found that some of the retinal regions respond particularly strongly to moving,
circular objects. They suggest calling these 'bug perceivers' and note that a frog is apparently
incapable of seeing food which does not move.
Our vision system would like as large a field of view as possible, in order to maximise
the information gained. Although a human field of view is smaller than that of many other
creatures, the surface of the retina is curved so as to offer a larger field of view than a flat surface
of the same area [132]. It is also a more suitable imaging surface since at short distances light
waves from a point source are sphericaL A camera does not exploit this advantage since a flat
surface is substantially easier to manufacture. The process of transfening a three-dimensional
scene onto a two-dimensional surface, whether flat or curved, is called projection.

2.1.2 Projections
Consider a camera, located at the centre of a system of coordinate axes, Fig. 2.4. The camera
observes along a line known as the optical axis. In order to maintain a right-handed coordinate
system this axis is assumed to correspond to the - Z axis. The principal point is where the
optical axis intersects with the focal plane and is ideally within the centre of the image. The
angle the camera records data over is known as the field of view. Although the inverted (or
negative) image is formed on the plane located at I and orthogonal to the optical axis, it can be
thought of as an uninverted (or positive) image formed on a focal plane in front of the camera,
located at -

I.

This plane is referred to as the image plane. An object point at PI (X, Y, Z)

appears on the image plane at p( x, y) where (x, y) are found from perspective projections [51,
p.20]:

IX
x=-Z'

and

y

= IY
Z

(2.2)
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Field of view

y
True focal plane
(negative image)

,<Ii,"P
l

= (X,Y,Z)
Optical Axis

Principal point

Equivalent focal plane
(positive image)

Figure 2.4 Perspective projection. The coordinate system is centred at the focal point of the lens,
with the positive Z axis pointing away from the scene being imaged, in order to create a right-handed
coordinate system. The true focal plane is behind the camera, with a rotated version of the scene, but an
equivalent one, with an unrotated image, appears at the same distance in front of the camera.
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When PI is transformed to p the reduced dimensionality means there is a fundamental loss of
information. An entire line, or ray, of points in three-dimensional space is projected onto the
same point in the image,

2.4. For example, a point at Pz = (2X, 2Y, 2Z) appears at the

same position on the image plane as one at PI, so that the location of an image point does not
uniquely define the original location of the point.
If the scene being observed has a small depth of field, relative to the distance from the
camera, i.e., Z

::=:::;

Z over the volume of interest,

where

Z is the average distance,

then point

p( x) y) may be found from
x

~X

Z

and

y

f
= ZY.

(2.3)

Since f I Z is a constant, this is simply an orthographic projection,

x=mX,

(2.4)

y=mY,

with a magnification, m. Under these conditions it is more difficult to determine the relative
depth of objects, since they appear to lie at the same depth. The x and y positions in an image
are no longer dependent on the depth of the region of the scene being imaged. They do vary
with the magnification level, but since this is the same over the entire image it is as if a picture
is taken of a flat object. The significance of this approximation is that it becomes difficult to
determine an object's three-dimensional shape unless the displacement between camera images
is a significant fraction of the distance to the object (123].
In an ideal camera there is no distortion of the projected image, but this is, of course, not
the case in real life. Different types of distortion are discussed in more detail in the context of
camera calibration, Appendix A, but it is important to note that most distortion is a function of
the distance from the optical axis, so it is worse at the edges of the lens.

2.2 RADIOMETRY
Unfortunately, geometry is not the only factor in the mapping between a three-dimensional
scene and a two-dimensional image. The perceived brightness of a surface depends upon the
level of light striking it, known as the irradiance, as well as on its radiation and reflection
properties which control how much light leaves the surface, Fig.

[53]. This light, whether

reflected, transmitted, or emitted by the surface, is known as the radiance and is defined over a
solid angle, since it may vary in different directions. The image recorded is further affected by
the atmosphere through which the light travels and the imaging process of the sensor.
The reflection properties of a surface detennine the relationship between incident and
reflected light. In a Lambertian reflectance model the light is evenly scattered in all directions,
so that an object point appears the same when viewed from all angles. This simple model does
not require knowledge of the light sources or the surface orientation to determine the observed
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Figure 2.5 The quantities and processes affecting the apparent brightness of an object to a camera or
viewer.
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image. In the case of a specular reflectance model, however, the surface appears bright from
some directions and not from others, depending on the relative positions of the light sources,
object, and camera. The bright spots produced are referred to as specular reflections. A more
realistic reflectance model is a combination of both Lambertian and specular. The model can
also be simplified by combining the radiance from incident and emitted light and treating it
all as emitted light. This simplifies processing and assumes all objects are made up of point
light sources. When light sources are evenly distributed, or if their light is greatly diffused
throughout the scene, the light can be thought of as coming from all directions. In this diffuse
lighting situation there is no apparent difference between Lambertian and specular surfaces.

A surface characteristic arguably even more apparent to humans is that of colour. We interpret light as colour based on the responses from our three types of cones, which cover long,
medium, and short wavelengths. Each type responds to a range of wavelengths and the combination of these responses determines the observed colour. A colour can be indistinguishably
matched by the combination of three other colours, a propelty known as trichromacy. The
choice of three basis (or primary) colours determines the range which can be duplicated. For
any given set of physically-realisable primaries there are some colours which cannot be duplicated, since to do so would require the addition of negative power, a physical impossibility.
The em system avoids this by choosing physically impossible primaries in order to obtain all
possible colours [77]. An alternative, but common, choice of primaries is red, green, and blue,
since these roughly correspond to the human perception of colour.

Although there are a wide range of different colour space systems, two are of particular
interest in this thesis: the ROB space and the HSV space. The ROB space defines colours
as a combination of red, green, and blue, based on the three human cones which broadly
cOlTespond to these colours. It is the most commonly used in image processing, as much of the
colour processing hardware deals with colour in this way [91]. The space may be represented
as a cube, Fig. 2.16(a), with each colour represented as a point inside or on the edge of the
cube. Each of the cube's axes represents one of its three plimaries. The ROB space has a few
important disadvantages, for example, the R, 0, and B components are highly correlated with
each other. Also, it is not a uniform colour space, so that a Euclidean distance between ROB
components does not correspond well to the perceived colour difference. An alternative type of
colour space is the HSV model. Although using three components again, these are not colour
primaries, but represent the hue, saturation, and value of the observed colour. This colour
space may be represented as a cone, Fig. 2.16(b), with spherical polar coordinates. The axes
correspond to each of the three components. This model has an important advantage that the

chromatic value (i.e., colour) of an object, the HS components, are separated from its perceived
intensity, the V component. This means that these components are insensitive to variations
caused by changes in lighting intensity, and are particularly useful for recognition [67,91].
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Unfortunately, the transformation from RGB to HSV is a non-linear one,

v
s

1

(2.5)

3(R+G+B)
1-

~ min{R, G, B}
coS-l

H
{

(Y!{R-:)~!~~~~~{G-B)) ,

_ cos- 1
,

(

R-t{G+B)
)
y!(R-G)2+(R-B){G-B) '

(2.6)
if G

> B,

(2.7)

otherwise.

There are a number of other colour spaces such as XYZ, CIELAB, and CIELUB [75,91]. None
of them is ideal but each has advantages for different applications.

2.3 IMAGE SEQUENCES
Humans are capable of determining depth information from a single image by using highlevel cues and numerous a priori assumptions. For example, shading, occlusion detection
from contours, object recognition, and knowledge of perspective are all assumptions humans
use which, when incorrect, can create optical illusions. While these predominantly high-level
approaches have been employed with some success [49-51,100,138], this discussion focuses
on using more than one image to deduce scene information from low-level cues. A number
of images are necessary because, without prior information, a single image does not provide
enough information to determine depth, due to the information loss caused by the projection
process, Section 2.1.2. However, a pair of images separated by a known distance, or baseline,
allows depth to be estimated by triangulation, Fig. 2.6.
The problem of determining depth from more than one image depends principally on
finding how pixels in one image relate to those in another. Matching single pixels between
a pair of images is very difficult, since there can be many equally possible matches. This
is referred to as the correspondence problem and a common approach to overcoming it is to
match regions (or windows) of pixels [51]. To facilitate matching, the images should be taken
with a small angle, 0, between camera views, Fig. 2.6. This occurs when the baseline is small
relative to the distance to an object. This is an advantage for three reasons: it reduces the
distance between two matching points and hence the computational load, since the algOlithm
does not need to look far for a match; it also reduces the likelihood of geometric distortions in
the imaging process affecting the left and right images differently, since both images are taken
through a similar part of the lens; finally, and most importantly, the surface is likely to appear
similar in both images if 0 is small. This is because a large value of 0 makes variation in the
surface reflectivity more likely, as well as increasing the chance that the surface is visible from
only one of the views.
While a small baseline is advantageous for pixel matching, a large baseline is desirable to
improve the accuracy of the depth estimates. This is because for a small baseline any errors in
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Figure 2.6 Triangulation. The depth of a point seen in both images can be determined from geometry
if the focal length, f, the baseline, and the distances x R and XL are known. The main difficulty is
determining which point in the left image corresponds to a given point in the right image. The quantity
(XR - XL) is referred to as the disparity between the left and right images for this point. e is the angle
between camera views.
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the match are amplified by the ratio of the depth to the disparity. Assuming that the accuracy of
the dispality estimate is a function of the size of a pixel, then the triangulated depth cOlTesponds
to a range of possible depths, This range increases for a larger pixel size or for a smaller value
of (). Similarly, if the match is incolTect by a pixel then this is proportionately larger for a small
baseline than for a large baseline. This tradeoff can be avoided by using a series of images,
each of them similar to those adjacent, but covering a longer baseline from first to last. Using
a series of images also allows the use of information redundancy to counteract noise effects, as
well as raising the possibility of matching at subpixel resolution, via supelTesolution [44].

For a simple image sequence the images are taken at regular time intervals by a camera
with constant three-dimensional translation and rotation between each frame. In this situation,
if the image sequence data is treated as a three-dimensional stack,

2.7, then the problem of

matching pixels may be viewed as that of finding curves through the volume which cOlTespond
to the same moving point. Once again, by increasing the number of pixels compared (in this
case by using more images), the reliability of matches is improved. A naive approach to finding
these matches is to search for all possible lines throughout the volume, looking for consistent
paths, Fig. 2.7. This is a thorough but time-consuming approach. More realistic ways of
tackling the search al'e discussed in Chapter 4 in the context of volumetric techniques. The
approach of finding lines in the volume does not apply for more complicated image sequences,
where the camera displacements are not evenly spaced and co-linear. For example, if the
cameras are placed around an object of interest the correspondences between a scene point do
not appear as a line in the data-stack. Volumetric techniques can still be applied to these camera
configurations although with an increased computational load.

Each point in the three-dimensional world has an associated three-dimensional velocity,
relative to the coordinate axes of the camera. These vectors are referred to as the velocity
field. When projected onto the two-dimensional image plane of the camera the resulting vector

field is known as a motion field and consists of the component of the velocity vector parallel
to the image plane. The displacement of an object when viewed from different positions,
called parallax, depends upon the distance between the object and the camera or observer.
For example, when driving in a Cal' nearby telephone poles appear to move rapidly whereas the
distant mountains appear nearly static. This is a qualitative indication that the projected motion
is inversely related to the depth of the object. Since the velocity of an object is unchanged
whether or not it is perceived, the motion field is also unchanged whether or not our eyes are
open to observe it.

Non-zero motion fields occur for any relative motion between camera and scene. For a
fixed scene and a camera which translates U = (U, V, W) and rotates 0 = (Ox, Oy, Oz)
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Figure 2.7 Image data-staek. A set of images from an image sequence may be treated as a threedimensional stack of data, with the third dimension, t, being time. Consider a stationary camera observing objects. (a) A stationary point in the images appears as a line in the stack. (b) A stationary object
appears as a volume. (c) If the point is moving between the images the line is no longer parallel to the t
axis of the data-stack. (d) If the object is not moving at a constant velocity the edges of the volume are
not straight lines. In this case the object is accelerating.
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(a) Motion field.

(b) Optical flow.

Figure 2.8 The quiver diagram represents the true motion field of the viewed object when projected
onto the image plane. In this case the camera is moving towards a flat picture showing a tree, etc.,
which causes the scene elements to flow outward in the direction of the arrows. The motion field is
defined at each pixel but is subsampled for display purposes. In bland regions of the image there is no
apparent intensity change and so the optical flow is zero, and differs from the motion field.

between frames, then the motion field vectors (ii, v), are given by, [73]

U

ii(x, y)
v(x,y)

=

Wx

xy

x2

f Z(x,y) + Z(x, y) + fOx - (f + j )Oy + yOZ,

-f

V

Wy
y2
+Z(x,y)+(f+j)Ox

xy
fOy-XOz.

(2.8)

The motion field may be depicted as a quiver diagram where the arrows show the movement
of scene elements between frames, for example, Fig. 2.8(a).
From Eq. (2.8) it can be seen that only the apparent translational motion, (U, V, W), is
affected by the scene depth, Z, and that the rotation motion components, (Ox, Oy,

nz), are

entirely independent of it. It is also important to observe that if the vector (U, V, W) and the
depth Z are scaled by some factor the motion field induced is the same. Intuitively this is
apparent since a slow, small, near object can produce the same retinal pattern as a fast, large,
far one. This is the scale factor ambiguity which ensures that translational motion and depth
can only be recovered up to a scale factor.
Motion fields also occur when a stationary camera observes moving objects, however, in
this situation each element of the vector field is capable of independent motion. For a moving
camera and moving objects the situation is even more complex, as a coherent overall motion
field is added to the independent fields due to the moving objects. This means the motion field
cannot be related to depth without a prior knowledge of the scene velocity. For this reason,
most of the work done in this area concentrates on the situation where only the camera is
moving.
From Eq. (2.8), the motion vector, (ii, v), of a three-dimensional point gives information
about its depth, Z, as well as about the camera velocity (U, V, W,OX,Oy,Oz). This motion
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vector is found by observing how the image of the three-dimensional point moves from one
image to the next. This is the correspondence problem discussed earlier in the chapter, since the
difficulty is to find a point in one image matching that in another. The matching is performed
by observing how the intensities change between images. This change in intensities over time
is called the optical flow field and is the observed vector field of apparent motion in an image
sequence [3]. Optical flow describes how light patterns on our retinas appear to move over
time. As we move our heads the information we get from our eyes changes. Close objects
appear to move past quickly, those far off, slowly. We can tell how close things are by how
fast they move. This biological depth cue is apparently used by insects, birds, and humans for
navigation [33,68,70,114]. For example, when landing on a surface a fly appears to use a
simple heuristic based on the light pattern to control the landing process [129].
Ideally the optical flow field would be equal to the motion field so that the optical flow
of a point could be used to determine some information about its tlu'ee-dimensional depth and
velocity. Unfortunately the motion field and optical flow are not identical, although they can
both arise from motion, Fig. 2.9. The difficulty is that the relative velocity between camera
and scene does not always cause the image intensities to change, and intensity changes do not
always arise due to relative velocity, For example, a completely white, flat surface moving past
the camera has a non-zero motion field, since the surface has a non-zero velocity field. The
optical flow is zero, however, since the images do not appear to change over time. Another
famous example of this is a bland rotating sphere [51]. Although it moves it does not appear
to, Fig. 2.9(a).
Conversely, a shadow moving across a stationary scene over time has a zero motion field,
since the light source is moving rather than any scene object. However, its optical flow is nonzero due to the lighting change, Fig. 2.9(b). Moving light sources or changing the position from
which a surface is viewed can also produce reflectance changes, Section 2.2, which distort the
optical flow. A less pathological motion field and optical flow relationship is shown in Fig. 2.8.
The optical flow for the image is shown in Fig. 2.8(b). It is apparent that in regions where the
superimposed image is quite bland, the optical flow is not equal to the motion field since no
change is observed.
Despite this discrepancy, optical flow is of great relevance to the area of machine vision, since it is a measurable quantity approximately describing the relative motion between
a camera and its surrounds. Much of the work focuses on flow fields from a moving camera
observing a static scene, since this is the primary situation for a navigating robot. Fortunately,
this situation is relatively tractable, because the flow field over the image has a consistent form.
The effects of moving objects on the algorithms for static scenes are also touched upon in the
discussion. The main problem to be considered here is that of estimating depth, Z (x, y), by
using the optical flow computed from the changing image intensities. Methods for determining optical flow from image intensities are discussed in Section 2.5, but first it is valuable to
summarise the implicit and explicit assumptions on which much of the discussion relies,
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Velocity field

Motion field

Optical flow field

(a) Featureless moving sphere.

Velocity field

Motion field

Optical flow field

(b) Featureless stationary sphere,

Figure 2.9 Velocity fields, motion fields, and optical flow fields, (a) Each point on the rotating sphere
has a velocity vector. Both the sphere and the velocity field have rotational symmetry around its rotation
axis, Projecting the field onto a plane breaks this symmetry by choosing only the velocity component
parallel to that plane, This is the motion field for the image, The optical flow, on the other hand, is zero
everywhere since the featureless sphere does not appear to move at all. (b) If the sphere is motionless
but the light source moves then its velocity field and the projection of this onto the image, the motion
field, are both zero everywhere. The optical flow field is non-zero, however, as there is apparent motion
due to the changing intensities in the scene.
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2.4
The depth problem given so far is ill-posed, since it has many possible solutions [96]. The only
way to reduce these is to make some assumptions about the world or the imaging system. There
are a number of simplifying assumptions commonly made in the analysis of image sequences
and indeed in many computer vision problems. Some of these are mostly true, whereas others
are only roughly accurate but are necessary to make the problem tractable.
• For a moving camera, the motion field can result from the relative motion between camera and scene or may be due to the motion of some object within the scene. The analysis
assumes the observed world is static in order to introduce a definite relationship between
the motion field and the depth. Objects in a static scene are effectively rigid, since they
do not change between images.
III

Objects are assumed to be opaque. Once again, while not always the case, it is true
of many objects and greatly simplifies analysis, since the light at a camera pixel is due
to only one point in the scene. This assumption is implicit in all existing optical flow
algorithms, but not in volumetric techniques, discussed in Chapter 4, some of which
specifically address the issue of transparency [119].

• A Lambertian reflectance model is assumed, so that the light striking an object is considered to scatter equally in all directions. This means a given object point looks the same
from all camera viewpoints, making it easier to match the point between images. Lambertian reflectance is approximately true for many surfaces and also holds if the scene
lighting is diffuse. It is common for vision algorithms to have difficulties with specularities, although some techniques use them to analyse surface shape [141]. This is an
assumption used in a number of sections in this thesis as it greatly simplifies analysis.
However, Chapter 6, demonstrates how a volumetric approach can successfully reconstruct non-Lambertian objects.
It

If lighting in the image sequence is constant during the period that data is gathered

then any observed differences between images must be due to physical motion of either
camera or object, rather than moving shadows due to light source motion. Note that it is
also assumed that the camera does not interact with the scene, for example, by casting
shadows. Chapter 6 also considers techniques which do not rely upon this assumption
and can determine depth even when it is violated.

ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Optical flow and traditional correspondence techniques overcome the correspondence problem
by matching a region of pixels to a region in another image. All optical flow techniques can
be viewed as operating on a region of pixels and may be defined as a function of the intensity
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(a) First image.

(b) Last image.

Figure 2.10 The correspondence problem. Two images from the Rubie Cube (Appendix D) sequence are shown.
The window centred around the corner of the cube contains a well-defined feature with intensity variation in two
directions. It can thus be easily located in both images. The window in the white region contains a constant intensity
and so is bland in both directions. This means that it could correspond to any window within the white region.

values of those pixels. Although many techniques appear to be based on the gradient at a point,
in the presence of noise this can only be accurately computed by first smoothing the data,
effectively causing the gradient to be a weighted sum over a pixel region, or window.
When choosing the size of a window there is a necessary tradeoff between good resolution
and accurate matching. When grouping pixels together in a window, the assumption being
made is that nearby pixels have similar properties, i.e., similar depths or motions. This is more
likely to be true for a smaller window and so the resolution is better. However, the drawback is
that a smaller window is much more likely to suffer from what is known as the correspondence
or aperture problem [20].
The movement of a feature between images can be described by an optical flow vector.
The optical flow of a point can only be determined if it is clear where this point corresponds to
in the other image, that is, if the correspondence problem does not occur. In Fig. 2.10 the upper
window does not suffer from the correspondence problem because it contains enough texture
to locate it in each image. The lower window, however, could correspond to anyone of a large
set of window positions in the white region.
The optical flow field can be determined either through the motion of defined features or
through the rates of change of intensity (intensity gradients) at pixels. The second approach
leads to the aperture problem. The aperture problem refers to the ambiguity in the optical
flow component perpendicular to the spatial gradient. Figure 2.11 illustrates this. The two sets
of images are windows from consecutive images in a sequence. Comparing the windows in
Fig. 2.11(b) shows that there is an intensity change (or spatial gradient) only in the x direction
within this region. Consequently, the optical flow component can only be determined in the x
direction and any motion in the y direction is inherently invisible. This is true for any vision
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(a) Aperture problem in two dimensions.

BACKGROUND

(b) Aperture problem in one dimension.

(c) No aperture problem.

Figure 2.11 The aperture problem. Each example shows two windows from consecutive images. The
algorithm sees only what is inside the square window boundary. (a) The window appears unchanged so
the motion components in both x and yare undetermined. (b) The motion of the rectangle appears to
be sideways only. The vertical component cannot be detected since there is no intensity change in this
direction. This means that the optical flow component parallel to the edge is unclear, since it is obvious
that the block has moved sideways, but not that it has moved downwards. (c) This window contains an
intensity change in both x and y, so the full motion vector can be determined.
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Figure 2.12 Any optical flow (u, v) may be represented by a vector in the uv plane. The vector shown
by an arrow is the optical flow component in the direction of the spatial gradient. The dashed line
represents all the possible vectors of the true optical flow. The component parallel to this dashed line
cannot be determined.

algorithm or indeed for a human observing the same window. When there is a spatial gradient
in both directions, as in Fig. 2. 11 (c), both components of optical flow can be determined.
Any motion vector may be represented in the (U,11) plane, Fig. 2.12. For an intensity
gradient oriented as shown, the component in this direction (shown by an arrow) can be determined, but the perpendicular direction cannot. So all the possible true values of the motion
field are shown by the dashed line. A single pixel does not provide enough information due to
the correspondence problem. Any function of a window of pixels can provide both direction
components but only if two independent functions of the window can be found. If they cannot
then the window suffers from the aperture problem.
This ambiguity occurs in all window-based, or local, vision techniques. In optical flow
situations the term 'aperture problem' is used, whereas in stereo matching literature it is the
'correspondence problem'. They are the same problem, and relate to the fundamentally illposed difficulty of trying to find a match for certain windows. Whether or not a window
suffers from the aperture problem depends on whether it contains an intensity variation in
two directions across it. This is described as having non-zero Gaussian curvature, since the
Gaussian curvature is the product of the surface's two principal curvatures. It is also equivalent
to having a non-singular Hessian matrix, i.e.,

det (lxx lXY
lxy

lyy

):# 0,

(2.9)

where lxx, lxy, and lyy are second derivatives of intensity. When comparing one window
with another it is possible to compute some function of the pixels in the windows and compare
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these, rather than directly comparing intensity. Although these techniques [112J have various
advantages, they cannot avoid the aperture problem, since if a patch has no curvature in a
given direction, the associated function does not obtain any infonnation about variations in
that direction.
As well as reducing the incidence of the aperture problem, a larger window can also contain a higher order intensity variation over the pixels than can a small one. This is because each
additional pixel provides an additional degree of freedom to the function modelling intensity
variation.

2.5.1 Volumetric methods
The aperture problem relates to the difficulty of finding the unknowns u and v at each point
in the image. From Eq. (2.8) it can be seen that if the camera motion parameters are known
then there is only a single unknown at each pixel location, the object depth,

This is because

the optical flow components u and v are not truly independent of each other. This can be
seen in Fig. 2.8, where the motion field vectors are in a specific fonn, that of a/oeus [127]
(in this case a focus of expansion, since the vectors are pointing outward). Also, in any static
scene the optical flow vectors in the image are not independent of each other, as they all arise
from the same camera motion. Equation (2.8) shows that the direction of each (u, v) vector
is determined by the camera velocity, and the scene depth only has the effect of scaling the
magnitude of this vector. For unknown camera positions the total number of unknowns in the
image is thus 6

+n

x m and the total number of constraints is n x m where nand m are

the dimensions of the image. A direct depth approach attempts to solve immediately for the
depth at each point, without first solving for the optical flow. Volumetric methods are based
upon the principle of matching features in three-dimensional space, rather than in the twodimensional image plane, Fig. 2.13. For co-linear cameras this is equivalent to finding paths
through the data-stack, as discussed in Section 2.3. When matching a single point between two
cameras, volumetric techniques perfonn the same matching process as that of correlation or
feature matching. However, the strength of volumetric techniques is their ability to incorporate
a large number of camera images at one time. Consequently the technique provides an excellent
framework for incorporating multiple cameras into a single depth estimation step, whereas.in
a two-dimensional framework this is much more difficult and may require disparity maps to be
merged [29,41,63,64,79,86].
The crucial point of the approach is the difference between points in space which contain
an object (on-surface points) and points which do not (off-surface points). Figure 2.14 shows
the difference observed by cameras when seeing an on-surface point, Fig. 2.l4(a), and an offsurface point, Fig. 2.l4(b). The important assumption is that an on-surface point, PI, is seen at
consistent intensities by the different cameras, whereas at an off-surface point, P2, the cameras
image the background and these intensities are not consistent. In the example, here the objects
must be Lambertian and contain sufficient visual structure to avoid random matches.
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3D approaches compare in spatial volumes

Image plane
Camera 2
Camera 1
2D approaches compare at image plane
Figure 2.13 Two-dimensional techniques such as optical flow and stereo matching try to match pixels
at the image plane. Three-dimensional direct depth techniques, however, compare pixels over a volume
of space by backprojecting image intensities.

One approach to exploiting the on-surface consistency is to backproject images into space,
using a tomographic approach similar to those used in medical imaging. A major difference
from standard tomographic techniques is that objects photographed are likely to be opaque,
whereas those imaged by CT are translucent [25]. This is discussed further in Chapter 4.

2.5.2

.....1" .... '''1 flow

Generally, optical flow techniques work by comparing some function of the pixel intensities
in one window with those in another. There are different opinions as to which function is the
most appropriate to use; some algorithms using the intensities directly, others their gradients.
The underlying assumption is that the radiance of a specific object point (or some function of
it) remains the same in all the images. If the radiance, and thus the recorded pixel intensity of
a given point does not change with time or with viewing direction, then the change in intensity
with respect to time can be related to the motion of the surface by,

y+

~~ at, t + at)

1(x, y, t).

(2.10)

By expanding the left hand side in a Taylor series, Horn and Shunck [52] obtained,

1 (x, y, t)

a1

a1

a1

+ ax ax + ay ay + at at + E = 1 (x, y, t)

(2.11)

where E is the sum of second and higher order terms of ax, ay, and at. Dividing through by at
and taking the limit as at, ax, ay

-+ 0 gives,
(2.12)
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(a) On-surface point.

z

lSx
(b) Off-surface point.

Figure 2.14 (a) Since point PI is on the surface, the cameras agree on the colour, or grey scale intensity,
they observe. (b) Point P2 is not on the true surface, so the cameras are observing the background
regions, which disagree in intensity.
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This is the intensity constraint equation, [52], where the optical flow, (~~, ~n, is usually denoted (u, v), and the partial derivatives may be written as

Ix'u

L1;, I y, and It,

+ Iyv =-It.

(2.13)

This constraint means intensity variations between the images are due only to relative motion
between camera and objects. A number of authors, [15,28,95,96], have noted that solving
for optical flow is an ill-posed problem, since this single equation contains two unknowns and
is thus not sufficient to solve for (u, v). This can be seen in Fig. 2.12 where Eq. (2.13) is the
equation of the dotted line of possible full veetors. As discussed in the previous section, a static
scene does not have exactly two unknowns at each point, since the variables u and v are related
through the camera motion parameters. The problem is slightly under-constrained as it has
one unknown, Z(x, V), at each pixel location and six additional global unknowns, the camera
motion. Various approaches to fully constraining the problem have been proposed, the most
venerable being that of Horn and Shunck, [52], the smoothness constraint. While smoothness
is a convenient scene property, it is not particularly realistic for portions of the image [5,7,81].
Other, more physically appropriate, constraints and approaches have also been suggested [83],
discussed further in Chapter 3.
Optical flow techniques can be divided into various categories:
.. feature matching/correlation techniques
ill

differential techniques (also known as gradient techniques)

• spatio-temporal filtering
4111

phase-based techniques

Feature matching techniques are conceptually the simplest of these techniques and rely
on the triangulation process, Fig. 2.6 to determine the depth of a three-dimensional point. An
easily distinguished part of the image, known as ajeature, is found in one image, (for example
a comer point) and then searched for in the following images. The difference between its
original and new location gives the optical flow. Triangulation of the two locations gives the
depth. If the camera motion is known a priori then the search for the matching point is made
easier, since the search area may be reduced to lines within the other images. If this is not
known then the whole image must be searched. A big drawback with feature matching is that
only the motion of a few isolated points may be found this way, producing a very sparse optical
flow field.
Correlation techniques [62,110,118] are fundamentally identical to feature matching but
avoid a sparse result by matching windows of pixels over the whole image, rather than a few
isolated features. A window of pixels in the first image is correlated with all the possible
windows in following images. The location showing the highest correlation is deemed to be
a correct match. Once again, if camera motion is known, the search area is reduced to a
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Figure 2.15 The function produced by convolving the smoothing and gradient kernels together. The spatial
extent of each of the kernels means that the intensity gradients calculated are a function of a window of pixels.
(a) A Gaussian smoothing function convolved with a a first order derivative filter in the x direction. (b) As in (a)
but in the y direction. The generalised gradient technique, proposed by Sobey and Srinivasan [112], which takes
functions of a window of pixels, is equivalent to this process of determining smoothed derivatives [7].

line within the adjacent image. This is very similar to feature matching, but matches a larger
window. Doing so avoids the aperture problem but also has the effect of reducing the spatial
resolution.
The other three categories all operate on the spatio-temporal gradients within windows of
the image sequences. Gradient techniques use Eq. (2.12) as a constraint on the possible optical
flow. Discrete forms of the image derivatives, (Ix,!y, It), can be calculated from a smoothed
sequence of images, then for each point on the image the only unknowns are u and v. Since
there is only one constraint and two unknowns at each point in the image some other constraint
needs to be applied. This is a manifestation of the aperture problem discussed previously.
Some of the techniques and the constraints applied are discussed further in Chapter 3. The
process of smoothing and calculating derivatives is performed over windows in the sequence.
Essentially, the process of calculating optical flow by gradient techniques is a function of this
window, Fig. 2.15. There are a number of difficulties with gradient techniques, an important
one being the difficulty of obtaining unbiased values for derivatives Ix, I y , and

It [5]. An

important advantage of the method is that it produces a dense optical flow field estimate from
a few frames of the sequence.
Spatio-temporal filtering is essentially an extension of the gradient techniques achieved
using filters. This is done by treating the image sequence as a three-dimensional stack of data,
see Fig. 2.7. In the data-stack, a moving edge is a plane in three dimensions and can be detected
by oriented edge filters. Gabor filters tuned to a range of different frequencies are employed
in [47]. This approach is applied over a long image sequence and so the assumed constraints
must hold for that period of time. A lot of computation is also involved, since a large number
of filters are required, tuned to specific orientations. It has the advantages that the mUltiple
filters can be readily implemented in a parallel processor and that they can be designed to be
insensitive to low frequency effects such as lighting changes.
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All of the methods discussed so far can also be applied in the Fourier domain, since the
Fourier transform is simply another function of the pixel window. The justification is that
the phase information retains most of the image information but is not sensitive to intensity
variations, such as those caused by lighting changes. The first, and most well-known, phase
based method [30] filters the image data with filters tuned to direction and speed. Scale also
plays a part since multiple resolutions are used. Differential methods are then applied to the
phase of the filter outputs, similar to those applied to intensities when using gradient methods.
As before, phase techniques are functions of a window of pixels. The main drawback of the
technique is that the phase requires unwrapping due to its 27f periodicity. The technique is also
computationally intensive, requiring long sequences and large numbers of filters. Although not
relevant in this context, another drawback is that the technique tends to work best if there is
only a single moving object within the image sequence [3].
Once obtained, an optical flow estimate can be used to determine surface depth from triangulation, Fig. 2.6. The accuracy of the depth estimate depends on how closely the optical
flow approximates the motion field and how accurately the baseline is known. If the baseline
is unknown, a set of depths may be recovered, subject to a scaling factor.

2.6 MATERIALS AND METHODS
A number of synthetic sequences were used in testing depth estimation algorithms. Those
described in Appendix D were produced using POV-Ray [92], a ray-tracing program capable
of producing very realistic and complex image sequences. Synthetic images are crucial to the
development process. They allow ideas to be tested at an early stage of conception and avoid
the difficulties of calibration. Another important advantage is the ability to test algorithms
under varying noise and lighting conditions which are difficult or impossible to produce in a
laboratory.
For thorough testing of the algorithms it is absolutely necessary to test them on real image
data, see Appendix D. By using the standard real data sequence of Otte's Block World, results
can be compared to those obtained by other authors. A number of additional sequences were
obtained to test specific aspects of the algorithm and to ensure complete familiarity with the
data used. The cameras used to do this were:
(II

An inexpensive SUN multimedia camera, producing colour images from a single
chip. Images from this camera, of dimension 576 x 768 pixels, were converted to
greyscale when used. See Appendix B for details.

• A good quality SONY camera capable of producing colour images from a Sony 3CCD
ROB chip. This gives low noise colour or black and white images of dimension 574 x
768 pixels. See Appendix B for details.
Both cameras were mounted on a platform whose position could be altered by stepper motors
in two directions,

and Z, see Fig. 2.17. By calibrating the SUN camera and the platform,
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Appendix A the step size of the platform was found to be 30.8 pm. The platform has 3300 steps
in the X direction and 2700 in the Z direction, giving a possible baseline in each direction of
99 mm and 81 mm respectively. This relatively small range of camera motion required the use
of to use a short focal length lens so as to focus on near objects. This is because focusing on far
objects reduces the camera motion to a small fraction of the distance to the object, simplifying
the projection from perspective to orthographic, Section 2.1.2.
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(a) ROB space.

(b) HSV space.

(a) The RGB colour cube has the colours red, green, and blue as its axes. (b) The HSV
colour solid takes the attributes of hue, saturation, and intensity as its axes, represented here as cy lindrical polar coordinates. Reproduced from (121) .
Figure 2.16
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Figure 2.17 The SONY MV90 camera is rigidly mounted on the platform. Two stepper motors drive it
independently in the X and Z directions, with a step size of 30.8/Lm. The total range of motion in each
direction is 99 mm and 81 mm respectively.

BASIS FUNCTIONS FOR OPTICAL FLOW

The first part of this chapter reviews differential methods for optical flow estimation, with
particular emphasis placed on the optical flow methods which operate over a region, or window,
of pixels. Optical flow is a huge research area and consequently only the aspects relevant to
this thesis are discussed here. Comprehensive review papers are Beauchemin and Barron [12]
and Aggarwal and Nandhakumar [2].
The second part of the chapter develops a generalised optical flow algorithm encompassing
some of these methods, by modelling the optical flow over a window as a weighted sum of basis
functions. Various choices of these basis functions are possible, and the choice made in this
work is based on planar models for the surface structure and different camera motions. The
importance of using flows produced by these models and camera motions is to provide basis
functions which are physically reasonable. Section 3.2.1.1 explains how an appropriate choice
of basis functions encompasses a number of the window-based methods proposed by other
authors. This is an important aspect of the basis function approach as it provides a general
framework in which these other methods may be seen. The effect of using a reduced set of
basis functions on the optical flow is shown by comparing methods which use six or eight
basis functions. Results from synthetic and real image sequences confirm that the optical flow
estimates may be improved by careful choice of the basis functions and that estimating only a
subset of the basis functions can degrade the performance of optical flow algorithms.

3.1 REVIEW

OPTICAL

Although the emphasis in this thesis is on the task of depth estimation, optical flow has a
number of other related uses in machine vision. Some of these are [20]:
lID

Detecting moving features in static scenes.
Segmenting clusters of related features.

III

Efficiently encoding image sequences for compression purposes [72].

l!>

Determining the three-dimensional structure of scenes, as used by humans and other
biological systems [33,68].
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• Determining information about the orientation of the sUlface [45,46].
Some of the uses to which optical flow has been put include studying the ocean surface
[59,139], measuring the concentration profile of gas in water [59], estimation of wind speed for
climate studies [94], measuring glacial motion and plant growth [8,87], tracking cataracts [42]
and in-flight systems to assist pilots [111].

3.1.1

Differential optical flow

All the techniques for computing optical flow make use of some form of the optical flow constraint equation, Eq. (2.13). Some authors have proposed alternative forms of this constraint,
such as Shunck [104] who includes a dilation telm to account for those effects which he concludes are not part of the original equation. Nagel [83] also proposes a different constraint
equation, one based more explicitly on the geometric scene properties and assuming a known
surface geometry. A paper by Willick and Yang [135] compares each of these alternatives to
the original constraint equation and concludes that the original equation, Eq. (2.13), is the most
accurate and the simplest.
The computation of the optical flow over an entire image is based upon the intensity constraint. As previously stated in Section 2.5.2, each pixel has two unknowns and only a single
constraint, the intensity constraint equation. The various approaches taken to overcome this
difficulty may be divided into two main categories:
1. Applying a further constraint on the optical flow.
2. Solving for the optical flow over a region, rather than at a point.
Methods may also be characterised as global or local depending on whether or not the
calculation of the flow at a point is dependent only on a local window of points, or if it may
theoretically be affected by any other point in the image. Hom and Schunck's algorithm is
classed as a global method, while the remaining methods discussed here are local methods.

Extra Constraints
The well-known technique of Hom and Schunck [52] falls into the first category by applying
a smoothness constraint to the flow over the entire image. Hom and Schunck reason that if
the observed surfaces are smoothly varying then the optical flow will also be smooth. The
smoothness constraint is implemented by minimising:
(3.1)
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where

/ / (Ixu + Iyv

Ei
Es

=

/ /

+ I t )2dxdy,

(u~ + u~ + v~ + v;)dxdy,

(3.2)
(3.3)

at each pixel in the image. The Ei term is the optical flow constraint equation and Es is the
smoothing constraint. The p constant controls the amount of smoothing applied, and should be
made larger for noisy or inaccurate spatial gradient measurements.
Since p represents the relative weight between the smoothness constraint and how well the
optical flow constraint is satisfied, Horn and Schunck suggest using a value based on the signal
to noise ratio of the spatial gradients. The smoothness constraint is very effective where the
observed surface is smoothly-varying and well-textured. However, where there are discontinuities in the flow it attempts to smooth them over. This is undesirable when a discontinuity in
the depth map is present, since the smoothness constraint will blur the depth estimate. Furthermore, as the constraint is global the algorithm tends to spread the data from textured regions to
bland regions without limit. This represents an implicit assumption of connectedness between
regions. The spreading effect is not always obvious since the minimisation process is often
terminated before a final minimum is reached, as discussed in [5].
Another widely used constraint is the conservation of gradient. Gradient conservation
equations are obtained in each direction by differentiating the intensity constraint equation,

d
dt (Ix)
d
dt (Iy)

+ Ixyv + Ixt = 0,

(3.4)

= Ixyu + Iyyv + I yt = O.

(3.5)

Ixx u

These constraints are independent of lighting changes between images since they consider
spatial intensity changes, rather than specific levels of intensity. A pure second-order technique
solves the resulting matrix:

u:: ~::)( ~ ) U:: )

(3.6)

This approach was proposed by Nagel [82] and Verri et. al. [128] as well as Sobey and Srinivasan [112]. The main drawback of the so-called second-order methods is that the equations are
more susceptible to noise. Although this effect is reduced by the smoothing used in the algorithms [7] the second-order methods are in general not as accurate as the first-order ones [18].
A logical extension to this approach is the augmented second-order approach suggested
by Haralick & Lee, [43] and Tretiak & Pastor [122]. The first and second order constraints are
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combined at each pixel and the resulting matrix solved:

(3.7)

Since this is an overdetermined matrix it may be solved using least-squares [35]. A standard
approach to this [113, Ch. 2], incorporates weighting terms into the solution by premultiplying
each side of Eq. (3.7) with:

(3.8)

where AD and Al provide different weightings for the first and second-order constraints. The
matrix to be solved is then

(3.9)

where A = ~~. More emphasis is placed upon the intensity conservation than the gradient
conservation, due to the noise sensitivity of the second-order derivatives. As all gradient methods must be calculated over a region, as discussed in Section 2.5.2, they can be considered
examples of the windowing approach. In fact, it has been shown in [7] that the augmented
second-order method is equivalent to the limiting case of the region method of Lucas and
Kanade. Their method is explained in the next section.

Flow over a region
The second approach to overcoming the aperture problem is to solve for optical flow over a region, referred to as B. In this case it is necessary to assume some form for the optical flow over
the region, otherwise there is no relationship between the flow at neighbouring pixels. Without
some sort of relationship the optical flows are all independent and thus under-constrained, as
discussed in Section 2.5.
The simplest of the techniques which solves over a region is that of Lucas and Kanade [74],
It assumes that the optical flow is the same over a window of pixels, and thus an additional

constraint is obtained on the flow at these pixels. The effective optical flow model is thus

(3.10)
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where (U,

v, 0)

is the three-dimensional camera motion,

f

is the camera focal length and Z

is constant for the window. The implicit assumption is that the camera is viewing a flat surface which is perpendicular to the optical axis. This is a reasonable assumption over small
windows, and the technique is very effective in such situations [5,9] as long as there is a significant amount of visual detail within the window. A fully-constrained system of equations
is theoretically obtained from a window of only two pixels. However, using larger windows
reduces the effect of noise. When combined with the intensity constraint equation, Eq. (2.13),
the matdx to be solved is,
(3.l1)

The surface model implicitly used by Lucas and Kanade is a very simple one and is applied
by many other authors [21,31,66,72,108]. However, a more complex model may be used with
a larger window size by assuming another form for the optical flow in the region. One version
of this is the work by Campani and Vern [24] in which they use a six-parameter affine flow
model. In this case the equation for optical :flow is
(3.12)

The (aI, a2) terms are the flow at the centre of the window, while the remaining ai parameters contdbute rotation, surface dilation and two components of shear for the window. The

(.6.x, .6.y) represents a displacement relative to the window centre. This six flow model can
exactly descdbe the flow seen by a camera observing a planar surface (any odentation) when
the camera motion is restricted to motion in X and Y and rotation about Z. If the observed surface is perpendicular to the optical axis then the model can exactly describe any type of camera
translation or rotation. Once again, this is combined with the intensity constraint equation to
provide an estimate for optical flow. This model is also used or discussed by the following
authors [1,14,39,40,59,84,103,136].
Variations on this basic affine flow model exist, for example Sch,dkoff and McVey [103]
discuss the six parameter model but instead use a simpler affine model, with four degrees of
freedom:
(3.13)
This four flow model is exact only for a planar surface perpendicular to the optical axis. Since
the model allows only translation, rotation and dilation, camera rotation is restdcted to being
about Z only.
Authors who discuss an eight parameter model include Waxman and Wohn [131], Bergen

et. al. [13] and Preddey [98]. In this case the flow over a patch is modelled as a function of the
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form,

(3.14)

This eight flow model can account fully for a planar surface at any odentation and with any
(smooth) camera motion. An alternative parameterisation is discussed in the following section.

3.2
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All techniques for overcoming the aperture problem essentially rely on considedng a region 3
of points within the image, Fig. 3.1, and making an assumption concerning the nature of the
flow over this region. Provided the optical flow within 3 can be descdbed by fewer parameters
than there are independent points in the region, then, in theory at least there is an overdetermined system of equations that can be solved to determine the optical flow. This section
presents a general framework for modelling the optical flow over a region as the weighted sum
of standard optical flows, referred to as basis functions or basis flows. The total flow is defined
as,
N

(u, v)

=

L In[un(ry, 0, vn(ry, OJ,

(3.15)

n=l

where (un (ry, (), V n (ry, ()) is the nth optical flow basis function, In is its coefficient and (ry, ()
are the local coordinates within 3. The bold letters indicate that U and v define a function over
the region 3 rather than a flow at a single point.
In developing this approach there are three issues: First, what form the basis functions
should take. Second, what is an appropdate number, N, of basis functions (UN, VN). In this
context, the tradeoff between the complexity of the optical flow that can be modelled and the
size of region to estimate the model parameters is considered. Third, how the coefficients of
these functions can be computed efficiently.
In Section 3.2.1, the flows obtained when the camera motion and scene geometry are
constrained in typical ways are given. A reduced set of basis functions is then considered, and
the conditions in which a more or less complex model is appropdate are discussed. The basis
function framework encompasses a large number of the algodthms mentioned in Section 3.1.1
[24,39,74,84], with a notable exception being the algodthm of Hom and Schunck [52]. The
latter applies a global smoothness constraint across the whole image, hence the flow cannot
be descdbed as a sum of standard basis functions over a window. The relationship between
this framework and other published methods is explained in Section 3.2.1.1. A method for
implementing the algodthm in a manner which improves its speed of calculation is discussed
in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 contains flow results for synthetic and real image sequences, as well
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Figure 3.1 A two-dimensional window in the image plane represents a portion of the three-dimensional
surface. The surface shown here is a plane with a tilt (0:) and tip ({3) relative to the camera. The window
of interest,
has local coordinates ('l],() and is centred at (xo,Yo).

as quantitative comparisons with other optical flow methods. The results show that using more
complicated flow models can achieve substantially better results for both real and synthetic
sequences.

Choosing basis functions
The same notation is used as that in Chapter 2, but it is repeated here for convenience.

3.1

shows the relationship between the camera centred on the co-ordinate origin and a stationary
point Po (X, Y, Z) in the scene being observed. The camera's optical axis coincides with the Z
axis. If the camera moves with velocity components (U, V, W) and a rotation specified by the
Euler angles

(n x, ny, nz) relative to the world frame, then the optical flow of any point P

is

given by [73],

t/,(x,Y)

(3.16)

v(x,Y)

(3.17)

These equations describe the optical flow at each point (x, y) over the entire image for a static
scene. Consider a window, 3, centred at (xo) yo). The coordinates within this window are

('r/, () so that x = Xo

+ 'r/ and y =

+ (.

For any choice of window the camera motion
parameters and focal length are constant, but if the depths at each point in the window are
Yo

independent of each other then the optical flow cannot be found. However, if the depths in
the region are related, then the optical flow can be expressed as a sum of basis flow functions.
Although there is no mathematical restriction on the choice of basis flows, a set of simple
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Figure 3.2 Two parameter flow model. These are the flows produced by a camera translating in X and
Y while viewing a plane at a constant depth. (a) Flow produced by camera motion in X, (Ul, Vl)
(1,0). (b) Flow produced by camera motion in Y, (U2' V2) = (0,1).

models of the sUliace depth and camera motion define an intuitively reasonable basis set.

Constant Depth Model
If the depth of all points within the region are assumed to be constant, (the observed sUliace
is perpendicular to the camera), and the camera moves in x and y only, then the optical flows
(UCl,VC1)

= (1,0) and (UC2,VC2)

= (0,1),

as shown in Fig. 3.2, are the only ones that

are observed. The subscript C is used to indicate these are basis flows derived for a constant
depth model. This is equivalent to the model used by Lucas and Kanade [74], where the optical
flow is constant over the region and represented by a single vector (u, v). Note that the basis
functions are functions of ("1, (), but in this case they are constant functions of these variables.
The coefficients of these basis functions determine the magnitude of the flows and thus relate
to the magnitude of camera motion and to the surface depth. If the camera is allowed to move
along the optical axis, by letting W be non-zero, then a further basis function is required to
fully describe the flow. The flow due to W at an arbitrary point ("1, () is,
(3.18)
(3.19)
Thus a third basis function is required, (ucs, vcs)

(T1, (), shown in Fig. 3.3, to adequately

describe the flows produced by this depth model.

Linear Depth Model
Another simple depth model assumes the camera is observing a plane tilted a degrees relative
to the camera and tipped by

fJ.

In this case the window over which optical flow is determined

3.2
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(a) Translation in X.
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Figure 3.3 Three parameter flow model. These are the flows produced by a camera translating in X,
Y, and Z while viewing a plane at a constant depth. (a) Flow produced by camera translation in X,
(UCb VCl) = (1,0). (b) Flow produced by camera translation in Y, (UC2' VC2) = (0,1). (c) Flow
produced by camera motion in
a dilation term, (UC3l VCS) = (T}, ().
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Figure 3.4 Six parameter flow model. These are the flows produced by a translating camera viewing
a plane angled relative to the camera. (a) Translation, (UI' VI) = (1,0). (b) Translation, (U2' V2) =
(1,0). (c,d) (U3, V3) = ('T},O) and (U4, V4) = (0, (). These flows can be combined to give the dilation
shown in Fig. 3.3c. (e) Shear, (U5, V5) = ((,0). (0 Shear, (U6, V6) = (0, 'T}).
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·Figure 3.5 The underlying surface structure determines the form of the optical flow field. The camera

motion in X is producing the flows shown, with an added overall translation. Picture from [84].

corresponds to a surface facet in three dimensions. The point Po

=

(XO, Yo, Zo) at the centre

of the surface facet, is observed at (xo, Yo), the centre of the window S on the image plane. A
point displaced from the centre of this window, at ('T}, 0, corresponds to the three-dimensional

+ il.X, Yo + il.Y, Zo + il.Z), Fig. 3.1. The optical flow at this point is
found by substituting Z = Zo + il.Z into Eq. (3.16) and Eq. (3.17), where for a linear surface
model il.Z = il.X tan a + il.Y tan fJ. Considering only camera motion in X and Y gives the
surface point at (Xo

following optical flow at the point ('T}, ():

where

r

U('T}, ()

=

V('T}, ()

=

(1 -

1 [fU

r
1

r

Utana

Zo

Zo

'T}-

[fV _ V tana 'T}
Zo

T tan a

_

Zo

U tan axo

UtanfJ

U tanfJyo

Zo

Zo

Zo

V tanaxo
Zo

_

V tanfJ (
Zo

V tan fJYo ]
Zo
' (3.20)

,tanfJ). For a perpendicular surface, i.e., a

fJ =

0, these

equations reduce to the constant depth model, discussed in Section 3.2.1. When a or

fJ

are

non-zero, then in addition to the constant flow there are additional terms proportional to 'T} and
( for each flow component. By considering the functions of'T} and ( appearing in Eq. (3.20)
a complete set of flows can be determined. Any flow of this form can be represented by the
following set of basis functions:

(Ul,Vl) = (1,0),
(U2, V2)

= (0,1),

(us,vs)

('T},O),

(U4, V4) = (0, (),

= ((,0),
(U6, V6) = (0, 'T}),

(U5, V5)

(3.21)
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3.4 illustrates the flows for this six-parameter model. These flows can exactly

model the optical flow for a linear surface observed by a camera translating in X and Y. Each
relates to the flow observed by a camera translating in X or Y and observing a surface of a
different orientation [84], see Fig. 3.2.1. Note when compared to the flow model developed in

= (uc!' VCt), (U2' V2) = (UC2' VC2)

Section 3.2.1, that (Ut) Vt)

(us) vs)

+ (U4' U4).

and also (ucs, vcs)

+ (U4' V4) is a dilation,

The first pair are constant flows, (us, vs)

and

the last two are shears, which when added together give rotation.
Camera motion in Z results in the following flows,
1

zor

[W

W x5 tan 0:

1

Xo -

_ W Yo tan,B 7]

_

1

1

+

1

Yo

W

2W Xo tan 0:

1

7]
_

1

1

l1"r

+"

Wxotano:

_2WYotan,Br_ Wyotano: r _ Wtano: nr _ Wtan,B

1

"

1"

7]

W tan

1

_ WYoxotano: _ WY5 tan ,B

_1_ [W

zor

W YoXo tan,B

W Xo tan,B (_ l1" tan 0: 7]2

1
v( 7], ()

-

1

./"

f

(3.22)

Most of these tenllS have appeared previously but there are two additional terms,

(3.23)
which require two new flow components, (ur, V7)

= (7]2, 7]() and (us, Vs) = (rIC (2). These

flows, together with those given in Eq. (3.21), define the full eight parameter model shown in
3.4 and Fig. 3.6.

Functions for Camera Rotations

Camera rotations are independent of surface depth and consequently of the surface modeL For
rotation in X,
Ox r

Ox Yo

Oxxo r

OxxoYO

T7]" + -1-7] + -f-" + 1 '
0

1

Ox r2

20Xyo

x+T" + 1

+ 1 .

(3.24)

These flows may be represented by a weighted sum of the basis functions {(Ut) Vt), (U2' V2),

(us, Vs), (U4' v 4)' (U5) V5), (ur, vr)}. A similar analysis for camera rotation in Y shows that
it can be described by a weighted sum of ((Ut) Vt), (U2) V2), (U3) vs), (U4' V4), (U6, V6),

3,2
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(b) Camera Rotation about y,
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Figure 3.6 Seventh and eighth basis functions. Together with the flows shown in Fig. 3.4 these are
a complete set of flows for arbitrary camera motion and a linear surface model. The total flow is a
weighted swn ofthese flow shapes. (a) Flow due to rotation about x, (ur, vr) = (1](, (2). (b) Flow due
to rotation about y, (UI, VI) = (1]2, 1]().

(us, vs)}. Finally, camera rotation in Z has flows

+ YOn Z ,

u(rl, ()

(n z

v(7],()

-7]n z

(3.25)

xon z ,

which is a weighted sum of {(UI, VI)' (U2' V2), (U5, V5), (U6, V6)}. Thus no additional basis
functions are needed to describe camera rotations. The full model for general motion is

u{xo

+ 7], Yo + ()

=

- fU
W xo
xoYonX
fll
x~nx
II ]
---+
HX+---YoHz +
Zo
Zo
f
f
utana W
vVxotana YOnX
2xonx
+ Zo +
- -f- + f
rl
[ Zo
Wxotanj3
Zof

tanj3

Zo
[

V{xo

+ 7], Yo + ()

wtana

Zof

Zo

-

-

nx]

f

2

7]

wyo
To
+ fn x

[

V tan j3
Zo

[

fVtana
Zo
-

+

W
Zo

+

+
+

tana

nx]

f

;-2
., +

+

n];z .,

[Wtanj3
Zof

+

f

W Yo tan j3
Zof

Zof
+

nxxo
f

+

nx];7].,

+f

(3.26)

]
XOYOn y
f
- xonz +

2yon x
xOny;f
f
.,

nyyO

+ -f- -

n J

-Wtana

Zof

z

7]

nYj;-

+f

7].,

(3.27)

It can be seen that this eight basis function model contains all the components required to
describe the optical flows encountered when viewing a plane with general camera translation
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and rotation.
Eq. (3.26) and Eq. (3.27) show that distinguishing rotations from certain types of translation is difficult, particularly over small regions. This can be seen because when

('T}, ()

--+ (0,0)

the basis functions (U7' V7) and (us, vs), which distinguish the optical flow produced by rotations from those produced by translations become very small and difficult to detect [24,85].
For a higher order surface model a different equation is required for ,6.Z. This produces
optical flow patterns which may be described in terms of higher orders of 'T} and (, and would
require additional basis flows to fully describe the optical flow across 3. Fully modelling
higher-order surfaces is a simple extension of the method used for a planar model.
Although the camera motion parameters are constant across the image, the, parameters
in Eq. (3.15) vary for each window since they depend on the location of the window's centre,

(xo, Yo). The optical flow for the entire image is obtained by applying Eq. (3.26) and Eq. (3.27)
to the region surrounding each pixel to determine the set of N coefficients, " for the new pixel.
Although the basis flows determine a flow for the entire window, in these results the window
is used to estimate only the flow at the centre of this window to avoid blocking artefacts. The
flow at the adjacent pixel is then computed by shifting 3 so that it is now centred on this pixel.

3.2.1.1

Existing methods

The general framework described encompasses a number of other approaches proposed by different authors. By altering the basis functions selected different techniques are obtained. The
approach of Lucas and Kanade assumes constant flow over a window [7,74] and may thus
be modelled by the first two basis flows, (Ul, VI) and (U2, V2). A model restricting camera
motion to translation, dilation and rotation in Z is proposed by Schalkoff and McVey [103]
and may be duplicated by using the (Ul, VI)' (U2' V2), (us, vs)

+ (U4' V4)

and (U5, V5)

+

(U6, V6) parameters. The flow components identified by Nagle and Srinivasan [84], i.e., translation, compression/expansion and shear, are equivalent to the six parameter model, {( UI, VI)'
(U2' V2) ... (U6, V6)}. Other authors who use the six parameter flow components for their
analysis are given in Section 3.1.1. The analysis done in Section 3.2.1 shows that these models
can only fully describe a limited set of camera motions and surface models. The more complete
eight parameter model is equivalent to the models used by Waxman and Wohn [131], Bergen
et. al. [13] and Preddey [98].

3.2.2 Model complexity
To analyse an image sequence 3 must be large enough to have sufficient intensity variation
across the window to solve for, in Eq. (3.15). As explained in [7] this implies second order
intensity gradients are needed over the window to solve a first-order flow model. If this is not
the case the model may simply be fitting to the noise rather than the signal. As a consequence
a more complex model is only of use if there is sufficient variation over the window to give at
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least as many independent equations as there are basis functions, otherwise the system of equations is underdeterrnined. The extra information required by a more complicated model may
be achieved either by using a larger window or by observing scenes with a greater structural
variation within the selected window. The effect of different models and window sizes on the
error in the optical flow is shown for a range of sequences in Section 3.4.

However, if the number of basis functions estimated is not large enough then the solution
of this smaller set is inaccurate. This can be seen by considering the example illustrated in
Fig. 3.7. In this artificial situation only two pixels in the window are not bland, Fig. 3.7a.
If the true flow over the window is that represented in Fig. 3.7b then using a constant flow

model produces a flow field which is approximately the average of the flow at these two pixels.
Depending on the location of the pixels the estimated flow is either an under-estimate, Fig. 3.7 c,
or over-estimate, Fig. 3.7f, of the true flow depending on whether the image structure lies in a
larger or smaller part of the true flow field. In practice since the image detail is never exactly
symmetrical around the centre of S the use of an inadequate model results in the flow estimate
being biased towards the flow observed in regions of greater detaiL Thus, although the central
values for the basis functions (ua, va) to (us, vs) are zero, estimating these flows changes the
coefficients of (Ul, Vl) and (U2' V2) in the solution. This affects the optical flow computed at
the window's centre.

Another example of the effect of over-simplifying a model may be seen by considering
the case of translation towards a tilted plane. In this case, as previously discussed, accurately
estimating the flow field requires eight parameters. If estimation is carried out using only the
first six of these parameters then there is a predictable error in the location of the focus of
expansion of the flow field. The reason for this is that the seventh parameter, (U7, v,; )

(7](, (2), is not orthogonal to the second parameter, (U2, U2) = (0,1) and so if a solution is
estimated without considering (U7' V7), the coefficient of (U2' V2) is in error.

For example, consider a plane tilted so that the top left comer of the image is closer than
the bottom right comer, as illustrated in Fig. 3.8. For a given window the estimate of the
coefficient of (U2' V2), the constant field, is increased by the average value of (U7' V7) in an
attempt to compensate for this missing parabolic field. This means that the flow in the centre
of the window is overestimated while the optical flow at the top and bottom is underestimated.
As the window is being used to estimate only the flow at the centre, the observable effect is
that the focus of expansion moves towards the top of the image. Interaction between (us, vs)
and (Ul' Vl) also occurs, resulting in a movement of the focus of expansion towards the left
of the image. In general the focus of expansion moves towards the comer of the plane which
is closest to the camera. 'Results showing this distortion for a synthetic and for a real sequence
are presented in Section 3.4.
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Figure 3.7 The effect of under-representing the surface model. (a) A window in the image for which
only two pixels are not bland. (b) True flow is varying across surface due to surface tilt. (c) Estimated
flow is an average of the flow at the dark pixels and consequently underestimates the flow at the centre
of the window. (d) The image structure is now above the window's centre. (e) True flow pattern. (f)
Flow overestimates the COlTect value of the flow at the centre pixel.
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Figure 3.8 A tipped and tilted plane with the top left corner the closest to the camera.
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3.3
In the algorithms presented, a general flow field, (u, v), is modelled as a weighted sum of N
linearly independent basis components

(3.28)
where Un and V n are respectively the 'fl and ( components of the nth basis function. The optical
flow constraint equation, Eq. (2.13), at point ('fl, 0 may now be written,

+ 'fl, Yo + ()[,IUl ('fl, 0 + 12 U2('fl, 0 + ... + ,nUN('fl, 0] +
Iy(xo + 'fl, Yo + ObI Vl('fl, 0 + 12 V2('fl, 0 + ... + In VN('fl, 0]
= It(xo + 'fl,Yo + 0

Ix(xo

where the coefficients,

= (,1, 12, '''1N)

(3.29)

are the weights for the basis components. By apply-

ing Eq. (3.29) over a window of points, a set of equations in the form G,

It is obtained:

11
12

(3.30)

IN
Each row of matrix G contains intensity information about a pixel in the window.
It is important to note that even if the basis functions (Uj, Vi) are made orthogonal, the

product IxUl

+ IyVl

is usually not orthogonal to Ixun

+ Iyv n , since Ix

and Iy are image

dependent. Since the columns of Eq. (3.30) are linearly dependent the coefficient of each
basis function cannot be solved for independently. This is further confirmation of the need to
estimate all significant basis functions, as discussed in Section 3.2.2, otherwise the estimates
of the chosen components are compromised. If the basis functions are not independent the
problem to be solved is ill-posed, as it has more than one solution.
As an example, the GT G mahix for the 2 x 2 case is

(3.31)

since the basis functions are (1,0) and (0, 1). This is the matrix used by Lucas and Kanade [74].
Note that attempting to solve for each In independently is equivalent to assuming crossterms
are zero in GT G, resulting in a diagonal approximation to the GT G matrix.
The simplest approach to determining, is to construct Eq. (3.30) for each window:::: and
to find a least squares solution,

= (GT G)-IGT ft,

In this case, the (i,j)th element of the
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X

N matrix GT G may be wlitten

(1],() E

:=:
[I~Ui(ry, ()Uj(ry, ()J

+

I:

+

[Ix1yuj(rJ, ()vj(r], OJ

(1],() E 2:

(1],() E

[Ix1yuj(ry, ()Vj(ry, OJ

+
(1],() E

Each of the four terms in Eq. (3.32) can be computed by convolving the basis functions
with the appropriate products of intensity derivatives, i.e.,

t;, Ix1y and I;. These temlS can be

obtained simultaneously across the entire image by convolution using the
total of 3 x N x N convolutions to determine
basis functions. Once these are obtained the

GT

GT

(Ui, Vi)

This requires a

G for all the image pixels, since there are N

G matrix for any point may be constructed by

summing together the appropriate elements from four of the resulting matrices. Similarly,

(G T It)i =

[Ix1tuj(ry, OJ
(1],() E :=:

+

I:

[IyltVi(ry,O],

(3.33)

(1],() E :=:

can be determined from the convolutions of Ix1t with Uj and Iylt with Vj. Each of the three
intensity derivatives is formed by convolving the image with a derivative filter. The total number of convolutions required is thus 4N2

+ 3.

After the convolutions have been performed

this method of implementing the algorithm requires the solution of an N x N system of linear
equations for an estimate of the optical flow at a point. This is substantially faster than directly
solving Eq. (3.30) by least squares at each point

3.4 RESULTS
The details of the four different sequences used may be found in Appendix D. The first two,
FACET3 and PLANETS are synthetic sequences and their correct flows are known. This
allows the improvement due to using additional basis functions to be reliably quantified. The
first shows a textured plane which is tipped and tilted relative to the camera. Camera motion is
towards this plane producing a diverging flow field. The second synthetic sequence is a more
complex situation which contains five spheres against a slightly tilted and tipped background.
This example was chosen because the spheres it contains violate the planar depth modeL The
third sequence, TILT _TIP A, is a real sequence, where the camera moves towards a textured
plane which has a tip and tilt relative to the camera. The results of this sequence may be
compared to those of the first synthetic sequence since they have a similar surface structure
and camera motion. The final sequence for which results are presented is the OTTE sequence,
which shows a number of blocks against a textured floor. The camera motion is primarily a
translation to the left The sequence contains occlusions as well as a white block which moves
independently from the robot controlled camera motion. The COlTect flows are known and there
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Figure 3.9 A quiver diagram of the flow displayed in

20

25

3.15d looks smooth, even though it is not.

exist published results to which these may be compared [90].
Contour plots of flow magnitudes are used in the results presented, rather than the traditional quiver, (or vector field) diagrams. Although the angle information is not conveyed by a
contour plot this representation of flow variation is visually much more sensitive to errors. This
may be seen by comparing the vector field plot in Fig. 3.9 with the contour plot of Fig. 3.1Sd.
A contour plot allows errors, especially those in a dense flow field, to become readily apparent.
For those results where true flows are know the errors generally displayed are the median eiTOl'
over the entire image. This is because, unlike the mean, the median value is not corrupted by
large outlying errors and so it gives a more accurate basis for comparison between methods.

3.4.1

Synthetic plane sequence

Flows were obtained for this sequence using the two, three, four, five, six and eight parameter
models described here. The three and five parameter models contain dilation as a single basis
function term, Fig. 3.3c. Figure 3.10 shows the errors obtained for these different models as
a function of the window size, confirming the hypothesised relationship between window size
and model complexity introduced in Section 3.2.2. The two parameter model has the lowest
error for small windows, the six parameter model for medium windows and the eight parameter
model for large window sizes. The errors begin to increase as the window size becomes larger
and the models less accurately describe the optical flow, except for the eight parameter flow
model which becomes more accurate with increasing window size. Fig. 3.11 shows the flow
estimate obtained by the eight parameter flow model, superimposed on the correct flow for a
window size of 141 x 141 pixels. The hue and estimated flows clearly match very closely,
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Figure 3.10 FACET 3 sequence. The median flow error for different flow models and different window
sizes from 5 x 5 to 181 x 181. Two parameters *; Three parameters.; Four parameters x; Five parameters
0; Six parameters +; Eight parameters o. The magnitude of the true flows ranges from zero at the centre
of the image to 1.38 pixels/frame at the edges.
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Figure 3.11 FACET 3 sequence. A contour plot of flow magnitude for an eight parameter flow estimate
(solid line) overlaid by that for the true flow value (dashed line).
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Figure 3.12 FACET_3 sequence. Flow from the six parameter model is shown by the solid line while
that for the eight parameter model is a dashed line. The true centre of flow is marked by *.
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Figure 3.13 PLANETS sequence. Magnitude of flow errors for different regions of the image, using
the eight flow model and a window size of 41 x 41 pixels.

particularly in the location of the focus of expansion.
Figure 3.12 shows the contours produced by the six and eight parameter models for a large
window size of 201 x 201 pixels. The focus of expansion for the flow is displaced in the six
parameter flow model, as predicted in Section 3.2.2. The correct focus of expansion for this
sequence is marked by an

* in the image.

PLANETS sequence
This more complicated synthetic sequence includes spherical smiaces which are not covered
by the model. Figure 3.13 shows the errors in different regions of the image. It is clear that
errors occur at the edges of objects, where there are occlusions, but not on the surfaces of
the spheres. This indicates that the eight parameter model copes well with spherical surface
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Figure 3.14 PLANETS sequence. The median flow error for different flow models and different window sizes, The two parameter model is * , the six parameter model is + and the eight parameter model
is (>,

structure. General results comparing the errors in different models, Fig. 3.14, confirm that as
the window size increases the six and eight parameter models significantly out-perform the two
parameter one. However, as this is a complex sequence, a larger window size is more likely to
cross an occluding boundary, contributing to errors in the predicted flow. This is confirmed by
the curves reaching a minimum error and then increasing for larger window sizes. This also
explains why the eight parameter model has only a small improvement over the six parameter
one, since these boundary errors dominate the errors in the estimated flow.

3.4.3

Tilted plane sequence

For a real sequence showing the same situation as that in Section 3.4.1 the same behaviour is
observed. Comparison of flows produced using the two, six and eight parameter flow models
are shown in in the form of flow contour maps in Fig. 3.15. Although the true flows are
unknown, the surface is known to be smooth and hence the smoothness of the flow contours
gives a measure of the quality of the optical flow estimate. The left and middle columns contain
results for the eight and six parameter models and show a distinct improvement over those from
the two parameter model on the right. This improvement becomes more marked as the window
size used increases. Fig. 3.16 also shows the focus of expansion has moved up and to the left
for the eight parameter model when compared with the six parameter model, an effect also
observed in the synthetic sequence.

3.4.4

OUe block world sequence

The final sequence, Otte's Block World [90], (OTTE in Appendix D) has true flow values
allowing error comparisons for the different models to be performed, Fig. 3.17 a. These results
show the importance of choosing the window size, since as this increases above 60 x 60 pixels
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(a) Window size 101 x 101, 8
flows.

(b) Window size 101 x 101,6
flows.

(c) Window size 101 x 101,2
flows.

(d) Window size 51 x 51, 8
flows.

(e) Window size 51 x 51, 6
flows.

(f) Window size 51 x 51, 2

(g) Window size 21 x 21, 8
flows.

(h) Window size 21 x 21, 6
flows.

(i) Window size 21 x 21, 2
flows.

flows.

Figure 3.15 TILT _TIP A sequence. Contours of flow estimates for the sequence of a camera moving

towards a plane. As the window size decreases the accuracy of the flow estimate also reduces. For
a small window size there is little difference between the two, four and six flow models. For a large
window size the eight flow model out performs the others, but for an intermediate window size the six
parameter model is the smoothest. This clearly shows that the 'best' model depends on the window size.
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Figure 3.16 TILT_TIPA sequence. Comparing flow contours for the six parameter (solid line) and
eight parameter (dashed line) models shows that the focus of expansion has moved up and to the left for
the eight parameter results.
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Figure 3.17 Flow enors for the OTTE sequence. (a) Mean flow enors per pixel for different flow
models as the window size changes. An * represents the two parameter model, + is the six parameter
model and 0 is the eight parameter model. (b) Absolute enor in flow estimates over the image for the
eight parameter model with a window size of 61 x 61 pixels. The straight lines and areas towards the
upper right hand comer represent locations for which no conect flows are available. The magnitude of
the true flow ranges from 0.5 pixels/frame to 2.6 pixels/frame, with a mean value of 1.2 pixels/frame.
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Figure 3.18 Errors in the flow are due to different effects in different areas. To analyse this more closely
consider errors in two different image regions, labelled here A and B.
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(a) Errors in region A.
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(b) Errors in region B.

Figure 3.19 Mean flow error per pixel for the OTTE sequence. Results are for different flow models: *
is the two parameter model, + is the six parameter model and <> is the eight parameter model. (a) Error
in region showing floor, A. (b) Error in region covering the small white block, B.
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the error increases sharply. Fig. 3.17b shows the elTOr between the correct flows and those
estimated by the eight parameter model. Clearly most of the enol' is concentrated around
the partially occluding edges of the closest block and also around the moving block which is
violating the assumed intensity conservation constraint. In order to confirm that these results
arise from occlusions, errors in two regions of the image were investigated: the lower left floor
region, marked A in Fig. 3.18 and the region of the small white block, marked B. In region A,
where there are no occluding regions or discontinuities, an increase in window size does not
result in an increase in error. This is because the fitted smooth flow accurately describes the
true flow, Fig. 3.19a. As camera motion is primarily in the X and Y directions little difference
is observed between the six and eight parameter models. There is a marked difference in
region B however. Here, after an initial improvement due to increased window size and better
modelling of the flow, the results deteriorate as the effect of occluding boundaries is amplified
by larger window sizes, Fig. 3.19b.

3.19 confirms that the errors are lower in the floor

region of the image than around the moving block. It also shows that both the six and eight
parameter models are superior to the two parameter model for the window sizes used. The
lowest error is obtained from the six parameter model over a medium windowsize (41 x 41
pixels), indicating that for a complex sequence the errors introduced by large windows must
be weighed against those due to inaccurate estimation of the optical flow. The results in this
chapter consider windows of various sizes. Although best results are often obtained with a
large window, in practice this may not be suitable as the results in Fig. 3.19 show, and a more
appropriate approach could be to vary the window size across the image.
Results presented in [90J compare a number of gradient techniques for optical flow on
the Block World sequence. Using the technique described in that paper for determining errors
the eight parameter model has an enol' of O.04l1pixel, as compared to 0.087/pixel using the
six parameter algorithm of Campani and Vern [23J and O.IOO/pixel for the method proposed
in [90].

3.5

CONCLUSIONS

A general model for optical flow is obtained by representing the flow as a weighted sum of
basis functions. As well as being conceptually simple the approach proposed is well-grounded
in the physical attributes of the optical flow problem. By considering the flows due to camera
motions and planar surface models an eight basis function model similar to [13, 13lJ was
developed. It has been shown that by choosing reduced sets of these basis functions existing
standard models such as that of Lucas & Kanade [74] and Campani & Verri [23J are produced.
Improved results can be achieved using the larger set of basis functions, and the reasons for this
have been explored. The implications of a more complex model on the choice of window size
have also been considered. Results from the standard OTTE sequence show that the eight flow
method produces much lower flow errors than other published methods and can be achieved at
reasonable computational cost by the FFT.

Chapter
VOLUMETRIC STEREO

Traditional depth estimation techniques compare the points from a pair of cameras at the image plane of a camera. By contrast, three-dimensional, or volumetric techniques consider the
three-dimensional voxel, or space element, from which the point on the image is formed and
perform the comparison in three dimensions, Fig. 2.13. This is preferable to the traditional approaches of stereo matching or optical flow because the process of projecting a scene onto two
dimensions causes a loss of information from what is inherently a three-dimensional estimation
problem, Section 2.1.2. Occlusions, in particular, may be dealt with more easily since in three
dimensions the interactions between surfaces can be determined using simple geometry.
The technique discussed here is equally applicable to an array of multiple cameras or to
a single moving one. Also, the imaging devices need not be cameras but may be any sort of
imaging sensor. All depth techniques rely on having at least an approximate knowledge of the
camera's positions. If camera positions are unknown, the process of matching becomes that of
comparing all pixels within the three-dimensional data-stack, Fig. 2.7. Although theoretically
possible, in practice there are too many potential solutions to be compared, and some prior
knowledge of the camera positions is needed to reduce the computation to a manageable level.
If the focal length is also assumed to be the same for all cameras, then even if it is unknown

the depth can still be determined up to a scale factor.
While the camera positions may be arbitrary, certain simplifications can be made for an
image sequence from a navigating robot by assuming smooth camera motion between frames.
The basic theory presented in this chapter is applicable to any camera arrangement, however
the implementation and development in Chapter 5 assumes a more restricted type of camera
motion. Extensions to the basic approach are discussed in Chapter 6. These extensions cover
the three issues of specular surfaces, variable lighting, and incorrectly known camera motion.
The intensity observed at each point in the three-dimensional scene is dependent on the
colour and reflectance of the surface, its position relative to the observing camera and light
sources, and on the imaging process used. This model can be simplified by treating each point
in the scene as a point light source and the observed images as the sum of the radiations from
all points. As discussed in Section 4.2.2, the real situation is more complicated since a point
source may not radiate with the same intensity in all directions. Occlusions also complicate
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Figure 4.1 The cameras observe a region, R, containing a surface, d(X, Y, Z). If d(X, Y, Z) contains
occlusions a complete reconstruction may not be possible.

the process as not all light sources contribute to all images. Figure 4.1 shows the N cameras
observing a region R containing some true suriace, d(X, Y, Z). The cameras capture N images

Gj , j

=

L.N, the forward projections of d(X, Y, Z) onto the camera positions. From the N

images the objective is to reconstruct d(X, Y, Z), an estimate of the true suriace, d(X, Y, Z).

4.1

FORWARD PROJECTION

When images are formed, the intensity value is determined by integrating visible scene irradiance, that is, the point light sources, over a three dimensional region of space, (see Figure
42(a)). The resulting two dimensional triangle in the X and Z dimensions is referred to as a

pixel ray. The pixel, or image sensor, in question is said to have a pixel angle. This is equal
to the angle subtended by the ray and is dependent on both the pixel size and focal length.
If the scene is entirely opaque then the value of a pixel is formed from an object at a single
. distance along the ray, rather than an integral over the entire ray. For semi-transparent images
the process is more complicated, since the intensity of each point must be multiplied by the
transmission properties of the medium through which the light passes to reach the camera.
The process of forming an image isf07ward projection, or simply projection, Fig. 4.3(a),
and is well-posed since it is a mapping from three dimensions to two. The reverse process,
widely used in tomographic reconstruction [25], is referred to as backprojection (Fig. 4.3(c)).
This attempts to reconstruct the three-dimensional image. Since backprojection converts twodimensional information into three-dimensional information, this process is not well-posed,
because information has been lost in the projection process.
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3D shape which
determines pixel value
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----=------<Fl ~ image plane

Figure 4.2 (a) The three-dimensional region over which the camera integrates visible scene irradiance
to form a pixel value. Its dimensions depend on focal length and pixel size. (b) The two-dimensional
area in X and Z is referred to as a pixel ray.
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well posed

hnage Plane

Image Plane

f

(a) Forward projection.

(b) Backprojection.

illposed

(c) Backprojection.

Figure 4.3 Projection. (a) The forward projection process is well posed, since a given surface and
camera alTangement uniquely defines the observed picture. (b) Spreading the intensity across the entire
pixel ray, as shown, contains the set of all possible solutions. (c)The backprojection process is ill posed
because a given camera image can be due to anyone of an infinite number of surfaces.
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Image Plane

(a) Forward projection.

(b) Backprojection.

Image Plane

Image Plane

Camera Array

f

(c) On-surface point.

(d) Off-surface point.

Figure 4.4 (a) When the image is formed an observed surface intensity is projected onto the image
plane. (b) The reconstruction process begins by backprojecting this pixel intensity along the ray from
which it came. (c) The backprojection process is repeated with the entire camera array and at points
on the original surface, e.g., Pi, the intensities backprojected from the cameras are consistent. (d) At
points not on the original surface, e.g.,
the backprojections disagree.
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BACKPROJECTION

If the focal length and pixel size of a camera are known then the pixel ray for every pixel
is also known. Since the intensity captured by the pixel was fOlmed by an object within the
pixel ray, this intensity can be backprojected by spreading the value observed at a pixel equally
across the angle sub tended by that pixel, as shown in Fig. 4.3(b). The result of this procedure
for two pixels from a single camera is shown in Figure 4.4(b). This process is repeated for
all pixels from all cameras to obtain backprojections for each of them. Since a Lambertian
surface is assumed, the backprojections from all the cameras are consistent at points on an
object, e.g., point PI in Fig. 4.4(c). At points which are not on an object, e.g.,

P2 , the

projected intensities usually disagree, Fig. 4.4(d), unless the observed surface has no visual
structure. This difference in the consistencies observed at on-surface and off-surface points is
the crucial part of the depth recovery. A high consistency in the camera backprojections at a
three-dimensional point implies a high likelihood that the surface passes through that point.
Note, this assumes the observed intensity is not a function of the surface orientation, an issue
explored further in Section 4.2.2 and in Chapter 6.
Backprojection is related to the medical imaging process of tomography and forms part of
the inverse of the Radon transform operation [25,32,58]. For a coordinate system defined by
x = (x, y), traditional tomography involves recovering an intensity distribution, D(x), from
the set of line integrals (projections), p, taken through this distribution. These projections are
taken from different directions, (), around the object being imaged [58], i.e.,

p((),s)

=

1.()=s D(x)dx,

(4.1)

where () is a unit vector perpendicular to the desired direction of integration. Each projection
is obtained by calculating the value of a line integral along a number of rays from the source
outwards, see Fig. 4.5. In order to reconstruct the distribution, a number of these projections
are backprojected into the space from which they came. When backprojections from a number
of different views are summed they reinforce where the object is located, Fig. 4.6. More
backprojections give a better reconstruction.
When estimating depth from an image sequence, the sensor data is the set of observed
images, i.e., the projections onto the 2D image plane, Fig. 4.4(a). The tomographic process
described here, however, differs from medical imaging since in vision the estimation is of
reflected light from a surface, not absorption of radiation by tissue.
Another difference between medical imaging and depth estimation is that the intensity of
the observed surface can depend on the angle of observation. In this case when the Lambertian
model does not apply, a surface reflectance model should ideally be included in the projection
integral, in order to accurately model the way the surface appears from different directions, i.e.,
the way OJ is formed from d(X, Y, Z). To perform perfect tomographic reconstruction the
reflectance model of the surface needs to be known or assumed. The simplest model is where
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Figure 4.5 Traditional tomography takes projections from different angles, Bi . The projections are line
integrals through the distribution D(x). This illustration shows fan-beam tomography, where the line
integrals diverge in a fan from the source, as is the case for the pixel rays from a camera. The other
common form of tomography is parallel-beam mode, where the line integrals are parallel for a given
value of B.
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(a) Original image.

(b) 2 projections.

(c) 4 projections.

(d) 64 projections.
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Figure 4.6 Tomographic reconstruction, using parallel-beam mode. As the number of backprojections
increases the reinforcement begins to look more like the original image. (a) The original image is a
binary image of five dots. (b) Two backprojections, (c) four backprojections and (d) 64 backprojections.
The final step is to obtain (a) by filtering (d) using a rho filter in the Fourier domain. Note that in
general, better results are achieved by filtering (for example with the Shepp-Logan filter) and then
backprojecting
p.79].
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(a) Original surface.

(b) PSF for a point on near surface.

(c) Sum of backprojections.

Figure 4.7 Backprojection as a deconvolution problem. (a) The true object observed by the camera with
random greyscale intensities at each point. It consists of a flat background with a thin occluding object
in front. (b) The point spread function due to the backprojection process varies in shape according to
the position of the true surface point. (c) The sum of backprojected intensities shows where the objects
are relative to the camera. Points with extreme values of white or black are particularly easy to identify.
Note, in addition, that the sUlface behind the front object shows only partial reinforcement, as these
points are only visible to a subset of cameras.

there is no variation with angle, i.e., Lambertian reflectance, but other models are possible. A
significant drawback with other models is that the calculation of the appropriate backprojection
is dependent on the surface geometry. so the process may require iteration. The observed data
may vary with camera angle, an area developed further in Chapter 6.
A further major departure from traditional tomography is that in the process of forming a
picture, the medium (air) is usually transparent and the distribution (object) is usually opaque.
This makes a significant restriction on the form of d(X,

Z) since in this case the value of
each line integral along a ray in a given projection, p( (), s). is determined by only one point

in the three-dimensional space. Furthermore, no information about the scene behind this point
can be obtained from this line integraL The tomographic approach to volumetric reconstruction
is described by Gering and Wells [32] who use filtered backprojections, similar to the volume
intersection methods, (e.g., [78]). As with volume intersection this approach has the drawback
that concave parts of a surface cannot be reconstructed [69].
The backprojection of the image data may also be thought of as a convolution of the true
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scene with a position variant point spread function. A simple example is shown in Figure 4.7
where the true depth map, Fig. 4.7(a), is convolved by the backprojection process with a position variant point spread function, Fig. 4.7(b). This produces Fig. 4.7(c), the result obtained by
backprojecting the intensities from all cameras to each point in space. The problem of determining the original surface from the blurred backprojections is a deconvolution problem, made
more difficult since the point spread function (PSF) of the convolution varies with spatial position (Figure 4.8 and Fig. 4.9 show this variation in PSF for typical geometries of interest). This
means the standard techniques involving the FFT cannot be used [57,61]. Instead a sectioning approach would be required, in which the space is divided into regions of approximately
constant PSF [10, 124, 125]. The PSF at each point also depends on the emission properties
of the light source. Figure 4.7(b) shows a PSF for a Lambertian scene point. For PSFs of
non-Lambertian scene points the ray intensity varies with angle.
The crucial difficulty with deconvolution arises with partially occluded regions. Here the
PSF consists only of rays from cameras observing the surface point in question. Since the
visibility of a point can only be determined after the surface in front is reconstructed, the
deconvolution cannot be performed in a single step.
It is, however, easy to at least reconstruct the very bright and very dark points on the ob-

ject's surface without resorting to deconvolution, by instead using the sum of backprojections,
illustrated in Fig. 4.7(c). At these points the extreme values reinforce when added, to produce
either very bright or very dark intensities. By contrast, a point where the backprojections sum
to a grey value could be due to either a grey surface point with very consistent backprojections or to a non-surface point at which random backprojections have averaged to the same
value. This is apparent in Fig. 4.7(c) where the brightest and darkest points are clearly part of
the correct surface, but the interim grey values cannot be so easily labelled. A better method
avoids the information loss inherent in the summing procedure and relies on a comparison of
the backprojections, Section 4.2.2.
The deconvolution problem is ill-posed as it has an infinite number of solutions which are
consistent with the data. Fortunately it is possible to constrain the problem in different ways
to reduce the solution space. A requirement demanded by the physical problem is that of positivity, i.e., the reconstruction must consist of positive light sources only. Making assumptions

about the light sources further reduces the solution space. Two further assumptions, that the
point sources are Lambertian and are opaque, are of particular relevance to depth estimation
and are used in the following section.

4.2.1

Probabalistic framework

A more formal framework for the surface reconstruction uses a probabilistic approach. The
aim is to maximise Pr{ diG}, the probability of d, given measurements G, where: denotes an
estimated quantity. Using Bayes' rule we can rewllte this as [116],
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(a) Central PSF.

(b) PSF on right of volume.

(c) PSF on left of volume.

Figure 4.8 PSF variation. The PSF of each point depends on its position relative to the camera array

and the rest of the scene. Partially occluded points and points on the edge of the array are seen by fewer
cameras.

Figure 4.9 PSF variation for a forward facing camera array. The PSF of each point depends on its

position relative to the camera alTay. A point directly in line with the array has the same PSF regardless
of its position. This makes it impossible to determine the correct depth for this X, Y position.
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max Pr{dIC}

= max [pr{Cld}pr{d}]
Pr{C}

(4.2)

.

We can take logarithms without changing the solution to the problem, to obtain,
max log(Pr{dIC}) = max [log(Pr{Cld})

+ log(Pr{d}) -log(Pr{C})].

(4.3)

The last term, log (Pr{ C} ), is the log probability of obtaining our data sets, C, and being a
function solely of measured quantities it is independent of our estimate,

d, and can be ignored.

The first term, log(Pr{ Cld}), represents how likely we are to observe the data, C, if the
intensity distribution is equal to

d.

If we consider this term alone we are effectively forming

a maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of the scene. This is equivalent to the deconvolution
problem described in the previous section. Note that this is blind deconvolution since the PSF
depends on prior knowledge of the scene and is therefore unknown. Add to this the spatiallyvarying nature of the PSF and it is clear that the ML formulation is ill-posed. The approach
taken, therefore, is to constrain the solution space by adding prior information about d, i.e. the
second term in Eq.(4.3). The following section discusses prior information about d which may
be used.

4.2.2

Choosing a reflectance model

Assuming a particular reflectance model gives prior information about the scattering properties
of d. Note that this determines one aspect of the PSF in the deconvolution problem. The
simplest reflectance model, used by all other volumetric techniques, is the Lambertian one.
This means that a point in the three-dimensional space produces the same same light level at
all cameras which see it. Consequently, the backprojections should also agree in intensity,
as remarked in Section 4.2. Summing these backprojections, Fig. 4.7, allows dark and light
points on the surface to be easily identified as true surface points, if the surface is Lambertian
or approximately so.
The process of selecting very dark or light points from the summed backprojections is not
an optimal one, because the summation process has destroyed some of the information and
only extreme light or dark values can be easily identified. A better approach is to consider the
consistency of the backprojected intensities at each point, by calculating their variance,

vadance(X, Y, Z) = N(X,:' Z) -1

(~bj(X, Y, Z)' - (~bj(X, Y, Z)) '),

(4.4)

where bj is the backprojection of the jth camera onto the point (X, Y, Z). A faster, but equivalent, method of implementing this variance calculation is discussed further in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.10 Point P occludes point Q from the point of view of camera 1.

Another important feature of Eq. (4.4) is that it provides a confidence measure for the
existence of the surface at a certain point. In optical flow methods the determination of useful
confidence measures for determining bad estimates is an ongoing area of research [5,6]. In the
algorithm implementation described in Chapter 6, this confidence measure is shown to be very
useful for performing calibration of camera positions.
In Chapter 6 an error measure applicable to both highly specular and Lambertian points is
presented. This error measure can replace Eq. (4.4).

4.3
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If points in d(X, Y, Z) are opaque, then each selected point must completely restrict backprojected camera intensities from contributing to more than a single point on a pixel ray, Fig. 4.10.
For example, if point P is selected as an opaque surface point, then there can be no points
between camera 1 and point P, and furthermore, camera 1 carmot 'see' any point past P and
should be excluded from comparisons at the point Q. This creates regions of the field that some
cameras cannot see. These are referred to as partially occluded regions. Traditionally, partially
occluded regions are difficult to reconstruct. However, it is quite possible to do so if 'enough'
cameras see into the occluded region, Fig. 4.11. The number of cameras required depends on
how noisy the data is. The difficulty with occlusions atises because for an occluded point in
space the entire set of cameras disagrees as to what intensity is present. In Fig. 4.11 the cameras labelled A see point P and contribute the intensity of that point to the variance calculation
at the more distant point, Q. When calculating the variance of an occluded point then, it is
important to consider only the subset of cameras that actually see the point in question, i.e.,

variance(X, Y, Z)

-=-=-:-:--=-::-:::-::-1--=:--1
N'(X, Y, Z)

(I:

.0= 1 bj ( X,

J

Y, Z)

2

(t,

hj(X, Y, Z))

2) ,
(4.5)
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Figure 4.11 The cameras labelled A see point P whereas those labelled n see point Q in the same X
location. To reconstruct Q accurately the observations of set A need to be ignored.

where n is the subset of Nt cameras able to see behind the closer surface. In cases where there
are occlusions, the same (X, Y) location has a low variance at different depths for different
camera subsets. For example, in Fig. 4.11 points P and Q are at the same (X, Y) location.
The different subsets of cameras,

n and A, obtain a low variance at two different depths for

this (X, Y) location. It is also quite likely that each of these two depths have a variance over
the entire set of N cameras slightly lower than that of off-surface points.
There are five possible approaches to determining the subset of these cameras and thus
allowing occlusions to be reconstructed:
1. Brute-force search of all possible camera sets,

n, at each point in space.

2. Select all points below a threshold variance.
3. Use a two-step approach, reconstructing unocc1uded regions first and then occluded regions.
4. Consider the scene in layers, moving outwards from the cameras.
5. A point-by-point approach, reconstructing one point at a time and then rebackprojecting
the remaining data.

4.3.1

Brute~force

The first method has obvious speed disadvantages, since there are 2N - N possible choices
for

n.

The variance of each set would need to be calculated at each point in space and the

comparison of different variances would need to take into account the set size. Narayanan et
al. [63,86J use a related approach by reducing

n to sets of local camera groups which should

see a similar set of points. Their technique uses a large dome containing 51 cameras evenly
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spaced around the object. A depth map is computed for each camera using 3--6 nearby cameras
to achieve multi-baseline stereo [88], The resulting 2,5D maps may be merged to produce any
required viewpoint. While this satisfactorily reduces the search set it does not use all of the
triangulation information available in the situation illustrated in Fig. 4.11, since the cameras
on the left are not near those on the right.

4.3.2

Thresholding space

The second approach relies on partially occluded on-surface points having a slightly lower
variance than general off-surface points. While this is a theoretical possibility, it is not a feasible one, since this difference is unlikely to be significant. In practice, this approach is not
used to reconstlUct behind occlusions. One related strategy would be to have a higher variance
threshold for partially occluded regions, but this could only be applied after the front surfaces
are reconstructed and so would become a two-step process, the next option.

4.3.3

Two-step method

A more complex algorithm, first proposed by Preddey [97,98], uses a two-step process and
assumes co-linear cameras. In this situation a point at a given depth appears as a line in the
data-stack, Fig.

with a slope inversely proportional to its depth. Consider a camera moving

parallel to the scene, as shown in Fig. 4.l2(a). Figure 4. 13(a) shows a pOltion of the data stack
for this scenario, where a single row has been selected from each image in the sequence. The
near object appears as steeply sloping lines and the background object as less sloping ones.
A full reconstruction is done, by looking at the variance of lines through the volume. This
finds all the lines through this image whose variance is below a threshold and assumes they are
due to surface points. After these surface points are determined, as in Fig. 4.13(b), the data
contributing to them is removed from the set of camera images. This gives camera images
as shown in Fig. 4. 13(c). A further reconstruction can then be performed on this stripped
data, looking for consistency only in the data which has not been removed. This essentially
determines one occluded layer, Fig. 4. 13(d), and for further levels of occlusion the process can
be repeated. The approach described relies upon nearer surface points appearing with lower
variances than the points they occlude. This is nearly always the case when the scene is a
certain distance from the camera, since more of the cameras will see the closer surface than
see the occluded surface. Szeliski and Golland, [U9], use a very similar two-step process for
occlusion reconstruction in a volumetric approach.

Layered approach
The fourth approach is taken by Seitz and Dyer [106,107] in their implementation of a photorealistic reconstruction algorithm for computer graphics purposes,

and Dyer propose a

voxel colouring algorithm similar to the reconstruction method explained here. Their approach
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Figure 4.12 Algorithm by Preddey. (a) The camera moves parallel to the scene. (b) The central image
from the sequence.

uses camera positions covering a wide angle of view, often a panoramic view of the scene or
views covering the full 360° around an object. In this situation the difficulty posed by occlusions is more acute than for the traditional motion of a navigating robot. As a result, they take a
cautious approach to occlusions by reconstructing the scene a layer at a time, moving outwards
from the cameras. This allows possible occluding objects to be identified before reconstruction
of further objects occurs. For example, in Fig. 4.14, the layers are evaluated from Ll outward.
This ensures that point P is reconstructed first and allows the pixels due to this point to be
marked. This then excludes them from consideration of point Q. This layered approach does,
however, place a restriction on the camera/scene configurations since no scene point can be
within the convex hull of the camera locations. An error, or consistency, threshold is used to
determined which voxels in the layer are occupied. This can propagate errors into further layers if the threshold is chosen poorly. It also gives a reconstruction biased towards the cameras,
since the nearest point which is below the consistency threshold is selected first. This in turn
reduces the chance of correctly reconstructing points behind it.
Another method using this approach to the occlusion problem is that of Zaima and Yamamoto [140]. They use a complicated multistage process to assign a number of possible
RGB colours to each voxel. This is done by putting pixel rays into one of six categories, according to their direction. Each category then nominates a candidate colour or no colour at
all for every point. This gives each point up to six candidate colours. If a point has zero candidate colours it is deemed off-the-surface and removed from the set, an approach similar to
volume carving. To decide on the final voxel colour, a ray from the pixel is traced out until it
encounters a voxel having a possible colour corresponding, within some threshold, to that of
the pixel. This is then selected as the voxel contributing to the pixel and the surface shape is
determined. A final backprojection procedure is undertaken to determine the surface colour.
Once again, this method gives a surface biased towards the cameras and relies upon a threshold
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(a) Original camera data.
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(c) Stripped camera data.

(b) First reconstruction.
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(d) Second reconstruction.

Figure 4.13 Preddey's results. (a) Camera data. A row is taken from each camera image. When
stacked together a nearer object appears at a steeper slope than a far one. (b) Choosing all lines from
the camera data which are below a threshold variance finds all scene points of which the cameras have
an unobstructed view. (c) Stripping the data for the reconstructed points from the camera data produces
the data shown. (d) Performing a variance calculation on the stripped data finds the partially obscured
surface points.
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Figure 4.14 The method proposed by Seitz and Dyer [107] reconstructs one layer of space at a time,
working outward from the cameras. This ensures that in each case P is reconstructed before considering
Q. Pictures reproduced from [107].

for reconstruction.
An additional method using a layering approach is that of Katayama et. al. [65]. This

work aims to interpolate between reference images to produce novel viewpoints and uses a
data-stacking technique very similar to that illustrated in Fig. 4.13. Their approach to dealing
with occlusions is also a layered one. They analyse the variance of lines through their data
beginning with the closest points and working backwards.
The difficulty with all layered approaches is the necessity to use a threshold to decide on
the existence of a point. This means that the reconstruction of earlier layers affects the reconstruction of those behind and tends to bias the depth estimate towards the observing cameras,
a conservative estimate in the context of robot navigation.

4.3.5

Point by point approach

The fifth approach is also used by Preddey and is a variation on the CLEAN algorithm used
in astronomical imaging [105]. This is to perfonn a backprojection and choose the most likely
point (i.e., of the lowest variance). This point is taken as a surface point and then the data contributing to it is removed from the images. The backprojection process is repeated and another
point selected. This continues until all the camera data is 'explained' by the reconstructed
scene. While being the most thorough approach to occlusions, and not requiring a threshold,
this method is very slow as it perfonns an entire backprojection for each reconstructed point.
For scenes with relatively little occlusion these problems can be ignored, and, as the next
chapter shows, approximating
regions.

n~N

can be used to give good reconstructions of unocc1uded

Chapter 5
DEPTH ESTIMATION FOR ROBOT NAVIGATION

The implementation of the general framework, discussed in the previous chapter, requires the
consideration of a number of practical issues such as resolution and efficient computation of
a depthmap. For real-time use an algorithm should be fast and capable of parallelisation. It
should also be flexible to allow a tradeoff between accuracy and speed. This chapter describes
a simple and effective implementation which has these properties and is particularly well suited
to robot navigation. It allows the depth reconstruction to be performed over a wide range of
resolutions, giving an efficient and flexible algorithm which can easily be altered for different
applications. In this chapter it is assumed that the scene consists of Lambertian objects and
that the camera motion is known exactly. Alternative implementations of the algorithm which
do not make these assumptions are discussed in Chapter 6.
Although the algorithm is conceptually based on backprojection (as described in the previous chapter) the computational implementation utilises forward projection of the voxels rather
than backprojection of the pixels, since the former process can be made much faster. The difference between using forward projection and backprojection is purely an implementational
one, and there is no theoretical difference between the depth estimates obtained by the two
approaches. To use backprojection, all the camera intensities are backprojected into threedimensional space and the variance computed at each point. By contrast, a forward projection
process starts with a three-dimensional point and then forward projects the point onto all of the
camera images. The intensities at all the locations of the projection are then compared.

THE ALGORITHM
The algorithm commences by considering a region of space, R, sampled at M points R(i),

i = 1, ... , M. The objective is to determine how probable it is that these points correspond
to the surface of an object in the field of view. Note that each point R( i) is effectively the
centre of a voxel whose shape is defined by the sUlTounding points. The reconstruction process
repeats the following three steps for each point R( i) and then combines this information in the
final step.
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Forward project position R( i) onto the focal plane of each of the N cam-

eras, to give rij'

5.1(a). If rij is outside the camera image it does not take on a value

so R(i) projects to rij, j = 1, ... 1 N ' , where N' ::; N .
• Step Two:

Find the intensity at each of these projected points. Since the projected lo-

cations are unlikely to coincide with pixel locations sampled by the camera, the intensity
value, I[r'ij], is interpolated from each of the images, Fig. 5.1(b).
111

Determine the agreement between each of the N ' intensities for the point
by calculating their variance, Fig. 5.l(c). For a point on the surface this variance should
Step Three:

approach zero. In practice, there is noise on the camera measurements so the variance
measure may be treated as an error measure, where minimising the noise variance corresponds to finding the most likely surface point.
These three steps are independent for each R( i) and thus an error measure may be calculated
in parallel for each voxel. These error measures are collected together to form an error volume.
The final step is to reconstruct the surface by choosing the appropriate points within the error
volume, Fig. 5.1(d), using the magnitude of the error. The following section discusses each of
these steps in more detail.

5.1.1 Forward projection
Each of the points R(i)

(Xi,}i, Zi) is projected onto the focal plane of each of the array of

N cameras using [36J,
ri(Xj, Yj) = rij
(Xi-Xj)c9jc/:1j+(Yi-Y~)c/:1iS9j-(Zi-Zi)S/:1j

( - f (Xi -Xj )(saj sOj+cajs/:1jcOj )+(Yi-Yj) cajs/:1js9j-sajCOj)+(Zi-Zj )cajc/:1j ,
_

f

(Xi - Xi)( saj s/:1jc9j -caj sOi )+(Y; - Yi )(saj s/:1iSOj +=j c/;1j )+(Zi -Zi )sajc/:1j )
(Xi -Xi )(sa) sOj +cOjs/:1i cO) )-(Y;-Yj )(8ajCOj -=)s/:1j89) )+(Zi-Z) )=jc/:1j
,

(5.1)

where sand c stand for sin and cos. ri(Xj, Yj) is the projection of a point R(i) onto the
coordinates (Xj, Yj) on the jth camera image plane, Fig. 5.2. The jth camera is located at
(Xj, Yj, Zj), relative to the world frame, and its coordinates axes are rotated by (Xj around the

X axis, by {3j around the Y axis, and by OJ around the Z axis, Fig. 5.2. Equation (5.1) shows

that the relationship between (Xi,}i, Zi) and (Xj, Yj) is a complicated non-linear function
of camera positions and orientations. In general, there is a relationship between the camera
positions which simplifies this relationship. This is discussed further in Section 5.3.

5.1.2 Interpolation
The positions of the projected points, ri(Xj, Yj), do not in general align with the pixellocations. Thus the expected intensity is found by interpolating the image to the projected point,
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(a) Forward projection.

(b) Interpolation.

= low variance at R(i)

( c) Variance calculation.
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(d) SUliace reconstruction.

Figure 5.1 The steps of the algorithm. The first three may be performed separately for each Yoxel.
(a) The location of a point (yoxel) in space is forward projected onto a position in each of the camera
images. (b) The image intensities are interpolated onto the projected points. (c) The yariance of the
interpolated intensities is determined. (d) The final step reconstructs the surface by selecting points in
the volume which have low variance.
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Figure 5.2 Notation and coordinate axes. The jth camera is displaced from the world coordinates by
(Xj, Yj, Zj) and rotated by (aj, (lj, Bj ) around the axes of the world coordinate system.
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Interpolator
Nearest
Linear
Cubic

Mean Square Error
0.51
0.41
0.41

Valiance
0.50
0.23
0.32

Time
2067
2003
2441

Table 5.1 Comparison of interpolators for the synthetic FACET 3 sequence (Appendix D). Reconstructions were pelformed using three different types of interpolator: nearest neighbour, linear, and cubic.
The reconstructions contained 101 x 101 x 91 points. The mean square error between the true and
estimated depths for each point is given, along with the variance of this error. Reconstruction times are
in seconds.

Interpolator
Nearest
Linear
Cubic

Low Resolution (1210 voxels)
Residue/voxel
Time
14.44
257.63
290.26
12.71
13.38
303.81

High Resolution (920,000 voxels)
Residue/voxe1
Time
10.11
3020.4
3002.5
7.59
8.42
3311.3

Table 5.2 Comparison of interpolators for real GOBLIN_l sequence (Appendix D). Reconstructions
were performed using three different types of interpolators: nearest neighbour, linear, and cubic, and at
two different resolutions of the reconstruction grid. The low resolution grid consists of 11 x 11 x 10
voxels and the high resolution grid consists of 101 x 101 x 91 voxels. The residue/voxel is the sum
of variances of all voxels in the reconstmcted surface divided by the number of voxels. Times are in
seconds.

ri(Xj, Yj). The interpolation step is effectively finding the intensities in each image corresponding to a particular three-dimensional point, R( i), allowing them to be directly compared
with each other. Different types of interpolator are possible, but the one chosen should be fast
and accurate. The bicubic spline is a popular choice for gridded data [19,26]. It is also fast
and suitable for situations where the underlying function is unknown. In addition, it is not illconditioned in the case of noisy camera images. Other interpolators are possible, and the cubic
spline is compared to two other standard types, linear and nearest neighbour interpolation. Table 5.1 shows the results of comparing depth maps obtained with the true ones for the synthetic
FACET.3 sequence, Appendix D. Experiments for equivalent tests on real data are shown in
Table

In this case the true depth maps are not known, so the residue per voxel is given

instead. The residue is the sum of the variances (determined by Eq. (5.2» of all points in the
reconstructed surface. It is also known as the reconstruction residual and is a measure of how
well the reconstruction matches the image data. All the results indicate that linear interpolation
is probably the best choice, as it gives a lower reconstruction residual than the other methods.
For the high resolution reconstruction it also has the fastest runtime. The depth maps produced
by each interpolator for GOBLIN_1 are visually extremely similar. The mean squared difference between the raw depth maps for nearest neighbour and each of the other two methods is
1.55 mm. Between linear and cubic interpolation it is 0.44 mm. After median filtering these
mean squared differences drop to 0.4 mm and 0.2 mm respectively. This shows that the choice
of interpolator is not crucial to the quality of reconstruction.
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calculation

The dimensions and resolution of the reconstruction and thus of the error volume are determined by the choice of points R( i). The values at points in the volume are determined for each
i as a variance of the N' intensities of the projected points,

rij)

j = L.N'. As in Eq. (4.4), the

error may now be defined as a variance of these intensities:
Error(R(i)) = E(R(i)) =

'" (l[r ..])2 - ('" l[r,,])2
Lij
~J (N' _ ~j ~J ,

(5.2)

where N' is the number of intensities being compared, a number determined by how many
cameras can see the point R( i).
Ideally, if a given voxel is on the true object surface then the camera intensities agree
completely and the variance obtained for that point is zero. In practice there is a residual
variance,
(5.3)

Here EN is the noise term resulting from the inevitable noise in the camera images, and EM
is the error due to modelling assumptions. The first term depends on the quality of the camera
used and some estimate of its value can be obtained by considering the pixel jitter [16]. The
latter term contains errors due to oversimplified refiectance models, for example, if the surface
is not Lambertian, as well as errors due to inaccurate knowledge of the camera positions. EM,
the model dependent part of E(R(i)), allows the camera positions to be calibrated as part of
the reconstruction process. Calibration is extremely valuable in improving the quality of the
reconstructions, a point explored further in Chapter 6. Summing Eq. (5.3) at each R( i) on the
object's surface gives the reconstruction residual for a chosen reconstruction.
This implementation makes the assumption that d(X, Y, Z) has few occlusions and so

N'

~

N is a reasonable approximation in Eq. (5.2). The algorithm does reduce the value

of N' near the edges of the reconstruction region, where points are outside the field of view
of some of the cameras,

5.7. The error measure of Eq. (5.2) is equivalent to Eq. (4.4),

but is calculated by interpolating intensities in the two-dimensional camera images, making
implementation significantly faster.

Using the variance infol1nation at each voxel the final step of the algorithm aims to reconstruct
a sUliace approximating the original one and to explain the camera data as far as possible.
Using the error volume defined by the points chosen for R(i), a surface may be reconstructed
by choosing the voxels throughout three-dimensional space which have a low error.
One selection method is to simply choose each voxel for which the error is below an
appropriate threshold. The threshold may be based upon the expected noise in the camera

5.2 RECONSTRUCTION LIMITS
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images, EN. This assumes that any point where the intensities agree to within the noise level
is likely to be a surface point. The main drawback to this approach is the difficulty of choosing
an appropriate threshold. Also for a given X, Y location multiple depths may be selected.
This tends to produce additional points in front of and behind true surface points, causing a
thickening of these sUlfaces. It is also quite possible that no depths are selected for a given
location, causing holes in the depth map.
Alternatively, the points may be chosen to fill the field of view by choosing the voxel of
minimum error along each pixel ray from the central camera. This gives a dense depth map and
is a reasonable approach since every pixel has imaged something. The assumption being made
is that all the objects the camera observes are within the reconstruction volume defined by the
choice of R(i). While this is not always the case, any depths outside this volume are much
more likely to be far away from the cameras than close to them. This means that the potential
for collision is low and the assumption is a safe one. For points arranged on a Cartesian grid in
(X, Y, Z), this can be approximated by choosing the voxel with the lowest error for each X, Y

position. This approach has the drawback of not reconstructing behind occlusions.
A third (hybrid) approach is to find the lowest error voxel in each direction but reconstruct
a point there only if the error is below a threshold value, and thus obtain an incomplete depth
map. This approach combines the advantages of the second approach with the ability to identify
when a given X, Y position has a depth outside the reconstruction volume. However, the depth
map is potentially incomplete and occlusions cannot be reconstructed.
This algorithm uses the second approach, because it gives a dense depth map without the
difficulty that the first and third approaches have of determining an appropriate threshold. This
is a more robust approach as a good choice of threshold may vary from camera to camera, or
even from scene to scene.

RECONSTRUCTION LIMITS
The choice of points in R( i) can be made almost entirely arbitrarily. However, there is clearly
nothing to be gained from choosing R( i) at an unobtainable resolution, or in unreconstructable
regions. The maximum extent of R and the resolution attainable within its bounds both depend
on the positions and orientations of the cameras. These limits are considered in this section.
The analysis presumes an equally spaced line of camera positions, i.e., a co-linear camera
array. This corresponds to the image sequences obtained from a camera moving at a constant
velocity.

Limits on

number of sensors

The geometry of the camera array may be used to determine limits on resolution and range
for the technique, since reconstruction can only be achieved where pixel rays intersect. Only a
two-dimensional region in X and Z and only a single row of pixel rays from each camera are
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Figure 5.3 Simple camera scenarios. (a) The simplest useful case is that of two sensors with overlapping areas of view. (b) A third sensor is observing the same region. (c) Adjacent sensors, such as the
pixels in a camera, do not have overlapped regions which can be used to determine depth. (d) If two
sets of grouped sensors are used, the probability of a light source in different overlapped regions can be
compared.

considered. Consider the information available from two single sensors (e.g., pixels) orientated
in the manner shown in Fig. S.3(a). In this case there is only one region where the sensor pixel
rays intersect. If the two sensors detect different intensity values they are unlikely to have
arisen from a single light source at P. It is more probable that the two sensors are viewing
different objects at Q and R.

however, the two intensities seen agree, to within some noise

level, there are two possibilities: the two sensors are observing an object at P or the sensors are
observing two objects at Q and R having the same intensity value. This ambiguity is resolved
by adding a third sensor observing the same location in space, Fig. 5.3(b), to help to strengthen
or weaken the hypothesis of a light source at P.
In practice cameras have groups of adjacent sensor elements (pixels), Fig. S.3(c). When
the sensors are adjacent in this way there is no overlap in the regions they observe, and thus the
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ZMAX

Figure 5.4 The minimum depth that can be reconstructed depends on the outermost pixels of two
adjacent cameras. The maximum depth depends on the central pixels of the cameras at the ends of the
array.

depth cannot be triangulated. By combining two groups of these adjacent sensors, Fig. 5.3(d),
the depth can again be determined. In this case, by comparing the matching within the four
overlapping regions it is possible to say that an object is more likely to be within one than
another.
Although reconstruction could, in theory, be performed with this small number of sensors,
a larger number of cameras are needed for useful results, Section 5.604. Additional cameras
reduce the effects of noise and random scene correlations in the data. They also increase the
region over which it is possible to reconstruct by providing a larger field of view.

5.2.2 Maximum and minimum reconstruction depths
A full derivation of the maximum and minimum depths which can be reconstructed is presented
in Appendix C. The results are summarised here. The maximum depth is determined as the
furtherest distance of intersection between any of the pixel rays in the array,
array of cameras oriented along the X-axis has

(~X, ~Y, ~Z) = (~X, 0, 0)

5 A. An

and a maximum

distance of,

f{N -l)~X

(504)

xp

where (N

l).6.X is the distance between the furtherest cameras in the array.

spacing between cameras,

f

is the

is the focal length, and x p is the size of the pixels. This distance

is only attainable if the camera positions do not deviate from their ideal locations over the
length of the array. In reality this is not the case and

ZMAX

depends on the number of cameras

in a straight line.
A similar approach can be taken to determine the minimum distance which the cameras
can resolve. In contrast to the maximum resolvable distance, determined by the distance between the outermost cameras in the array, the minimum resolvable distance is determined by
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the distance between adjacent cameras, Fig. 5.4,

ZMIN

=

fb..X
xp

(5.5)

(m- 1)'

where m is the number of pixels in each camera row. This minimum distance is achievable in
practice since it depends only on the distance between any two cameras.
For a forward oriented array with (b..X, b..Y, b..Z)

=

(0,0, b..Z), the minimum depth is

dependent only on the camera spacing, b..Z, and on the number of pixels in a row of the CCD
array, m,

ZMIN=

b..Z(m - 1)
(m-2) .

(5.6)

The maximum depth depends on these and also on the total number of cameras, N,

b..Z(N - 1)(m - 1)
2

(5.7)

As with a sideways alTay, this distance is only achievable over the number of cameras, N, in
a straight line. The minimum and maximum constraints define the area within which a given
camera array can estimate the depth. These derivations are for only two of the basic types of
motion which the robot is capable of, but equivalent derivations can be done for other camera
motion.

5.2.3

Resolution limits

By further considering the geometry, the maximum resolution achievable can be determined.
It should be clear that the best that can be achieved is to reconstruct a single point within each
area defined by overlapping pixel rays, since two points within one of these regions cannot be
resolved, Fig. 5.5. This spacing may be visualised for a co-linear array of cameras by drawing
lines through the centre of the two-dimensional pixel rays, as in Fig. 5.6. Each intersection
between lines, marked by a circle, is at the centre of the region where two or more pixel rays
overlap, and thus reconstruction could be performed here by comparing those pixel values.
Consequently, the intersection grid gives a picture of the maximum achievable resolution.
Inspection of Fig. 5.6 makes it clear that this grid is too complex for straightforward implementation. To attain this resolution requires additional algorithmic complexity when calculating the grid of intersection points. Since the intersections are not coplanar, the process of
reconstructing from the error volume, Section 5.1.4, is harder to implement. Although using
this grid avoids the need for the interpolation in the forward projection, any gains made are
outweighed by these other difficulties. It is also noted that the maximum possible resolution
will usually greatly exceed a useful leveL If this resolution is required a Cartesian grid, of similar resolution to the maximum possible one, gives a good tradeoff between computation and
resolution. Over a small region this does not introduce any large discrepancy from the achiev-
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Unresolvable points

Figure 5.5 Pixel ray overlap pattern. Two points within one of the patterned regions cannot be resolved
correctly. The maximum resolution is therefore one point within each region.

able resolution and is substantially easier to produce. If reconstruction is to be performed over
a larger region the use of planes of points in X, Y with varying depths, Z, is suggested. For
a typical scene in the results presented, Section 5.6, reconstruction is performed over approximately 920,000 voxels. For the same set of cameras, the maximum number of possible voxels,
as determined by the number of pixel ray intersections, is in the order of 74 million.

5.2.4 Extent of R
The extent of the region over which reconstruction is possible also depends on the arrangement
of camera views. Figure 5.7 shows some examples of regions over which reconstruction can be
performed. Theoretically, only two cameras are required to see each part of the region, but in
practice more are necessary to reduce noise effects when calculating Eq. (5.2). This consU'icts
the sides of the region R as shown in Fig. 5.7(a). The number of cameras required to obtain
good results is discussed in Section 5.6.4. As well as being seen by only a few cameras, points
near the sides of the maximum possible R also have a very short baseline between observing
cameras. A short baseline does not provide accurate depth estimates, Section 2.3, giving another reason for excluding these points. Theoretical maximum distances can be determined
as previously discussed, however, these are not usually of practical interest, since robot navigation is generally interested only in nearby objects. So, due to the goal of the algorithm, as
well as for computational reasons, it is practical to limit the furtherest depth in R to be less
than

ZMAX.

For example, using typical numbers (see Appendix B) the value of ZMAX for a

sideways camera array is in the order of 5-50 m, depending on the number of cameras in the
alTay. For the results in this chapter the furtherest reconstruction distance is chosen to be approximately 0.5 m. This has the effect of assuming that the camera sees only near objects and
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Camera Array
Figure 5.6 The maximum achievable resolution for a simple camera array with four cameras, each of
five pixels. Lines are drawn through the centre of the pixel angle of each pixel ray and reconstruction
can be performed at their intersections.

also reduces computation,
For a faster moving camera, i.e., one with a greater spacing between frames, the entire
problem is simply scaled up. This means that

Z:vfIN

and

Zl\1AX

become larger, the reconstruc-

tion grid correspondingly coarser, and the extent of R increases. One effect of this is that a very
fast moving camera cannot reconstruct near objects. Therefore, the camera's speed should, if
possible, be chosen in a way which depends on the expected proximity of nearby objects. This
corresponds to the sort of behaviour exhibited by biological systems [134].
An interesting characteristic of the algorithm is that flat surfaces appear smeared when
reconstructed. The reason for this can be seen in Fig. 5.5. A constant variance is observed
within the diamond-shaped region so that the true surface may be anywhere within it. For
images with small visual structure this is not a difficulty since the size of this region is reduced.
However, for large areas of a bland surface the effect is exacerbated, as shown in Fig. 5.S. This
behaviour has been noted by other authors [107] and causes artefacts in the reconstruction.

CAMERA MOTION

For robot navigation applications an initial assumption is that the camera is moving at a
constant speed. This results in images that are evenly distributed with a constant spacing

(.6.X, .6.Y, .6.Z) between consecutive frames. It is also assumed that the cameras have no rela-
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Figure 5.7 Grids for a camera array oriented along the X and Zaxes. The theoretical limits of the
grid are shown by a dashed line. The values of ZMIN and ZMAX are derived in Appendix C. Since
two cameras must see each point within the region the left and right sides of the region are determined
by the field of view of the cameras one in from each end. To reduce noise, the actual grid limits are
altered so that each point in the region is seen by at least five cameras. This moves the sides and front
of the region as shown by the solid line. The maximum distance in R is also reduced by assuming near
objects.
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Figure 5.S The smearing effect from a bland surface region is worse than for a textured one. However,
even for a highly textured surface the resolution limit ensures this effect is always present.

tive rotation, so that in Eq. (5.1),
OJ = kl,

Vj,

(5.8)

pj

k21

Vj,

(5.9)

(Xj

= k3,

Vj,

(5.10)

and that kl' k2' k3 are small. If the first camera is located at scene coordinates (.6.X, .6.Y, .6.Z)
then the jth camera is located at
(5.11)
This simplifies the projection relationship of Eq. (5.1) to
(5.12)
This relationship holds for a camera which has only constant translational motion between
frames. For an accelerating camera this approximation will only hold over a few frames of the
sequence, limiting the validity of Eq. (5.12). As a result, real sequences experience a tradeoff
between the improved reconstruction due to additional frames versus the increasing inaccuracy
of the camera motion estimate. Results showing this tradeoff are given in Section 5.6.3.

CHOOSING R(J)
As shown in Fig. 5.6, the maximum resolution grid is of considerable complexity and is not
a regnlarly sampled grid. Therefore instead of choosing points which precisely coincide with

5.4

CHOOSING R(I)

(a) Perpendicular to Z
axis.
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(b) Parallel to Z axis.

(c) Parallel to Z axis.

Figure 5.9 Scan planes. (a) Scan planes are perpendicular to the optical axis. Reconstructing on only a
single plane in this orientation would act as a form of proximity indicator. Note that this would need to
be implemented using a threshold, since as there is only a single depth at each X, Y location choosing
a minimum is not possible. (b,c) Scan planes are parallel to the optical axis.

its vertices, the chosen grid should be of a similar resolution but should allow the interpolation
step to be computed efficiently. The grid should also be flexible to provide for the possibility
of different resolutions over the volume. This would allow areas of interest to be reconstructed
at a greater resolution, once they have been identified by a higher-level process. As explained
in Section 2.1.1 this allows coarse-to-fine processes, [80], similar to those of the human eye, to
be easily incorporated into any use of the algorithm. The coarse-to-fine process does not rely
upon previous scales and different resolutions can be easily determined in parallel as required.
The choice of grid determines the tradeoff between reconstruction accuracy and the speed
of the process. This flexibility in reconstruction is a great advantage of the system, since
a straightforward reconstruction can be performed over any chosen set of voxels within the
limits discussed in Section 5.2.
A given set of Cartesian points can be reconstructed in many different ways. Each point
may be reconstructed individually or a plane of points may be reconstructed together, Fig. 5.9.
A set of voxels on parallel planes is a computationally efficient choice. The planes may be
perpendicular or parallel to the optical axis, Fig. 5.9. This is theoretically equivalent to determining each point individually, but is computationally superior, since for a two-dimensional
array of regularly spaced points, interpolation for a complete plane can be done in a single step
by optimised algorithms. By using the algorithm on a single plane at a time a flexible scanning
pattern which is particularly well suited to robot navigation is obtained. For a single plane of
points parallel to the optical axis, Fig. 5.9(b) or Fig. 5.9(c), the depth along a single row or
column is quickly detennined by choosing the value of Z for which the variance, Eq. (5.2), is
minimised. This avoids scanning the entire volume to locate objects and thus reduces execution
time. Since the error measure for each plane, and indeed for each voxel, can be calculated independently of the others the error volume can be easily determined in parallel, greatly improving
the speed of reconstruction.
Note that the extent of the region R and the distribution of points within this region is
almost arbitrary, because the interpolation step means that the resolution of points in R does
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not need to relate to the resolution of the camera images. This significantly enhances the speed
and utility of the algorithm since it is not necessary to scan the entire volume of interest at the
same resolution. It is a simple matter to scan large volumes at a coarse resolution, and then
utilise a fine resolution to accurately map objects found at the coarse scan. The interpolation
also removes the necessity for an extra filtering or smoothing step.

5.5
The complete algorithm performs the following steps:

1. For a plane R

.. Choose a set of M points R( i), i = 1, ... , M to perform the reconstruction on.
1 to N cameras

.. For j

Project the points R(i) to the image plane of the jth camera, using Eq. (5.1)
to obtain Ti(Xj, Yj) for i = 1, ... , M.
- Interpolate the jth image to determine the intensity values, I(Ti(xj, Yj)]' for
i

1, ... ,M .

.. Calculate the variance of the intensities for each of the M points, R(i), using
Eq. (5.2). Variance is calculated only from the N' cameras which have an intensity
value at Ti(Xj, Yj).

2. For each value of (X, Y)
Ell

From all the voxels with coordinate (X, Y), choose the one of minimum variance
as a surface point.

3. Sum the variances of the selected voxels to obtain the reconstmction residuaL

5.6
The algorithm was tested on a number of image sequences of different types, both real and synthetic. These are all illustrated and described in Appendix D. The SONY camera, Appendix B,
used to capture the real image sequences was not calibrated by formal means (such as Tsai's
method [126]). As a result of the high quality of the camera and the robustness of the algorithm
most of the results obtained without calibration are very good. Others required calibration via
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the algorithm (Section 6.1) to achieve a similar quality. Camera motion was achieved using the
optical table described in Appendix B. The nominal values of focal length (8 mm) and motion
steps (0.03 mm/step) were used, since it is undesirable for an algorithm to depend on precise
measurements.

5.6.1

Basic motion

Testing the algorithm on a complex synthetic sequence, PLANETS, Appendix D, gave the
depth map shown in Fig. 5.1O(b). Comparing this to the exact depth map, Fig. 5.1O(a) shows
that the reconstruction is visually similar. Filtering the depths with a 5 x 5 median filter removes
some extraneous noise, giving a clean result, Fig. 5.1O(c). The mean square error may be
quantified as 0.14mm with a variance of 0.13 mm. Figure 5.1O(d) shows that the mean square
errors in the estimated depth map are concentrated around the edges of the spheres. In these
regions voxels may cross occlusion boundruies and thus be allocated to an incorrect depth. As
the depth selected is not an average of the two surfaces viewed sharp transitions are maintained
between objects.
The depth map obtained for a 920,000 point reconstruction of the GOBLIN_l sequence is
shown in Fig. 5.11(a). For this sequence the crunera motion is along the Z axis and nominal
crunera positions were used. The depth map is dense and its values, obtained in mm, are
consistent with measurements made on the actual scene. The extreme values near the centre of
the image correspond to errors at the sequence's focus of expansion. These errors are expected
for crunera motion down the optical axis since the pixels at the focus of expansion remain
essentially unchanged throughout the sequence. To remove salt and pepper noise a 5 x 5 edgepreserving median filter was applied to this, giving the result shown in Fig. 5.11 (b).
A 830,000 point reconstruction for the GOBLIN-.2 sequence is shown in Fig. 5. 12(a).
Once again nominal camera positions are used, however in this case an error in (), the assumed
camera rotation about Z, causes serious errors and a poor reconstruction. A calibration process,
applied as part of the algorithm and discussed thoroughly in Section 6.1, yields ()

-1.6°as

the con'ect value. The improvements obtained using this value of () can be clearly seen in
Fig. 5.12(b). Once again a 5 x 5 edge-preserving median filter was applied to remove the salt
and pepper noise from the original depth map, giving the result shown in Fig. 5 .12(c). For ease
of comparison these three results are all displayed on the srune greyscale, which has resulted in
some truncation of extreme values, particularly in the case of the uncalibrated, unfiltered depth
map. Figure 5.13 shows a three-dimensional plot of the depths obtained for this sequence after
calibration and median filtering. This clearly shows the depth variation of the figurine, with
the left side of the figure being closer to the crunera. The finite height steps visible in Fig. 5.13
result from the choice of scanned depth planes. There is a clear and sharp transition between
the foreground and background objects.
A 2,000,000 point reconstruction was petfonned on a real sequence, DOORS A, showing
a flat image which is tipped and tilted relative to the observing crunera. Crunera motion is in
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Figure 5.10 Results for PLANETS sequence. (a) The correct depths for this synthetic sequence. (b)
The estimated depth map for a 920,000 point reconstmction. (c) The depth map after applying a 5 x 5
median filter. (d) The mean square error between the filtered depth map and the true depths.

(a) Initial depth estimates.

(b) Filtered estimates.

Figure 5.11 (a) The unfiltered depth map obtained for the GOBLIN_l sequence. (b) Applying a 5 x 5
filter to the original results reduces noise. Results are displayed on the same greyscale.
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(a) Uncalibrated depth estimates.

(b) Calibrated depth estimates.

(c) Calibrated and filtered estimates.

Figure 5.12 (a) The depth map obtained for the uncalibrated GOBLIN.2 sequence. (b) The unfiltered
depth map for the goblin sequence using (J
-1.6 (c) Applying a 5 x 5 median filter to the calibrated
depth map reduces noise while preserving edges.
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Figure 5.13 A three-dimensional plot of the goblin and background for the GOBLlN2.

the X direction and once again, the calibrated result of (j

=

-1.6°was used. The filtered depth

map is shown in Fig. 5.14(a), and a three-dimensional plot of it, in Fig. 5.14(b). This plot has a
hyperbolic shape due to the projection process. By reciprocating the depths a least-squares fit
can be used to determine a plane which fits this data. This plane is in turn reciprocated to give
an estimate of the correct depths, Fig. S.14(c). The errors, in mm, between these 'true' depths
and the estimated depths are shown in Fig. S.14(d). Although this type of analysis cannot show
any bias in the estimates, the variation from a plane shows the random error produced by the
algorithm.

5.6.2

Comparison with

flow

When comparing the volumetric technique with optical flow it is important to note that although
optical flow does not assume known camera positions it does assume evenly spaced images in
order to calculate intensity derivatives. The optical flow determined then suffers from the scale
factor ambiguity described in Chapter 2.3. This is precisely analogous to a depth map which
would be obtained from the volumetric stereo technique when images at unknown, but evenly
spaced, positions are used.
A comparison with optical flow was made by mnning a standard optical flow algorithm
[24], the six flow model described in Chapter 3, on the GOBLIN_l sequence. The depth map
obtained, Fig. 5.15, shows that optical flow does notperform as well as the algorithm described
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(b) Surface estimated.
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(d) Error in fit.

Figure 5.14 Results for DOORSA sequence. (a) Depth map filtered by a 7 x 7 median filter. (b) The
surface produced from this depth map. (c) Using a least-squares estimate to fit a plane to the results
shows the expected hyperbolic shape. (d) The difference between the fitted plane and estimated depths
gives the following errors in rum.
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Figure 5.15 The depth map obtained for the GOBLIN_l sequence using an optical flow technique with
a window size of 21 pixels.
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(a) Optical flow depth estimates.

(b) Error in depth.

Figure 5.16 Optical flow depth estimates for the PLANETS sequence. (a) Depth estimate for the flows
calculating using 8 basis flows and a windowsize of 41 pixels. (b) The mean square errors in these
estimates.

here, having difficulty distinguishing the foreground and background objects. The edges of
the goblin are also much less well-defined, due to the windowing process of the optical flow
technique. The pixel motion in many portions of the sequence is greater than 1 pixel/frame
which may also be contributing to the poor perfonnance of the optical flow algOlithm [7].
Optical flow peliormance was compared to that of the volumetric approach for the synthetic PLANETS sequence. The estimated depth and resulting elTors are shown in Fig. 5.16.
These depth estimates were obtained using the flow results of lowest error in Chapter 3, i.e.,
eight basis flows and a window

of 41 pixels. Depths were compared to the correct ones

for this sequence and the mean square error was calculated as 0.41 mm with a valiance of
0.52 mm. Both images have been displayed with some truncation of extreme values, but this
has only affected estimates at the focus of expansion.
Both these results show that optical flow pelionns unfavourably when compared with the
volumetric technique, both in the accuracy of its depth estimates and in its poor resolution.
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Noise performance of algorithm

Because of the nature of robot navigation applications it is extremely important that the technique does not require precisely known camera positions, as in most situations they are not
available. To simulate the situation of an erratically moving camera random position variations
were added to the nominal camera positions when capturing images. The mean distance between frames was 20 steps (0.6 mm), as for the GOBLIN_l sequence, but the location of each
frame was perturbed by a positional error with variance of 1, 5 and 10 steps (0.03 mm, 0.15 mm
and 0.3 mm) respectively, both in the direction of motion, Z, and the direction perpendicular
to it, X. The precise perturbations are given in Appendix D for the sequences GOBLIN.3
to GOBLIN_9. The depth maps obtained for each sequence are shown in Fig. 5.17. As these
show, the algorithm is robust to a large variation in the estimated camera positions. Note that in
Fig. 5.17e the added positional error is so great that the 21st and 22nd images in the sequence
are at the same location while the 7th image is actually behind the 6th, rather than in front.
Despite this the algorithm provides a useful result.
A synthetic sequence, FACET.5, was used to investigate the effect of a steadily increasing
camera position error. True displacement between positions was 0.18 mm but the nominal
displacement of 0.15 mm was used. In this situation frames later in the sequence have a greater
proportional position error than earlier ones. The result of adding additional frames to the
reconstruction is to increase both the median and mean of the mean square errors, Fig. 5.18(a).
Additional frames reduce the extreme errors at the focus of expansion and those from noise
effects, causing the variance to decrease with the increasing number of frames, Fig. 5.18(b).
As this shows, where camera positions are not precisely known it is preferable to use as short
a sequence as will overcome noise effects. This trade-off is even more pronounced when a
camera is accelerating. The FACET _7 sequence, in which the camera is accelerating towards
a plane, was used to consider this effect. As Fig. 5.19 shows the errors in the depth estimates
are a tradeoff between inaccuracies due to fewer frames over a shorter baseline and those due
to the increasing inaccuracy of the camera positions. This causes the error and the variance of
this error to be at a minimum for an intermediate number of frames. The next section discusses
the number of images required for effective reconstruction of real sequences.

Fewer cameras
The technique is also effective when fewer images are used in the reconstruction. Fig. 5.20
shows the effect of using fewer images for reconstruction, over the same baseline as the original
results. In this case the grid edges were pushed back out to their theoretical positions, Fig. 5.7,
with only two cameras required to see each voxel. The result in Fig. 5.20d uses only two images
and is thus equivalent to a stereo technique in which only single pixels are matched. If desired,
a more traditional stereo matching approach could be achieved by performing the comparison
over a window of pixels. As this figure shows the quality of reconstruction is maintained until
fewer than five images are in the sequence. The quality degrades gradually as fewer images
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(a) Var in Z

1 step.

(b) Var in X

1 step.

(c) Var in Z

5 steps.

(d) Var in X

5 steps.

(e) Var in Y

= 10 steps.

(f) Var in X

10 steps.

GOBLIN3 to GOBLIN_9 sequences. The effect on the depth map of reducing the accuracy
of the camera positions. The nominal spacing between images is 20 steps. (a)(c)(e) Noise of the
specified variance has been added to the Z positions of the camera, moving it backwards and forwards
relative to its expected position. (b)(d)(f) Noise has been added to the X positions, moving it sideways
relative to its expected position.
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(b)

(a)

FACET.5 sequence. Errors as number of images in sequence increases. When the camera
velocity between frames is incorrect by a set amount the camera position has increasing error as the
number of images increases. (a) The effect of this is to increase the mean and the median values of
the mean square error at each point in the depth map. (b) The variance of this error decreases with
additional images, however, since the extreme values due to camera noise are eliminated.

·Figure 5.18
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FACET _7 sequence. The effect of an accelerating camera on the mean square error in depth
estimates. The median of the mean square error for the depth map is marked by * and the variance by
o. Both are at a minimum for a sequence of between 5 and 10 frames. Fewer images than this cause
errors due to a small baseline, particularly in the focus of expansion region. Additional images cause
enors due to inaccuracy in the camera's position. Since the depth estimates are required to fall within
a certain region (the reconstruction region) the errors tail off with increasing frames as they reach the
maximum possible etTor.

Figure 5.19
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(a) 11 images.

(b) 6 images.

(c) 4 images.

(d) 2 images.

Figure 5.20 GOBLIN_l sequence. Reducing the number of images has little visual effect on reconstruction, until fewer than about five frames are used.

than this are used. Since these sequences are over the original baseline the pixel displacements
between frames are very large, up to 100 pixels for the two frame case, however the algorithm
can deal with this easily without requiring any sort of adaption or adjustment to its operation.

5.6.5 Algorithmic Complexity
To obtain the results given in this thesis the volumetric stereo algorithm was implemented
in MATLAB, according to the algorithm described in Section 5.5 .. The number of floating
point operations (flops) is a useful way to quantify the complexity of the code used. For the
algorithm described the number of flops required to evaluate a given set of voxels depends
on the number of images and the total number of the voxels as well as the number and spatial
anangement of the scan planes. For a depthmap calculated over 920,000 voxels with 31 images
the algorithm requires 1490 flops/voxel for the linear interpolator and 3660 flops/voxel for a
cubic interpolator. This can be reduced by using fewer images. In theory it is possible to
calculate the variance (or error) at each voxel independently of each of the others and also to
determine the correct depth at each (X, Y) coordinate independently. This means that steps I
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and 2 in the algorithm described in Section 5.5 could each be calculated in parallel, although
achieving this in practice is not a trivial task.

5.7

CONCLUSIONS

The algorithm presented in this chapter demonstrates the effectiveness of a volume-based approach to robot navigation. The technique compares favourably with the existing optical flow
strategies considered in Chapter 3. In addition, the algorithm is robust to many forms of measurement enol'S and sensor noise. Furthermore, it can be employed in a coarse to fine multiresolution approach, suitable for a robot investigating its environment.
Although the algorithm has been demonstrated to be effective on a range of synthetic and
real sequences, there are a number of assumptions regarding lighting and surface reflectance
that have been made. In addition, the algorithm is known to be sensitive to unknown camera
rotations, particularly around the optical axis. The significance of these assumptions and a
procedure for self-calibrating within the algorithm are the subject of the next chapter.

Chapter 6
EXTENSIONS FOR NON-IDEAL IMAGING

The basic algorithm described in Chapter 5 is useful for many situations. Some sequences,
however, offer more difficult reconstruction tasks by violating the common assumptions of
Lambertian surfaces and constant lighting. This chapter explores how the basic algorithm can
be modified to gracefully deal with these difficulties. Another issue is that exact calibration
of a camera system, such as that performed in Appendix A, is time-consuming and becomes
inaccurate when a robot is subject to real world conditions.
Section 6.1 explains the process used by the algorithm to compensate for enors in camera
positions and orientations. It discusses which model parameters can and cannot be calibrated.

In Section 6.2 the HSV colour model of Section 2.2 is used to give a voxel enor measure which
is invariant to changes in lighting throughout the sequence. These changes can take three main
forms. First, there may be a dramatic change when a light is switched on or off. Second, the
motion of the camera may cast shadows on the scene, thus introducing an interaction between
the camera and the lighting. Third, the surface reflectance may affect how the lighting interacts
with the camera, in particular by causing specular reflections. Section 6.3 introduces a different
type of enol' measure based on the smooth variation of camera observations, rather than their
consistency. Results from real sequences are used to demonstrate that this enol' measure can
reconstruct both Lambertian and highly specular surfaces.

6.1

CALIBRATION

Full camera calibration is an involved process and usually works by taking pictures of an object
whose dimensions are known, and hence deducing the camera parameters. In practice it is
highly desirable to have a vision system capable of calibrating itself on the images obtained in
the course of its operation. This ensures the algorithm has the ability to incrementally adapt
the calibration to compensate for any drifts that may occur in the imaging apparatus.
The parameters normally calibrated in a full calibration process consist of six extrinsic
parameters describing the camera's position and rotation in space and the five intrinsic parameters of focal length and distortion, Appendix A. The calibration proposed here is not capable
of determining this full set of camera parameters, but it can conect for certain enol'S in camera
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position and rotation. The calibration process works by applying a given set of model parameters to the input data and adjusting those parameters until a low variance occurs at all the
reconstructed points. The main disadvantage of this over a classical calibration method is that
in this approach the object imaged does not have known dimensions. This has the drawback
that the scaling ambiguity applies and a large far object cannot be distinguished from a small
close one. As a result, the approach cannot work for all the camera parameters. In particular,
the camera parameters which simply scale the problem cannot be calibrated since altering their
value does not produce inconsistencies in the observed data. These include errors in the focal
length and in the magnitude of the camera velocity.
Although the assumptions on camera motion in Chapter 5 appear quite stringent, being
able to calibrate for errors allows some flexibility in these assumptions. In particular, the algorithm is capable of calibrating for errors in camera positions by considering the reconstlUction
residual, defined in Section 5.1.3. The procedure is a straightforward minimisation. The nominal camera positions are used to determine a depth map in which each point has some residual
variance. Summing these residuals determines the reconstlUction residual. By varying the
camera parameters and recalculating this residual, a better fit to the data may be achieved. The
fit is calculated on the raw depth map, since the filtering step conceals the errors which aid in
determining the calibration.
The calibration process was investigated on a variety of different calibration errors. It was
noted that errors which do not affect the residual significantly are the most difficult to calibrate,

e.g., calibration of the exact focus of expansion. This has a positive aspect however, since these
calibration errors do not significantly affect the depth map. Results are presented here for two
quite different forms of calibration error. The first is an error in camera positioning, which may
be caused by slippage in the camera drive or by bumps to the imaging system. The second is
rotation of the camera around the optical (Z) axis, since this was found to significantly degrade
the depth maps found by the basic algorithm presented in Chapter 5.
To demonstrate the technique's ability to self-calibrate another real sequence, GOBLIN_lO,
was captured. One of the camera positions for this sequence was physically displaced by a
nominal 1.2 mm in the X direction. Plotting the residual versus the X position of this image, Fig. 6.1(a), clearly shows that the algorithm can detect a minimum at 1.35 mm. The
same process was applied to the GOBLIN_13 sequence with three frames displaced by varying
amounts throughout the 31 frame sequence. The depth map for the uncalibrated positions is
shown in Fig. 6.2(a). Figure 6.2(b) shows the improvement due to calibrating separately for
the position of each of the three displaced frames. In each case the calibration correctly identified the image displacements to within 60 Mm. An analysis of the relative errors between a
sequence with one, two, and three camera positions displaced indicates no observable deterioration in the algorithm. The median magnitude differences between the depth maps for these
cases are 0 mm. This confirms the robustness found in the noise analysis in Chapter 5.
Figure 6.1(b) shows the effect of calibrating for an error in the camera rotation. It was
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(a) Residual versus X.

(b) Residual versus 8.

Figure 6.1 Reconstruction residual versus camera parameters for 970 point low resolution reconstructions and for higher resolution 830,000 point reconstructions. (a) Reconstruction residual versus the
X coordinate of the 6th camera image for low and high resolution reconstructions. Both show a minimum at 1.35 mm. (b) When calibrating for rotation about the Z axis, f), both high and low resolution
reconstructions show a minimum at f) = -1.6 0 •

(a) Uncalibrated position errors.

(b) Calibrated position errors.

Figure 6.2 Effect of calibrating the GOBLlN_13 sequence. (a) Reconstruction with errors in the positions of three frames from the sequence. (b) The depth map obtained after calibrating for the positions
of the three incorrectly known frames.
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found that the method of mounting the camera on the platform gives a rotation about the Z
axis of motion. When uncalibrated, this causes noticeable errors in the depth maps for camera
motion in the X direction. Figure 6.1 (b) shows the variation in the residual when the Z rotation
parameter,

e, is changed for all the images.

There is a clearly defined minimum in the curve

at a value commensurate with possible errors in the apparatus. In this case the validation of
the point of minimum error is given by the great improvement in depth map results shown in
Fig. 5.12 in Section 5.6.1.
In its simplest form, each calibration step involves a complete reconstruction so the process
is slow and computationally intensive. The speed can be improved immensely by performing
the calibration on a very small set of reconstruction points. The validity of this subsampling
of the scene was tested by comparing the calibrations obtaining from considering the residuals
of a full scene reconstruction with those of a reduced subset of depth points. Figure 6.1 shows
that reducing the computed points to 11

X

11

X

10, i.e., a tenth of the standard reconstruction

size, is still adequate for calibration. The high and low resolution calibration processes give
the same value, indicating the validity of using an initial low resolution calibration procedure.
The time taken to perform each calibration step at low resolution is one tenth of that at high
resolution. It may be possible to reduce the resolution of the calibrating stage even further,
but this depends on the sequence used. In theory the calibration could be determined from the
residual of a single voxel; in practice more must be used to counteract the effects of noise.
These calibration results show the corrections which can be made to large errors seriously
affecting the reconstruction results. The algorithm's robustness to noise, demonstrated in Section 5.6.3, means that attempts to calibrate small positional errors are unlikely to be successful
but are unnecessary for effective navigation.

6.2 LIGHTING INVARIANCE
The algorithm described in Chapter 5 uses Equation (5.2) and the greyscale intensity of images
to determine the variance, and hence the error, at each voxel. Vision algorithms can gain an
advantage by using the additional information of the colour at each image pixel [67]. The
variance calculations that were applied to greyscale may be applied to each component of the
colour images to give the error measure,

E(R(i)) =

I:i (h [Ti(Xj ,Yj )])2-0:::i h[Ti(Xj ,Yj )])2
(N'-I)
I:i (12 [Ti(Xj ,Yj )])2-(I:i f2[Ti(Xj ,Yj )])2
(N'-I)
I:j (f3 [Ti(Xj ,Yj )])2_(I: j Ia[Ti(Xj ,Yj )])2
(N'-I)
,

+
+
where h, hand

(6.1)

h are the three colour components of the images. These colour components

may be Red, Green, Blue (RGB), Hue, Saturation, Value (HSV) or the elements of any other
appropriate colour model [102]. Of these two models, HSV has the advantage that its Hue and
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(a) Image 15.

100

200

3JO

400

(c) Image 1.

(b) Image 16.

600

(d) Image 31.

Figure 6.3 (a,b) The GOBLIN_It sequence has a step change in lighting conditions, Appendix D. (c,d)
In the GOBLIN_12 sequence a shadow from the camera gradually affects the image.

Saturation components are theoretically independent of lighting intensity.
To see the benefits of using a colour model consider a sequence with varying illumination,
such as that illustrated in Fig. 6.3. This sequence has been constructed by splicing together
two halves of the GOBLIN_lla and GOBLIN_l1b sequences. These sequences are identical
except that an additional light was switched on while capturing GOBLIN_l1b. The splicing
gives a sequence with a dramatic lighting change halfway through, causing a strong intensity
step change at surface points. The resulting sequence is referred to as GOBLIN_II. Figure 6.4
shows that the greyscale and RGB variance calculations both perform badly for this sequence.
Using only the two lighting intensity invariant components of the HSV model (so that Eq. (6.1)
contains only two terms) is referred to as the HS model. This model gives an accurate depth
map, Fig. 6.4(e) , subject to salt and pepper noise. The noise can be easily removed using a
median filter, Fig. 6.4(f).
The previous example considered a step change in lighting levels, but it is possible for the
camera motion to also induce a lighting variation. In the GOBLIN _12 sequence the motion of
the camera is in Z and its shadow falls on the scene, gradually darkening the closer portions
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(a) Depth map, grey scale.

(b) Filtered depth map, greyscale.

(c) Depth map, RGB model.

(d) Filtered depth map. RGB model.

(e) Depth map. HS model.

(0 Filtered depth map, HS model.

Figure 6.4 Depth maps resulting from GOBLIN_Il, a sequence containing a lighting change. (a) Variance of the greyscale intensity is used. The results are affected by the intensity not being constant
throughout the sequence. (b) Filtering the depth map with a 7 x 7 median filter does not remove all
the errors. (c) Variance of the RGB components is used. This is also unsuccessful since these colour
components also vary with intensity. (d) Once again, the filtered depth map retains a number of errors.
(c) Variance of the HS components of the HSV model. This is successful as it eliminates the intensity
variations between images. (d) The salt and pepper noise has been eliminated by means of a 7 x 7
median filter.
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(a) Depth map.

(b) Filtered depth map.

Figure 6.5 Results for GOBLIN _12, a sequence containing a shadow from the camera. (a) The original
depth map (b) The results filtered using a 5 x 5 median filter.

of the images. The median intensity drops over the last ten frames, until it is at about 80%
of the median intensity in the first frame, Fig. 6.3. The interaction of the camera motion and
the scene intensity is particularly difficult to model mathematically, and as a consequence has
not been widely considered in the literature. As with accelerating motion in Section 5.3, the
errors introduced by camera shadowing become less significant with shorter sequences. This
again introduces the tradeoff between modelling accuracy and having sufficient data, a problem
already discussed in the context of variable camera motion. The reconstruction of GOBLIN_12,
shown in Fig. 6.5, is comparable to previous results, apart from errors at the focus of expansion.

The significance of a lighting variation throughout the sequence depends on which model
is being used. When using the HS model the effect of a lighting change is very small, whereas
for an RGB model it is not. By comparing results for GOBLIN_ll and GOBLIN_lla, (the
same sequence, but with consistent lighting throughout), these differences may be quantified.
The depth maps for identical sequences with consistent and inconsistent lighting are shown in
Fig. 6.6(b) and Fig. 6.6(d) respectively. The mean squared difference between these filtered HS
reconstructions is 1.5 mm. This rises to 5.8 mm when an RGB model is used. The RGB and
HS models give very little difference in reconstruction quality when the lighting is constant. A
slightly worse result is expected from the HS model, as only two of its components are used to
determine the error, and hence the information content of the data is lower. This is borne out
by a comparison of Fig. 6.6(a) and Fig. 6.6(b).

S and V components
Although removing the Value component from the error computed in Eq. (6.1) produces a
significant improvement in the algorithm's robustness, the relative importance of the Hue and
Saturation components is not clear in the presence of lighting variations. Figure 6.7 shows
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(a) RGB, consistent lighting.

(b) HS, consistent lighting.

"

(c) ROB, variable lighting.

(d) HS, variable lighting.

Comparing the effects of lighting variation and no lighting variation when using the RGB
and HS models. Depth maps have been filtered with 5 X 5 median filters. (a) The RGB model with the
GOBLIN_IIa (completely dark) sequence. (b) TheHS model with the GOBLIN_Ila sequence. (c) The
RGB model with the GOBLIN_ll (dark and light) sequence. (d) The HS model with the GOBLIKll
sequence.
Figure 6.6
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the reconstructions perlormed by the different components of the colour model for the GOBLIN _11 sequence. As expected, Hue and Saturation components significantly outperlorm the
Value component. By comparing the depth maps produced with the filtered depth estimate for
the GOBLIN_lla sequence, the median magnitude differences for each component and theil'
combinations are found:
H

S

V

HS

HSV

8.54mrn 5.22mrn 11.60mm 5.75mm 6.81mrn
This indicates that Saturation is the least sensitive to the lighting variation and Value is the
most. The difference between using Hue and Saturation together or Saturation alone depends
on the sequence in question. In this case Saturation alone perlorms slightly better but the use
of the additional Hue term should provide greater robustness in other situations, such as those
without a lighting variation. The further addition of the Value term, however, causes more
significant deterioration, as may seen by comparing Fig. 6.7(d) with

6.3

6.7(e).

SPECULARITIES

Although the majority of results presented in this thesis assume Lambertian objects, the method
does not require this assumption. Given a set of backprojections at a point it is feasible to
make a much weaker assumption that reflectance has some pattern other than that of constant
intensity. For realistic surlace models the observed intensity varies smoothly with angle and
it is possible to identify this pattern of variation in the backprojections at a point. Doing so
means the following may be determined:
III

That the point is on the surlace,

III

The reflectance properties of the point,

III

The surlace orientation of the point, if the light source positions are known.

As an example, consider the highly specular surlace shown in the 33 frame image sequence
illustrated in Fig. 6.8. The appearance of the metal strip changes as the angle of view of the
camera changes. In particular, one region of the strip gets brighter through the sequence. In this
region the observed intensities smoothly increase (and decrease again for a large enough angle
of view), see Fig. 6.9(a). By contrast, a matte point from the same sequence appears consistent
from all camera viewpoints, Fig. 6.9(b). This smooth pattern of variation for a specular point
can be distinguished from inconect surlace depths due to its lack of high frequency variation.
Figure 6.1O(a) shows the intensity variation of

6.9(a), but over the entire range of possible

reconstruction depths. The reconstruction problem is thus reduced to determining which of
these lines is the smoothest, a criterion that also applies to a matte point, Fig. 6.1O(b).
This matching was implemented by fitting a low degree polynomial to the intensities, as in
Fig. 6.11. If the fitted polynomial is p( k), and the backprojections at (X, Y, Z) are the ordered
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(a) Hue.
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(b) Saturation.
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(d) Hue and Saturation.

(c) Value.

(e) All three.

Depth reconstructions performed with the different components of the HSV model. Depth
maps have been filtered with 5 x 5 median filters. (a) Hue component only. (b) Saturation component only. (c) Value component only. (d) Hue and Saturation components combined. (e) All three
components, H, S and V, combined.
Figure 6.7
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(a) Image 5.

(b) Image 16.

(c) Image 29.

Figure 6.8 Three frames from image sequence. The metal strip in the centre of the scene appears different when
viewed from from different angles.
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00::---:---':::-0--:::--'5 ...... ~·~2';:-5---::30~
Cemera

(a) Specular point.

(b) Lambertian point.

Figure 6.9 The variation of intensity as camera view changes for points on the surface. (a) The variation
seen at a specular point smoothly changes with the camera view. For a larger field of view the intensity
decreases again. (b) AI1 cameras see approximately the same intensity at a Lambertian point.
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set bj, j = 1 ... N' then the voxel at (X, Y, Z) has the following error,

(6.2)
This error measure may be used in place of the variance measure of Eq. (4.4) to determine if
the voxel backprojections are consistent with a surface point and is referred to as the smooth
variation model. It also provides a confidence measure for the voxel in question. Figure 6.11

shows the measure has a minimum at the correct depth.

Note that the smoothly varying intensity discussed here is for the case of a linear camera
array. If instead, the cameras are arranged in a two-dimensional array the process of fitting a
smooth curve may become that of fitting a smooth surface to observed intensities. It is also
necessary to order the observed intensities according to the camera positions, before fitting.
Although this may be more complicated for some camera configurations, it is entirely possible
when the camera positions are approximately known.

Depth maps obtained for the SHlNY_l sequence are shown in Fig. 6.12. Figure 6.12(a)
shows the depth map obtained using the simplest reflectance model, that of Lambertian surfaces. In the region where this assumption is violated the algorithm fails. As Fig. 6.12(c)
shows, however, using the polynomial fitting approach is successful for both Lambertian and
specular regions of the surface. Consequently, this method of modelling the reflectance behaviour is robust to different surface types and does not require special treatment of specular
regions. Points on the surface can be identified as specular by considering the order of the best
fit polynomial. Lambertian points should be best approximated by a linear fit, whereas specular
regions require a higher order polynomial.

In a less dramatic example of specular reflections, such as the GOBLlN.2 sequence used in
the previous chapter, there are only a few specular points in various places on the goblin. This
sequence has camera motion in the Z direction meaning that the camera's angle of view does
not change significantly throughout the sequence. Consequently the Lambertian assumption
generally holds, as the depth map in Fig. 6.13(a) (reproduced from Fig. 5.11) shows. Applying
the smooth variation model to this sequence gives an accurate depth map, Fig. 6.13(b), but the
results are noticeably noisier than the variance approach, especially at the focus of expansion.
The difference in this region may be seen in the filtered depth map, Fig. 6.13(c). The magnitude of the difference between the two depth maps, shown in Fig. 6. 13(d) has a mean value of
4.0 mm. The depth map suggests the Lambertian assumption does not introduce any significant
errors, particularly under fronto-parallel motion, since the specular regions are reconstructed
equally well under both schemes. As the specular model is robust under the Lambertian assumption it may be applied to any region believed to be specular, or the entire image.
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6.10 The variation of intensity with camera view for the entire range of reconstruction depths.
(a) a specular point. (b) A Lambertian point. In each case the intensity line for the correct depth is
plotted in a dark colour.
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Figure 6.11 Fitting a second order polynomial to intensity variations for particular voxels. The original backprojected intensities are represented by * and the dotted line is the fitted polynomial. (a) A
Lambertian surface point. (b) A specular surface point. (c,d) For both of these (X, Y) locations the
polynomial fitting enor,
(6.2), provides a minimum, marked with a circle, at the conect reconstruction depth.
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(a) Depth map, Lambertian estimate.

(b) Filtered depth map.
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(d) Filtered depth map.

Figure 6.12 Depth reconstructions for the SHINY _1 sequence. (a) Depth map reconstructed using the
variance measure, which assumes a Lambertian reflectance model. (b) Median filtering the depth map
does not remove the errors at the specular regions. (c) Depth map reconstruction using the polynomial
fitting code. A second order polynomial is fitted to the intensities at each voxel and the goodness of fit
used as an error measure. (d) A median filtered depth map, using a 7 x 7 window
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(b) Smooth variation estimates.

(a) Lambertian estimates.
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(c) Filtered smooth variation estimates.

(d) Difference between depth maps.

Figure 6.13 Results for the GOBLIN_l sequence. (a) Depth map using variance model, reproduced
from Chapter 5. (b) The depth map obtained when applying the model of smooth variation is of slightly
lower quality than that obtained using the variance method, especially in the region of the focus of
expansion. (c) After filtering, the resulting depth map is very similar to that obtained with the variance
method, except in the central region. Cd) The mean squared difference between the two unfiltered depth
maps.
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6.4 ROBOT NAVIGATION
The algorithm described in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 is very suitable for the problem of robot navigation. The primary reason for this is its clarity: the scene and its depths are directly modelled
and recovered, without any intermediate steps involved. This allows processing and constraints
to be applied to the scene properties in a straightforward and intuitive way. Because most of the
calculation can be performed in parallel this algorithm can easily be implemented on dedicated
hardware to gain a substantial speed improvement. Also, each step of the algorithm is simple,
relying on existing, well-established, techniques such as interpolation, variance calculation,
and polynomial fitting. None of these is difficult to understand or use.
Another important advantage is the flexibility of the algorithm, particularly in the choice
of reconstruction points. For a particular application it may be appropriate to scan just a single
plane parallel to the optical axis. This allows the robot to quickly determine if there is an
object ahead of it at a given height (i.e., Y location). Alternatively the robot could scan a
single plane perpendicular to the axis but at a specific Z distance, Fig. 5.9(a). When combined
with a threshold this can be used to stop the robot from colliding with objects. A multiple
resolution structure could easily be used to scan a volume coarsely and then scan regions of
interest at a finer level. This multiple resolution structure could be integrated into a higher
level system which used the first scan to determine areas of interest for the second scan, similar
to the process used by the human eye. A final important advantage is the ability to correctly
reconstruct portions of a scene which have severe deviations from the Lambertian model.

Chapter 7
CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this thesis was to develop a robust method for depth estimation. from camera
sequences. This entailed investigation of existing strategies such as optical flow as well as
the development of volumetric techniques. It was shown that a larger number of optical flow
techniques can be considered as specialised versions of a general approach. This framework
provided the basis for comparison with the new volumetric techniques.
Methods for determining optical flow can be divided into a number of categories. A particular set of these differential methods, those assuming a particular flow form over a patch,
were considered. It was shown that a general model can encompass a number of published
methods of this type. This general model uses basis functions which sum to give the flow field
for a specific patch. Although the possible choice of basis Junctions is large, one particular
set was selected by considering the exact flows seen by a camera observing planar objects. It
was shown that different sets of these physically reasonable basis flows conespond to models
published by a number of authors. Since the equations for basis flows are independent, optical
flow calculated using a reduced set of basis flows has enors. In particular, a bias in the position
of the focus of expansion is introduced when the number of flows does not accurately model
the structure of the observed surface. Determining the best choice of model was approached
by considering the enors in both real and synthetic sequences. Bnors were found to depend on
model complexity, the window size, and the type of surfaces in the image sequence in question.
It was found that as window size increases a larger model is more effective at reducing sUlface

fitting enors, while for a small window a large model is very enor prone. The resul ts also show
that the more complicated eight parameter model does not usually offer a great improvement
over the six parameter one. However, the eight parameter model is significant in removing a
bias in the position of the focus of expansion, which in certain situations may be of critical
importance [60]. The work in optical flow enabled a large number of existing techniques to
be implemented within this single framework. This provided a basis for comparison with the
volumetric techniques that were developed.
Volumetric approaches to analysing image sequences provide a framework which shows
far more potential than that of the traditional image plane matching approaches. By considering
the volumes from which images were formed a more flexible and less simplistic approach is
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taken. In this way complex scenes containing occlusion and non-Lambertian objects can be
successfully reconstructed. Recent work by some authors has used a volumetric framework for
problems in virtual reality view synthesis, [63,86, lO7], but it also proves extremely powerful
for the problem of robot navigation. In this field it was first proposed by Preddey and Lane,
[97,98]. The method works by comparing single pixels from a number of camera images.
This is done by forward projecting each point in reconstruction space onto the camera images
and determining the variance of intensities. A surface is reconstructed by choosing points for
which this variance is low.
The framework and the related robot navigation algorithm presented in this thesis have a
number of important advantages over traditional methods. Firstly, the framework can deal with
occlusions. Since these are a problem caused by the change from three dimensions to two, it is
more effective to reconstruct the surface in three dimensions, favouring the use of volumetric
approaches. Non-Lambertian surfaces can be reconstructed effectively at the same time as
other points in the scene so that a two-stage process is not required. The reflectance of points
can also be determined. Unlike stereo matching, the measurements from multiple cameras are
easily integrated together in a volumetric approach. The framework operates in the same way
with any number of cameras. It can also deal with large pixel shifts without resOlting to coarseto-fine methods. This means a wide range of different depths within the same sequence can be
determined in a single step. Another contrast with optical flow is that sharp changes in depth
are crisply delineated and not smoothed over as occurs with a windowing approach.
As part of the reconstruction process a confidence measure for each reconstructed point
is determined. This allows bad points to be identified, as well as providing the means for calibration. Although the algorithm requires knowledge of camera positions, the self-calibration
process allows it to correct errors in these positions. Even without this ability, it is also insensitive to camera positional noise, an important feature for robot navigation.
The algorithm may be implemented in a manner insensitive to lighting variations by using
an HSV colour model which isolates the lighting dependent component of colour. Within
theoretical limits, the reconstruction can be performed over any set of voxels required. This
produces a flexible method in which a graceful tradeoff between accuracy and speed can be
made. Finally, a major portion of the algorithm can be executed in parallel, allowing for a great
increase in speed and a practical hardware implementation.
As its application to reconstructing photo-realistic scenes shows, a volumetric approach
can determine, not just the existence of a voxel, but also its colour. In many situations this
additional information is of benefit to higher level processes within the overall vision system,
such as for example, object recognition. The advantages of the framework clearly show the
technique is an accurate and effective method for robot navigation using only a single moving
camera.
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The extensions to the work presented in this thesis are all in the area of volumetdc stereo,
rather than that of optical flow. This is due to the much greater potential for volumetric techniques to provide a useful solution to the challenge of robot vision. One important extension to
the method is to combine the use of colour space compadsons with the framework for fitting
specularities since in the present formulation these measures are incompatible. One approach
is to use the HSV colour space and fit a line to H and S and a polynomial to V. Alternatively
the measures described in the thesis for colour and intensity vadation could be added together
to produce an enor measure. It may also be valuable to try alternative colour spaces [102].
Further investigation of the potential for reconstructing specular surfaces is required, such
as investigating the effect a large field of view has on the order of the best fit polynomial.
The process of determining the reflectance characteristics of a surface point from its observed
pattern of variation demands additional investigation. Consideration should also be given to
extracting surface orientation from this information. Surfaces in computer vision are usually
characterised as either Lambertian or specular. By considering the set of backprojections as a
whole more realistic surfaces can be tackled. It may even be possible to reconstruct iridescent
objects for which colour varies with angle.
Summing E(R(i)) for each selected voxel gives the reconstruction residual for a chosen
reconstructed surface. Instead of the procedures in Section 5.1.4, more complicated voxel selection procedures may be followed to minimise the reconstruction residual while determining
a depth map which is dense from all camera views!.
The implementation of the method in practice requires some consideration of the way
in which the data is gathered. As images are taken sequentially it would be valuable for the
algorithm to update estimates over time, as additional data is obtained. At the very least, the
initial depth estimates could be used to guide the choice of depth limits for later reconstructions.
The given resolution and depth limits for the method are based on purely geometric arguments. Other factors, such as noise, are almost certain to reduce these still further. An
investigation of the practical depth limits for the technique would be useful. Building a robot
which navigates by volumetdc stereo would be an interesting (and fun) task and allow experimentation with different schemes for scanning the reconstruction volume. To build an effective
real-time robot the parallel algorithm would need to be implemented in hardware and careful
consideration given to the image size and camera frame rate.

IThis is work cunently being investigated by C. Forne at the University of Canterbury.

Appendix A
CAMERA CALIBRATION

Camera calibration is a difficult, tedious, but important process. It is a major subject area
in itself, particularly in the area of self calibration for moving cameras [76]. Calibration is
needed to accurately determine the camera's intrinsic and extrinsic parameters, which are in
tum needed for accurate navigation. Intrinsic parameters are those internal to the camera, such
as focallength, whereas extrinsic are those relating to its physical location, such as rotation.
This appendix begins by describing the camera model used and the assumptions governing
that model. The equations for the transformation from real world objects to camera images are
given. The calibration problem is posed and standard methods of approaching it are considered,
along with the difficulties involved. A different method of calibration incorporating a flat
calibration object and a moving camera is explained and results from calibrating the SUN
camera and optical platform in the University of Canterbury Image Processing Laboratory,
Appendix B, are given.

A.1

CAMERA MODEL

The CCD camera is modelled as a pinhole camera, see Fig. 2.4. In this model the light rays
from the object being imaged pass through a point in the camera plane, known as the focal
point, or pinhole, before appearing on the image plane. Thus the lens is modelled as a single
point. Ideally a point in the image maps to a single ray from the object and there is no blurring.
The object appears inverted at the CCD array but this is modelled as a true uninverted image
at the image plane. The picture is taken down the optical axis of the camera, and the point of
intersection of the optical axis with the image plane is known as the principal point.

A.1.1

Transformations from world to uU'''';;;''''

The transformation of real world, or object, points into image points is represented mathematically by a number of transformation steps, see Fig. A.I. First the object points are transformed
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Calibration Object

'Rotation ex, ~, {}"

f

Figure A.I

Coordinate axes of camera, object and image plane.

into the camera frame,

(A.l)

where R is a 3 x 3 rotation matrix formed from Euler angles (a, (3, e) describing the rotation
between the object coordinates (Xo, Yo, Zo) and camera coordinates (Xc, Yc, Zc). The displacement between the two frames of reference is (U, V, W) and the origin of the camera frame
is the focal point. The next step is to project the camera coordinates onto a two-dimensional
plane at the camera origin,
(A. 2)
where

f

is the focal length of the camera. This describes an ideal camera, however true cam-

eras contain distortion which must also be modelled. Lens distortions have the effect of shifting
the previous coordinates (X2D' Y2D) to a new location (x D, YD) and can be separated into radial and tallgential distortions [137]. The radial distortions move the image point along a line

radiating from the principal point of the image and the tangential distortions occur perpendicular to this line, Fig. A.2. Theoretically, these radial and tangential distortions should each be
modelled with an infinite series of terms, however this level of detail increases the complexity
of the model without materially improving the accuracy of the calibration. Typically only two
or fewer of these coefficients need to be considered and the others can be neglected. For some
calibration methods [126] modelling more than one coefficient can cause numerical instability
in the calibration process. The distortion is modelled as [48],

A.I
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\

.

Focal pOInt

Figure A.2

Operation of radial and tangential distortions.

where r
JX~D + Y~D' and dRl, dR2, dTl, dT2 are radial and tangential distortion coefficients, respectively.
These coordinates are then transfonned from physical measurements (rom) in the camera
frame to pixels in the frame buffer coordinate system according to,
(A.5)

where (Ne, Ny) are the number of pixels in the horizontal and vertical directions as seen by
the framebuffer, (8 x , 8 y ) are the physical dimensions of the CCD array (rom), 8 is a scaling
factor which accounts for readout timing errors (pixel jitter), and (xp, yp) are the coordinates
of the principal point (in pixels). The number of pixels in the CCD array and the physical
dimensions of the chip can be obtained exactly from the manufacturer of the chip, so these are
not unknowns, but are constant for a specific chip. The scaling factor, S, occurs because of
timing inconsistencies between the camera and frame grabber. When the CCD charge is read
out of the array it is clocked at a rate dictated by the camera. However, when the frame grabber
interprets this it uses a clock at a different rate. The transition between rows of the image is
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Camera Parameters

~
Forward Problem:
From object coordinates (Xo, Yo, Zo) and camera
parameters to image coordinates (x,y)
Image
Coordinate
Frame
(x,y)

Object
Coordinate
Frame
(Xo, Yo, Zo)
Inverse Problem:
From image coordinates (x,y) and camera
parameters to object coordinates (Xo, Yo, Zo)

Camera Parameters

Figure A.3

The relationship between image and object frames.

clearly delineated by the signal, and so this scaling does not occur in the y direction, only in
the x.
In the transformation from calibration object coordinates to image coordinates the unknown intrinsic parameters are f, d Rl , d R2 , dTl , dT2 , B, x P ' and YP' and the unknown extrinsic
parameters are U, V, W, and R. The parameters N x , Ny, Bx , and By can be obtained from the
camera manufacturers' data sheets, Appendix B.

A.2

CALIBRATION

In the camera calibration process a model needs to be found to relate points in three-dimensional
space to their corresponding measured location on the image plane. The parameters of this
model are determined by a system identification process. The forward problem is to take
known object points and, using camera parameters, to determine the position of the points on
the image plane. The reverse process is known as solving an inverse problem, Fig. A.3.

A.2.1

Standard techniques

To model the transformations described, the standard approach is to employ a calibration object. This provides a large number of points (targets) whose locations in the object coordinate
frame are known precisely. These targets must then be matched to the corresponding point in
the images taken by the camera using a maximum likelihood approach to minimising errors.
An initial guess of parameters is used to construct a camera model which is then used to predict
the position of the three-dimensional calibration points in the frame buffer coordinate system.

A.2
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An error measure is produced by examining the mean square error between each of the measured image points and the predicted points. Prediction of the camera model is a nonlinear
inverse problem which can be solved using a number of standard methods for non-linear optimisation. To speed up the result a two step process was used,where the initial guess for the
parameters is supplied by a linearised solution which assumes only radial lens distortion [126J.
This result is then used as a starting estimate for the nonlinear optimisation process, using an
appropriate algorithm, in this case Levenberg-Marquardt [34, p.136J.

A.2.2

Difficulties

A calibration object must be used in order to provide accurately known three-dimensional object frame points. Most methods require the calibration object to be either three-dimensional
or a two-dimensional surface viewed at an oblique angle of 30° or more relative to the optical
axis [126J. A two-dimensional surface viewed in this way contains relative depth and is adequate to calibrate for all the unknown parameters except lens distortion and a possible scaling
factor between the x and y coordinates in the image. To calihrate for these parameters more
than one image of the object must be taken from different positions and orientations. A number
of difficulties relating to the calibration object are:
.. It can be very difficult to automatically match object points to image points (the correspondence problem). This is compounded by the use of a three-dimensional calibration
object, especially since the same points will not always be visible in all images. In some
calibration routines this matching is performed manually.
Ell

To improve the estimation of the position of a target from a quantised image, the targets
used are large circles. By calculating the centroid of the circle its position can be accurately determined. The larger the circle, the more accurate the estimation. However,
accurately estimating the centroids of obliquely viewed targets is difficult, especially as
the angle of view is unknown at the beginning of calibration.

III

The constmction of a three-dimensional object to a precise size is somewhat more difficult than in the case of a two-dimensional object, since this is fundamentally a flat sheet.
If the sheet can be positioned perpendicular to the camera's optical axis, its construction
becomes even easier. In some cases the three-dimensional object is constructed and the
locations of the targets established after construction to ensure accuracy, however, this is
also a difficult process.

\\II

It is desirable to have a sufficiently high level of illumination consistent across the calibration object. Again this is easier to achieve with a two-dimensional object where
lighting can be fairly consistent and shadows need not occur.
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A.3

A planar object can approximate a three-dimensional object if it is moved in the third dimension.

NEW CALIBRATION METHOD

A virtual three-dimensional calibration object can be achieved by moving a planar object in
the third dimension, as shown in Fig. A4. Tsai [126] uses this approach by assuming perfect knowledge of the object motion. Alternatively, the camera could be shifted as there is
no fundamental geometric difference between the two types of motion. Since the camera is
mounted on a precise optical table, it is more convenient to move the camera. This would indicate that the level of accuracy achievable using a three-dimensional calibration object could
be obtained with a coplanar object viewed perpendicular to the optical axis, provided that the
camera can be moved precisely enough. Unlike Tsai's calibration method, perfect stage motion is not assumed, but rather the motion is modelled and calibrated for along with the other
parameters. This requires six further parameters to describe the motion of the camera and
thus define the dimensions of the virtual three-dimensional object. These vector parameters,

XT = (XTx, X Ty , XTz) and ZT = (ZTx, ZTy, ZTz), as shown in Fig. AS, describe the displacement of the platform for each step along the tracks nominally aligned with the X and Z
directions. The translations along this track are transformed to translations in the camera frame
using Eq. (AI).

A,3.1

Scaling problem

The calibration approach proposed does have a disadvantage in that parameters relating to the
Z direction, that is

f,

W, and ZT are related by an unknown scaling factor, since

f and

Zc

appear only as a ratio in Eq. (A2). Due to the construction of the camera platform, however,
the magnitude of motion in X and Z is the same, i.e., IXTI = IZTI. As the value of XT is
accurate ZT can be scaled to the same value and the scale factor and hence the correct values
of f, W, and ZT can be determined.

A.3
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Figure A.S Displacements caused by motion along track vectors XT and ZT.

A,3.2

Operational details

The experimental equipment consists of a SUN multimedia frame grabber and video camera,
whose specifications are in Appendix B. The camera is mounted on a rigid stage, that can move
precisely along two tracks using independent stepper motors, see Fig. 2.17. These stepper
motors can move the stage, and hence the camera, in nominally orthogonal directions on the X
and Z plane, in steps of 31.1 {tm. Initial results were gathered using a laser printed calibration
object of black dots on a white background, spaced in a Cartesian grid pattern. The calibration
object was large enough to fill the camera's field of view. Later results, however, were obtained
using a similar object generated by means of a photographic process. The film produced was
then attached to a fiat board. The photographic process produced printing of a much higher
accuracy and precision.
An important feature of the calibration is the automation of the necessary preprocessing
steps, illustrated in

A.6. As an aid to the target location and labelling process, one target

is made significantly larger than the others so that it can easily identified by its larger number
of pixels.

A.3,3

Calibration results

Before calibration the variance of the centroid elTors were computed. Due to the way images
are read out of the CCD alTay, an image taken from the same location will not always produce
identical target centroids each time. This effect is known as pixel jitter and is normally significantly more prominent in the readout direction [16]. The effect this had on the location of
the centroids found by the target location process is shown in Fig. A.7. These were computed
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Figure A.6

Calibration preprocessing steps.

from a binary threshold of the grey scale image. It can be seen that a reasonable spread in the
centroids occurs equally in both directions. These results suggest that more noise is introduced
by the thresholding process than by pixel jitter. It has been suggested that this form of noise
can be reduced by determining the centroid from a greyscale image rather than from the binary
image [48].
For the calibration results presented, the camera was placed approximately 220 mm from
the calibration object and shifted towards the object for four frames and then parallel for two
frames, with 500 steps between consecutive frames. Table A.I shows a number of calibration
results and nominal design values for some of the camera and track parameters. The third
column contains the results obtained using a standard calibration routine in which each camera
position is determined independently but with common intrinsic parameters [48]. Calibration
for the motion of the platform is not performed, and nominal motion values are used instead.
The results obtained from the modified calibration routine are shown in column 4. After scaling
these results as discussed in Section A.3.I, the parameter values in column 5 were obtained.
These results are significantly closer to design values, particularly for the focal length j, initial
camera position W, and estimated step magnitudes of the stage, X T and
1

A.3.4

1

1

ZT I.

Discussion

The results clearly show the difficulties in calibrating from a flat object parallel to the image
plane. In this case scaling j, W, and

ZT

by a constant a will give a similar match to the ob-
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S

f
xp

YP
dTl
dT2
dRl
dR2

1
nominal 6.2 mm
nominal 384
nominal 288
0
0
0
0

U

V

W

approx 220 mm

a

0
0
0
31.1p,m
0
0
31.1p,m
0
0
-31.1 p,m
31.1 p,m

(3

e
XTx

XTy
XTz
IXTI
ZTx
Zyy
Zyz
IZTI

Table A.I

Standard Routine
1.0174
7.9643
263.3
186.3
-0.0008
0
0.011
0.001
-771.4
-624.3
297.2
0.3841
0.1498
-0.2258
3Llp,m
0
0
31.1 p,m
0
0
-31.1 p,m
31.1p,m

CAMERA CALIBRATION

Improved Routine
1.0173
6.6809
517.3
404.9
-0.0008
0
-0.0006
-0.001
-830.35
-677.64
247.4
0.3828
0.0479
-0.1699
30.8 p,m
-0.1 p,m
0.1 p,m
30.8p,m
4.4p,m
4.2p,m
-33.8 p,m
34.3 p,m

Calibration results for camera parameters.

Correctly scaled values
1.0173
5.9917
384
288
-0.0008
0
-0.0006
-0.001
-830.35
-677.64
221.8
0.3928
0.0497
-0.1699
30.8 p,m
-0.1 p,m
0.1 p,m
30.8p,m
3.9 p,m
3.8p,m
-30.3 p,m
30.8 p,m
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served data. A further ambiguity is produced by the interaction between the image's plincipal
point and the ZT track motion. While the angle of separation between the true optical axis and
the track can be determined, it is not possible to distinguish the absolute (x, y) components of
the track motion from the absolute location of the principal point. Thus large apparent errors
in the principal point are cancelled by the errors made in the computed track vector. However,
due to the construction of the platform, it is known that the step magnitudes in the X and Z
directions are the same. This information can be used to determine the scale factor according
to alZTI
Table A.I.

IXTI.

Results corrected with this scaling factor are shown in the last column of

Appendix
EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS

Two different cameras were used to obtain the sequences in this thesis: a low quality SUN
camera, described in Section B.1, and a higher quality SONY camera purchased later, described
in Section B.2. Either could be mounted on the optical table setup described in Section B.3.

SUN CAMERA
The SUN camera is designed for use as a multimedia camera and has built-in automatic gain
control (AGC) and sharpening. It captures colour or black and white images in raster fonnat.
The largest image size produced by the camera and accompanying software is 576 x 768 pixels.
This size can be reduced by specifying a shrink factor when obtaining images. Some of the
sequences used were taken with a shrink factor of 2, giving images of size 288 x 384. The full
sized image is produced by interpolating up from the picture elements. The half sized image
is produced by selecting every second pixel from the full sized one. Further details about the
operation of this camera, and the results of various test carried out on it, may be found in [98].
The following details are given verbatim from the camera specifications, [117J:

Optical Characteristics:
Ij

self-contained, internal synchronisation

• automatic white balance tracking
an automatically adjusted electronic shutter with speeds ranging from 1/60s to 1/15000s
III

an F2.8 lens with focal length J

6.2 mm

lens viewing angles of approximately 43° horizontal, 33° vertical
It

effective image capture with minimum illumination of 10 lux

CCD and Scanning System
It

2: 1 interlace scanning system compliant with NTSC
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@II

15.734 kHz horizontal scanning frequency

@II

59.94 Hz vertical scanning frequency

@II

a 4.9 mm (h) by 3.7 mm (v) image area

@II

514 (h) by 489 (v) effective picture elements

@II

2:: 330 TV lines (h) by 2:: 350 TV lines (v)

@II

colour temperature tracking range of 2800° K to 6000° K

@II

image sensor 113 inch interline transfer CCD

€II

startup: video image can be obtained in less than 10 seconds after power-on

B.2

SONY CAMERA

The second camera is a Sony camera with a 3CCD RGB chip, CV-M90. This camera is of
much higher quality than the previous one and takes colour images. The images are 574 x 768
pixels and are in TIFF format with LZW compression. Due to the construction of the optical
table mount and the placement of rear camera cables, this camera had to be placed on its side
on the optical table (rotated 90° about the Z axis). This necessitated an image rotation for all
the pictures taken.
The following details are from the camera specifications.
€II

TV standard

PAL

III

CCD Sensor

113" Hyper HAD interline-transfer CCD

Ell

Effective no. of pixel

€II

Cell size

€II

Scanning system

€II

Scanning Freq.

€II

H. Resolution

III

SIN ratio

€II

Standard Illumination

€II

Min. Illum on CCD Sensor

III

Normal Shutter

€II

Gamma Correction

752 (H) x 582 (V), 440,000 pix approx

6.50 /-lm (H) x 6.25 /-lm (V)
2: 1 InterlacelNon-interlace
H:15.625kHz V:50.0Hz
570 TV line (on G. ch)

56dB or more (on G. ch., Gain/Gamma OFF)
2000lux F5.6
2lux F2.0 (Video level-6dB, Gain +12dB)

OFF, 11100, 11250, 11500, 111000, 112000, 114000, 1110000 sec
1.0 or 0.45

B.3
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z

Figure B.t Layout of the optical table .

• White Balance
III

B.3

Lens Mount

Manual control (by RIB Gain pot.) or AGC
C-mount (Rear protrusion of C-mount lens must be less than 4.1 mm)

OPTICAL TABLE

The optical table on which the cameras may be mounted is illustrated in Fig. B.!. The two
axes of motion operate separately, each having its own stepper motor and motor driver. These
are controller by the microprocessor, in tum controlled by the connected Pc. Step size is approximately 30/-lm in each direction and there are 3300 steps in the X direction and 2700 in
the Z, giving a maximum baseline of 99 mm and 81 mm. Mechanical backlash when changing
direction is approximately three steps [98], so a consistent direction is maintained throughout
any given sequence.

Appendix
DERIVATION

RECONSTRUCTION LIMITS

The upper and lower limits on the depths which can be reconstructed may be determined by
considering the camera geometry. The derivations given here apply to a co-linear camera array
of N cameras with spacing of (L\X, 0,0) for the sideways array and (0,0, L\Z) for the forward
array.

C.l

SIDEWAYS CAMERA ARRAY

Derivation of ZMAX
The maximum depth resolvable by the cameras is determined by first considering the depth
for a general case of intersecting pixel rays and then maximising this expression. Figure C.l
shows that,

/=180 0 -(0;+{3).

(C.l)

Applying the sine rule gives,

L

= bsin(p)
sin(/)

z

=

bsin(¢ + 90)
sin(180 - (0; + {3))

(C.2)

L

Figure C.l Considering intersecting rays from a pair of cameras in the array allows the maximum resolvable
depth to be determined. The distance between these cameras is b.
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~ Optical Axis
f

f

8

Camera

Camera

Figure C.2 The hypotenuse of the triangle is a line drawn from the camera lens centre through the centre of a
pixel. The ray passes through the ith and jth pixels in each case. The total number of pixels in the CCD array is m
and Xp is the pixel width in mm.

Since Z = L sin( a), Eq. C.2 may be substituted into this to obtain,
Z

= _bs_in--.,.(:...:....¢:-+_9_0---,0),-s-;-in--'.(_90--=-0:-:--_8...:....)
sin(180° - (a + ,8))

bcos(8) cos(¢)
sin(a +,8)

(C.3)

The denominator of Eq. C.3 can be rewritten as,
sin(90° - 8 + ¢ + 90°)

sin(a +,8)

sin(8 - ¢)
sin(8) cos(¢) - cos(8) sin(¢).
Hence,

Z =

bcos(8) cos(¢)
.
sin(8) cos(¢) - cos(8) sin(¢)

(C.4)

The values of 8 and ¢ depend on the camera parameters, as shown in Figure C.2. These
diagrams give,

f

cos(8) = he'

SIn

. (8) _ xp(m - 2i + 1)
h
'
2 e

(C.S)

. ("')
xp(m-2j+1)
sm 'f =
2h¢
.

(C.6)

and

f

cos(¢) = h¢'
These are substituted into Eq. C.4 to get,

Z =

bf
xp(j - i)

(C.7)
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b.XJ2
-'&(m-l)
2

Adjacent
Cameras
b.X

Figure C.3 The rays depicted pass through the centre of the outermost pixels of two adjacent cameras, each with
Tn pixels. The cameras have focal length f and are ~X apart in the X direction.

= 1,

i

Clearly, Z is at a maximum when there is one pixel difference between the rays, i.e., j
and where b is between the outermost cameras in the array, b = b..X(N - 1),

fb..X(N -1)

(C.8)

Xp

Derivation of ZMIN
The minimum distance resolvable by the camera is determined by the intersection of the outermost rays of two adjacent cameras, see Figure C.3. By similar triangles,

Z:vnN

2f

= xp(m 1)'

(C.9)

which is easily rearranged to,

b..Xf
ZI\lIN

= Xp (m-

(C.lO)

1)'

Note that this is the same expression obtained by minimising Eq. (C.7) with b =

~X

and

(j - i) = (m - 1).

C.2

FORWARD

'-'=UA.co!Jl'-D!.

ARRAY

A general expression for the depth at which any two pixel rays intersect is obtained for a
forward camera array. This may then be maximised or minimised to find

ZMAX

and

ZMIN.

Figure C.4 shows the camera arrangement, where,

a=

e+ 90,

'l/; = 180 - a - cp

= 90 - e cp.

(C.Il)
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Figure C.4 Determining pixel ray intersections for a forward camera array. b refers to the distance between any
two of the cameras in the array.

Using the Sine Rule

l = bsin(a) =
bsin(O + 90)
sin1/;
sin(90 - (0 + ¢))
and since cos(¢)

bcosO

(C.12)

cos(O + ¢)'

= Zll, then
_ bcos(O) cos(¢) _

bcos(O) cos(¢)

cos(O + ¢)

cos(O) cos(¢) - sin(O) sin(¢)

Z-

-

.

(C.13)

From Fig. C.S the following expressions are determined:

sin(¢)

xp(m - 2i + 1)
cos (0) = --'-------'-

-L
- he'

sin(O)
_

xp(m-2j+l)

-

2h¢

2he

,

cos(¢) =

Ie'

'
(C.14)

So, substituting Eq. (C.14) into Eq. (C.13) gives,

Z = mb - 2bi + b
2(j - i) .

(C.lS)
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Figure C.S

Detennining pixel ray intersections for a forward camera array.

Derivation of ZMAX
To detennine ZtvIAX, Eq. (C.lS) is maximised for integers i, j in the range [1, m/2] and for

b=

~Z(I,

... ,(N - 1)).

z

_

MAX - m'!>x
~J

for i

= I, j = 2, b = ~Z(N -

b(m - 2i + 1) _ ~Z(N - l)(m - 1)
2(J. - Z.)
2
'

(C.16)

1), and where m is the number of pixels in the camera.

Derivation of ZMIN
To determine

ZMIN,

Eq. (C.lS) is minimised for integers i, j in the range [1, m/2] and for

b = ~Z(l, ... , (N - 1)).

Z.

_

MIN -

for j

= m/2, i = 1, b

~Z,

. b(m - 2i

~m
~J

2('J

+ 1)

.)
Z

~Z(m

(m - 2)

1)

,

and where m is the number of pixels in the camera.

(C.17)

AppendixD
IMAGE SEQUENCE DATA

A range of image sequences, both real and synthetic, were used to test the algorithms proposed
in this thesis. This appendix illustrates each one and Table D summarises their important
details.
Many of the sequences used are synthetic ones. The most important advantage to be gained
from using synthetic sequences is that their correct optical flow fields may be calculated. They
may also be used to test algorithms without the difficulties introduced by noise and a wide
variety of scene and camera motion combinations may be experimented with.
The synthetic sequences used in this thesis were generated with a ray-tracing program
called POV-Ray [92]. This is an extensive and very powerful programming language which
allows extremely life-like images to be created. It can be used to ray-trace a series of images
of the same scene from different spatial locations and also produces exact depth maps of these
images. The sequences described here are simple examples testing different surfaces, planar
in the case of the FACET ones and spherical in the case of PLANETS. They also test different
camera motions, with a larger camera velocity for FACET.-5 and an accelerating camera in
FACET_7. The synthetic camera used in these sequences is the default one specified in [93],
except that the camera pixels are set to be square.
Despite the advantages of synthetic sequences, it is also vital to test algorithms on real
image sequences, to prove their utility in the presence of noise and the other inaccuracies introduced by reality, such as non-Lamberti an surfaces, camera vignetting, and shadows. Except
for two, all of the real sequences were obtained from the two cameras in the Image Processing
Laboratory at Canterbury University. The equipment used for this is described in Appendix B.
The TILT _TIP A sequence has camera motion along the Z axis and observes a simple, textured
planar surface. This produces a sequence for which the true motion field must be smooth but
not constant. The GOBLIN _1 and GOBLIN.2 sequences are basic sequences consisting of
camera motion along each of the Z and X axes, respectively. All of the GOBLIN sequences
show the same goblin figurine placed in front of a textured, but flat, object representing a bookcase. The sequences from GOBLIN3 to GOBLIN_9 have the same basic motion as that of
GOBLIN_I, i.e., moving towards the scene. In each case, however, the camera positions have
been perturbed by a variation added to either the X or Z coordinate. The amount of added
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perturbation is given in the next row of the table, in units of steps = 0.03 mm, for conciseness.
GOBLIN_lO also has the same basic motion as GOBLIN_I, but one of the images, the sixth,
was taken at a position 40 steps displaced in the X direction from its nominal position. This
represents a significantly different image from that which should be seen. Figure D.14 shows
the image taken from the nominal position and that taken from the displaced position, as well
as the first and last images in the sequence. GOBLIN_11a and GOBLIN_11b both have the
same basic Z motion and view the same scene, but an additional light was switched on while
capturing the second sequence. GOBLIN_II was constructed by taking the first half of the
GOBLIN_11a sequence and the second half of the GOBLIN_11b sequence, so that the scene
lighting changes halfway through the sequence. This allows algorithms to be tested for robustness to lighting variation. GOBLIN_12 also has a lighting variation, but a more natural one,
caused by the camera casting a shadow on the observed scene. GOBLIN_13 is very similar to
GOBLIN_lO, but has three displaced frames, the 6th, 19th and 21st. These three frames were
also taken from their nominal (undisplaced) positions. The frames are displaced in X by -20,
10 and 20 steps respectively. DOORS A is used to test the algorithm on a real, planar surface
for comparison with synthetic results. The surface is flat and tilted away from the camera at the
top right comer, with camera motion in X. The SHINY _1 sequence has camera motion in the
X direction, to ensure a wide field of view of the surface. This allows the variation in radiance

of the specular surface to become even more apparent.
The two image sequences not made here are the OTTE sequence, created by Otte and
Nagel, [89,90] and the RUBIC sequence made available by John Barron. The first of these is
a real sequence for which correct motion field data is available. It is a sequence consisting of
rectangular blocks, one of which (the white one) is in motion and thus breaks the assumption
of a static scene. As it has been used by other authors it is also a convenient standard for
comparing proposed algorithms. The RUBIC sequence is a real sequence showing a rubic
cube on a rotating turntable and is used simply as an example.
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(a) Frame I.

(b) Frame 21.

Figure D.1

(a) Frame I.

FACET -' sequence.

(b) Frame 21.

Figure D.2

(a) Frame I.

(c) Frame 41.

FACET....s sequence.

(b) Frame 21.

Figure D.3

(c) Frame 41.

FACET _7 sequence.

(c) Frame 41 .
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(a) Frame 1.

(b) Frame 21.

Figure D.4

(a) Frame I.

(c) Frame 41.

PLANETS sequence.

(b) Frame 25.

Figure D.S

(a) Frame 1.

Figure D.6

(c) Frame 50.

TILT_TIP_04 sequence.

(b) Frame 15.

(c) Frame 31.

GOBUN_I sequence.
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(a) Frame I.

(b) Frame 15.

Figure D.7

(e) Frame 31 .

GOBLIN...2 sequence.
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(b) Frame 15.

Figure D.8
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(e) Frame 31.

GOBLIN3 sequence.
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(a) Frame J.

Figure D.9

(b) Frame 15.

(e) Frame 31.

GOBLIN...5 sequence.
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(a) Frame I .

Figure D.IO

(b) Frame 15.

(c) Frame 31.

GOBLIN_6 sequence.
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(a) Frame 1.

Figure D.ll

(a) Frame I.

Figure D.12

(b) Frame 15.

(c) Frame 31.

GOBLIN_7 sequence.

(b) Frame 15.

(c) Frame 31.

GOBLIN_8 sequence.
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(a) Frame 1.

(b) Frame 15.

(c) Frame 31.

GOBLIN_9 sequence.

Figure D.13

(a) Frame 1.

(b) Frame 6.

(c) Frame 6 offset.

(d) Frame 31.

Figure D.14

(a) Frame I.

Figure D.IS

GOBLIN_IO sequence.

(b) Frame 16.

(c) Frame 31.

GOBLIN_Ila sequence.
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(a) Frame I.

(b) Frame 16.

(c) Frame 31.

Figure 0.16 GOBLIN_II b sequence.

(a) Frame I.

(b) Frame 15.

(c) Frame 31.

Figure 0.17 GOBLIN_II sequence.
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(c) Frame
offset.

19

(b) Frame 19.

(d) Frame 31.

Figure 0.18 GOBLIN_I 3 sequence.
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(a) Frame I.

(b) Frame 16.

Figure 0.19

(a) Frame I.

(a) Frame I.

DOORSA sequence.

(b) Frame 15.

Figure 0.20

(c) Frame 31.

(c) Frame 31.

SHINY _I sequence.

(b) Frame 16.

Figure 0.21

OTIE sequence.

(c) Frame 31.
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(a) Frame 1.

(b) Frame 11.

Figure D.22 RUBIe sequence.

(c) Frame 20.

Name

FACET3
FACET3
FACEL7
PLANETS
TILT_TIPA
GOBLlN_l

-------------

----------

Z var = 1
GOBLlN3
Z var = 5
GOB LlN_6
Z var = 10
GOB LlN_7
Xvar= 1
------

Xvar = 5
GOBLlN_9
X var = 10
GOBLIN_l 0
GOB LIN_l
GOB LlN_l
GOBLIN_ll

I Number

Displacement

Overall
Pixel
velocities
baseline
[pix/frame]
[mm]
0-0.9
6.0
0-2
7.2
0-37
36.0
0-1.6
6.0
14.7
0-0.5
0-3
18.0
20-30
24.0
18.0
0-3
1, 1,0,0, -1, -1, 0, 1,

401 x 401
Synthetic
Synthetic
401 x 401
401 x 401
Synthetic
401 x 401
Synthetic
460 x 740
SUN
768 x 574
768 x 574
768 x 574
SONY
1,0, 1,2,2,2,
~
x
SONY
-2, -3, -2, -7, 1, 1, -4)
(7,
-11,1, -4, -9, 2, 3,4, -1, -2, -1, -1, 1, 8, 1,3, lO, -2, 4, 1,-4,
SONY
~ (0,0.6)
18.0
0-9 768 x 574
31
~15,9,-3, -16,-4,-1, -23,-14,-18,11,-1,11,6,5, -7, 3,-13,-7, -7,2,-18, -14,2,15,4,-4,0,1,20,9, -1)
0-3 768 x 574
31
~ (0,0.6)
18.0
SONY
(0,
1, 1, 0, 1,0,0,0,
-1,0, 1, -1, 1, -1, 1, -1)
0, 1, -2, -1, 0, 0,
31
18.0
0-3 768 x 574
SONY
40
40
40
40
50
31
32
31

(0,0.15)
(0,0.18)
(0,0.0675) - -(0.1. 7775)
(0,0.15)
(0,0.3)
(0,0.6)
(0.75,0)
~ (0,0.6)

~

-----

31
31

18.0
18.0
18.0

0
0

3
3

768 x 574
768 x 574

SONY
SONY
SONY
SONY
....-

SHINY_l
OTTE

-.l
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